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About this book
This book describes the programming interfaces of the following products:
v IBM® licensed program Application Support Facility for z/OS® (in this book
referred to as ASF) Version 3 Release 4
v The feature IBM Document Connect for ASF
It provides information about the application programming interfaces supported
by ASF and the Web client interface provided with the feature Document Connect
for ASF.

Who should read this book
This book is intended for application programmers, system programmers, system
administrators, and IBM system engineers.

Conventions used in this book
This book contains graphical representations of record layouts. The following
applies to all layouts:
v Each box represents a field or a group of fields.
v The number below a box represents the length in bytes.
For example:

Convention

Meaning

ABEND

Refers to a program error.

ACB

Application Control Block.

AFP

Advanced function printer.

API

Application programming interface.

ASF V3 R4

Version 3 Release 4 of ASF

ATD

Application-type description.

BLRR

Batch document request record.

BMP

Batch message processing.

BSAM

Basic sequential access method.

CFL

Continuous formatting output library.

CICS

®

Customer Information Control System.
Represents CICS/ESA®.

CLL

Completed document library.

DCF

Document Composition Facility.

DCP

Data collection program.

DJL

Document job library.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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Convention

Meaning

DLF

Document Library Facility.

DSA

Dynamic Storage Area.

F-key

Refers to a function key on host panels.

FLL

Formatting document library.

FLR

Formatted-document record.

GIL

General information library.

(host)

Means this item or topic applies to the host
only and not to the Web client.

IMS™

Information Management System. Represents
IMS/ESA®.

ISL

An internal system library.

LRR

Document request record.

LTD

Document-type description.

MPP

Message processing program.

MRO

Multiregion operation.

PCB

Program control block.

PCE

Paragraph control entry.

PCT

Program control table.

PDP

Parameter determination program.

PDR

Parameter description.

PSB

Program status block.

PVP

Parameter verification program.

SIB

Standard interface block.

SLL

Saved document library.

SP

Standard paragraph.

SPA DB

Scratchpad area database.

SPG

Standard paragraph group.

TS

Temporary storage.

TSO

Time Sharing Option.

UPL

User profile library.

USL
VTAM

User session library.
®

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method.

Web client

The browser interface provided with the
feature Document Connect for ASF.

(Web client)

Means this item or topic applies to the Web
client and not to the host.

XCTL

Transfer control command.

(3270–ASF)

Means this item or topic applies to the 3270
front-end of ASF only and not to the Web
client.

Abbreviations are listed and explained in the “Glossary of terms and
abbreviations” on page 183.
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What you should know
As an application programmer of an ASF system, you should be familiar with the
following:
v z/OS operating system, or the supported releases of OS/390®
v IMS or CICS.
If you store data relationally, you should be familiar with IBM Database 2™ (DB2®).
If you use the document composition functions, you should be familiar with
Document Composition Facility (DCF).
As an application programmer of a Document Connect for ASF system, you should
be familiar with Java™ and JavaScript™ programming.
If you use Document Connect for ASF, you should be familiar with one of the
following (depending on how the ASF server connects to the host):
v CICS Transaction Gateway
v IMS Connect
v WebSphere®
v MQSeries®
The bibliography describes each book in the ASF library. It also describes some
publications for other IBM products you can use with ASF.

How to get more information
Visit the ASF Web page at
http://www.ibm.com/software/applications/office/asf/index.html
to see the latest information available about the product.

How to send your comments
Your feedback is important in helping to provide the most accurate and
high-quality information. If you have any comments about this book or any other
ASF documentation, send your comments by using:
v Internet. The e-mail address is: swsdid@de.ibm.com.
v The form at the back of this book. Return it by mail or fax, or give it to an IBM
representative. The fax number is: +49-7031-164892.
Be sure to include the name of the book, the version of ASF and, if applicable, the
specific location of the text you are commenting on (for example, a page number
or a table number).

About this book
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Chapter 1. Planning the integration of your application
programs with ASF
ASF is designed to interact with various types of programs. It can either transfer
control to or be called from one of your application programs that is separate from
ASF. Programs that are not part of ASF itself are called application programs.
Your application programs can be integrated on different levels:
v On host level
v On client/server level.

Integrating your application programs on host level
Your application programs can call ASF on the host with:
v Transfer control operations: The calling program releases its own resources and
transfers control to the called program. When the calling program receives the
control, it must reinitialize the resources.
A transfer control operation is a transfer of the call or return to be done. The
system does not yet do the work, it just transfers it. The control block describes
the actual work done by the system.
v Call operations: A call operation is different from transfer control operations
because the calling program does not release its own resources. After the return,
it continues with the statement following the call statement.
Note: Transfer control and call operations are used in both CICS and IMS.
ASF can call an application program or can be called from an application program.
Control information and data is communicated to and from ASF through its
application programming interface (API), called the standard interface block (SIB).
The layout of the SIB is described in detail in “The standard interface block (SIB)”
on page 12.
To use an application program:
1. Write a new program or modify an existing program. This program must be
able to communicate with ASF using the SIB.
2. Assemble or compile and link-edit the program.
3. Install and define the application program in CICS or IMS.
4. If you want to call ASF from your application (for example, to use an ASF
function as a subroutine), your program must create a SIB and pass it to ASF.

Integrating your application programs on client/server level
Figure 1 on page 2 shows the general architecture of ASF and Document Connect
for ASF. It is a standard three-tier architecture with an HTTP (Web browser) client,
a server component running in the servlet container of the WebSphere Application
server, and a host part running on the mainframe under IMS or CICS. Client and
server communicate by using the HTTP protocol, server and host use the IBM
Connector framework supporting the following connection types:
v IMS Connect and MQSeries to ASF on IMS
v CICS Transaction Gateway and MQSeries to ASF on CICS.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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Figure 1.

Business applications typically invoke ASF to create a document. The actual
invocation passes the document type (LTD) name and data to ASF. ASF composes
the document. Depending on the definitions used by the LTD, users are prompted
to make changes to textual paragraphs or not, enter data or not, select the printer
or not. During document composition, ASF can – again based on the definitions –
invoke external programs to acquire additional data. A variety of user exits can be
invoked.
These sections show different placements of business applications and how they
can be integrated with Document Connect for ASF:
v Pure mainframe (IMS or CICS) application with a 3270 emulation “client” (“Pure
mainframe application with 3270-emulation client” on page 32)
v Mainframe business application with an existing – non-emulation – Windows®
or Java client (“Mainframe application with a Windows or Java client” on page
33)
All APIs integrating with a mainframe-based business application rely on the
Listener XML. This is an internal interface, which is produced when the mainframe
part of ASF is invoked for client/server operations. The Listener XML is described
in “Listener XML” on page 24.
Finding the right integration is based on several selection criteria, all related to the
placement and type of the business application you want to integrate with
Document Connect for ASF. Also, the placement of your business data will
influence the selection of the API.

Calling ASF from an application program
You can call ASF from another application program to:
v Use an ASF function, such as the:
– Display of a database list
– GIL item maintenance
– User profile maintenance
v Invoke document composition functions
v Call other application programs using ASF

2
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For more information refer to “Invoking ASF from a front-end application” on
page 12.

Calling your application programs from ASF
You can use the ASF desktop, for example, to call your programs by selecting
menu options or using fast-path commands. During document composition, you
can:
v Call an exit program to control or influence the composition of a document
v Get data from customer databases
v Verify data entered by the user or retrieved from databases
v Collect data modified by the user.
ASF can call one of your programs that is used within ASF itself. This type of
interaction is called an exit.
Note: ASF supplies sample programs for all exits. These programs return a default
response that allows ASF to continue processing. For each exit, a specific
data area is defined to communicate information. The data area is
transferred as a parameter list.
If your application programs use the SIB as interface control block, you can use
ASF to route requests between the programs.
The amount of programming effort required depends on whether you only want to
call your programs, or whether you also want to pass data to them. In either case,
the programs must be able to return control to ASF.
For more information refer to Chapter 2, “Calling ASF from your application,” on
page 7.

Calling your programs from the ASF desktop
To call an application program from the ASF desktop, define an ATD item, which
contains the name or transaction code of the program to be called.
The ATD name can be:
v Used as a fast-path command
v Used as a menu option
v Referred to when calling ASF from an application program
For more information refer to “Using an ATD to call applications” on page 92.

Getting data from customer databases
A parameter list can be contained in an:
v ATD item in the GIL to determine the data to be passed to a target application
v SP item for the document composition functions to resolve text placeholders
For further information, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Administration Guide.
Each parameter entry in such a parameter list has specific attributes to define how
the parameter value is to be determined. Parameters can be resolved by:
v Prompting the user
Chapter 1. Planning the integration of your application programs with ASF
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v
v
v
v

Taking the value from the user profile (user parameter)
Taking the default value from the parameter entry
Taking the value from the corresponding system parameter
Invoking a user-defined PDP. Specific attributes of such a parameter entry define
whether the parameter value is passed to the PDP (argument parameter) or
whether it is to be returned from the PDP.

ASF invokes the PDP with a SIB containing all the parameters to be passed to the
PDP and to be returned from the PDP.
A PDP can be a program that receives a single argument, for example, an account
or insurance policy number and returns the corresponding address information. It
must get the data from an address file, set the data for the variables in the SIB, and
return control to ASF. It must also return the SIB.
ASF does not continue processing until the PDP has returned control.
Note: The name or transaction code of the PDP is defined in the LTD item used to
start the document composition functions or to build the document on the
SLL for which composition is resumed.
For details, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.

Verifying data entered by the user or retrieved from a
database
You can write a PVP to check and optionally correct parameter values determined
during document composition. The values can then be checked for syntax errors.
Whether data that a user enters must be verified depends on the type of
correspondence produced and on the user’s authorization to enter specific data.
A PVP is called in the same way as a PDP. The main difference is that the SIB of
the PVP contains only the parameters that the ASF administrator defined as
requiring verification. The PVP can return an indicator showing whether the value
is in error.
Note: Only during document composition you can use a parameter verification
program. The name or transaction code of the PVP is defined in the LTD
used to start document composition or to build the document on the SLL for
which composition is resumed.

Collecting data that the user has modified
You can write a DCP to process parameter values determined during document
composition. For example, when the user corrects address information returned by
a PDP, you might want to pass the corrected data to the originating database. In
this case, the ASF administrator must define which parameter values, when
modified by the user, should be passed to a DCP to update the database.
When a document produced with the document composition functions is
completed, the DCP is started. It is called as an asynchronous program to which
the SIB is passed. The DCP must retrieve the SIB and update the database fields
with the values passed in the SIB. The DCP must not return control to ASF.

4
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Note: In the document composition functions, the name or transaction code of the
DCP is defined in the LTD item used to start the document composition
functions or to build the document on the SLL for which composition is
resumed.

Chapter 1. Planning the integration of your application programs with ASF
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Chapter 2. Calling ASF from your application
This chapter discusses general considerations of how data is passed between your
application programs and ASF. “The standard interface block (SIB)” on page 12
describes in detail which data is passed between the programs.
ASF communicates with application programs as follows. It can:
v Invoke the document composition functions to create structured correspondence
v Get data from operational databases for text-data merge using the document
composition functions
v Use ASF resources (menus, information items, or documents) as help for the
application programs
Your application programs can be integrated on the host level, the server level, or
the client level. Depending on the level, different considerations apply.

Calling ASF on host level
General considerations in CICS
In CICS, your application programs can call ASF with:
v Transfer control operations
v Call operations. For more information refer to “Call operations” on page 85.
The differences between these operations are described in Chapter 1, “Planning the
integration of your application programs with ASF,” on page 1.

Transfer control operations in CICS
CICS uses the following transfer control statements:
v The CICS program control statement XCTL. The control block is passed in the
COMMAREA.
v The CICS interval control statement START. The control block is passed in the
FROM area.
To find out which statement started a CICS application program check the value of
the:
1. Field EIBFN (EIBFN identifies an Exec Interface Block Function). It shows the
last function performed by CICS. If it contains:
X'0E04'
The program was called with the CICS program control statement
XCTL.
X'0000'
The program was called either from the terminal or with the CICS
interval control statement START.
2. Startcode in the CICS statement:
EXEC CICS ASSIGN STARTCODE(startcode)

where startcode is a 2-byte character field filled by CICS. If this field contains
'SD', which means START with DATA, ASF called your program with the CICS
interval control statement START.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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Calling ASF from CICS application programs
CICS application programs can use the following statements to transfer control to
ASF:
v XCTL—described in “Transferring control with XCTL” on page 83.
v START—described in “Transferring control with START” on page 83. The START
statement is required for:
– MROs.
ASF runs in a different CICS region than the calling application program.
– Application programs that need to control the transaction code.
For example, Database 2 (DB2) has definitions that depend on the transaction
code. To control the transaction code, use the control statement START.
– Long-running tasks in which control is transferred between your application
and ASF several times.
If you used the XCTL statement to transfer control between your application
and ASF for such a task, the main storage in your system may be consumed,
because ASF or your application allocates storage for the communication area,
which cannot be released by the program that transfers control or the
program that receives control.
Notes:
1. The name of the program to be invoked is FSNASF1, the default transaction
code is FSN0.
2. The prefix FSN is defined in the base tailoring FSNT000C and the environment
tailoring FSNT100C.
After having finished processing, ASF returns control to the application program
specified in the SIB field SIB_PGRM_NAME. The program control statement that
is used to return control is the same as the program control statement used for
invocation.
Note: If the program name or transaction code of your program specified in the
field SIB_PGRM_NAME is not defined in the CICS PPT or PCT, the ASF
transaction is abnormally terminated with the ABEND code FSN5. If the
length of the passed control block is less than 180 bytes for SIB type 0 or 524
bytes for SIB type 1, the ASF transaction is abnormally ended with the
ABEND code FSN3.

Considerations for CICS background tasks
ASF can be invoked as a background transaction using CICS START without the
terminal ID. Only those requests are supported that do not require the display of a
panel.
If a background program that has been invoked using a CICS LINK statement calls
ASF using CICS XCTL, ASF must also use the CICS XCTL statement to call
application programs. Otherwise control is not returned to the invoking
application.
The control statement START may be associated with or without a terminal ID. If
ASF is running on a terminal, each START generated upon execution of an ATD,
PDP, or PVP will also be done for the current terminal ID. If ASF is invoked as a
background transaction for requests that do not require the display of a panel, each
START generated upon execution of an ATD is carried out without specification of
a terminal ID.
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Note: For more information on passing control and data between programs refer
to CICS Transaction Server for z/OS Version 3.1 Application Programming
Reference and Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.

General considerations in IMS
In IMS, your application programs can call ASF with:
v Transfer control operations. The name of the program to be invoked is
FSNASF1I, the default transaction code is FSNC. For more information refer to
“Transfer control operations in IMS.”
Note: The prefix FSN is defined in the base tailoring FSNT000I and the
environment tailoring FSNT100I.
v Call operations. For more information refer to “Call operations” on page 85.
The differences between these operations are described in Chapter 1, “Planning the
integration of your application programs with ASF,” on page 1.

Transfer control operations in IMS
In IMS, there is only one transfer control operation, namely the
program-to-program switch. The following sequence applies:
1. The control block is passed through the IMS message queue.
2. The invoking program inserts message segments until the entire control block
has been inserted.
3. The receiving program retrieves the first message segment and from this
segment the length of the entire control block can be determined.
4. The receiving program then allocates storage for the entire control block and
processes the remaining message segments.
Note: When the control block is inserted into different segments, it is fragmented.
Handling the control block in IMS programs: The control block (SIB) that is
passed to and from ASF, is transferred through one or more IMS message
segments. The SIB header and, if applicable, the SIB header extension must be
passed in the first message segment.
When the SIB is passed to your program, the maximum length of each message
segment is defined by the length specified in the base tailoring parameter
SBMLTH in member FSNT000I. The default value is 4024 bytes. The called
application program must reassemble the SIB from the received IMS messages.
When the SIB is returned to ASF, the maximum length of each message segment
must not exceed 4094 bytes or the value specified for the base tailoring parameter
SBMLTH in member FSNT000I.
The program provides the necessary instructions to run in both conversational and
nonconversational mode.
Note: The distributed sample programs are only examples. They are not updated
or maintained.
Description of an IMS message: A message segment of the SIB has the following
structure:

Chapter 2. Calling ASF from your application
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Figure 2. Message segment of the SIB

The IMS prefix has the following layout:

Figure 3. Layout of the IMS prefix

where:
MSG_LTH
is a halfword containing the length of this message segment.
MSG_RESV
is a halfword containing the character 0.
TRAN_CODE
is a character field containing an IMS transaction code. The transaction
code must be stored left-justified in uppercase characters and be padded
with blanks.
The field must contain a transaction code. The meaning of the transaction
codes is explained in the following:
v If ASF is called from application programs and runs as a:
– Nonconversational MPP, this field must contain the transaction code
of the transaction family to be used. This transaction code is specified
in the CALLTXC operand of the FSNTTXC tailoring macro in member
FSNT000I. The default is FSNC.
– Conversational MPP, this field is not used.
v If an application program is called by processing an:
– ATD, this field contains the transaction code specified in the ATD.
– LTD, this field contains the transaction code specified in the LTD.
Reassembling a multisegment control block: The steps required to reassemble a
multisegment SIB are shown in Figure 4 on page 11 and consist of:
1. Retrieving the first message segment using the I/O PCB.
2. Allocating an area to reassemble the complete SIB, using the SIB_TOTAL_LTH
field in the SIB header.
3. Moving the SIB segment from the I/O area to the SIB area, immediately
following the previous SIB segment.
4. Retrieving the next message segment using the I/O PCB.
5. Repeating steps 3 and 4 until SIB_TOTAL_LTH has been reached and all
segments are processed.
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Figure 4. Reassembling a multisegment SIB

Inserting a multisegment control block: The steps required to insert a
multisegment SIB are shown in Figure 5 and consist of:
1. Setting the SIB_TOTAL_LTH field in the SIB header (first segment) to the total
length of the SIB you want to transfer.
2. Moving the first SIB segment to the output area and completing the IMS prefix.
3. Inserting the message segment using the alternative PCB.
4. Moving the next SIB segment to the output area.
5. Repeating steps 3 and 4 until all segments are processed.

Figure 5. Inserting a multisegment SIB

Calling ASF from IMS application programs
Your IMS application program can call ASF using the program-to-program switch
feature of IMS. The processing steps depend on whether ASF is implemented as:
v A conversational MPP with an IMS SPA.
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If ASF runs as a conversational MPP, all related application programs must also
be conversational MPPs. The length of the IMS SPA of the calling program must
not exceed the length of the SPA specified for ASF in the SPA parameter of the
TRANSACT macro during IMS system definition.
The called program can use the IMS SPA according to its own needs. ASF does
not convey the SPA of the calling program to another application program. If
you need to communicate information from the calling program to the program
called by ASF, you can use the SIB field SIB_USER_COMA.
v Nonconversational MPP without an IMS SPA.
If ASF runs as a nonconversational MPP, all related application programs must
also be nonconversational MPPs.
For data collection programs, the called DCP must always be a
nonconversational MPP.
The SPA-DB database is used to obtain the SPA of ASF (ASF-SPA), if a
conversational or nonconversational MPP with an IMS SPA is not large enough to
contain the SPA of ASF.
For more information on passing control and data between programs refer to the
IMS Version 7 Application Programming: Design Guide and to the Application Support
Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.
Note: If the length of the passed SIB is less than 180 bytes for SIB type 0 or 524
bytes for SIB type 1, the ASF transaction issues a message on an unformatted
IMS screen and ends with a main-storage dump.
After the ASF session has ended, your program must be available to continue the
dialog when control is returned from ASF:
v If the program is conversational, it must retrieve the SPA using the I/O PCB for
an IMS GU call. It contains the original information as passed to ASF.
v If the program is nonconversational, it must:
1. Retrieve the SIB header, which is passed as a single message segment, using
the I/O PCB IMS GN call.
2. Check the return code passed in SIB field MSG_CODE.
3. Make the message text stored in field SIB_MSG_TEXT and in field
SIB_ERR_FLD available to the user if an error occurred.
4. Continue the dialog with the user.

Invoking ASF from a front-end application
Parameters passed in the SIB from an application that invokes ASF for display of a
menu are saved. For each subsequent invocation of an ATD these parameters are
retrieved and merged with the ATD parameters. Processing is similar to the
situation where the ATD would have been invoked directly from the front-end
application.
Attributes of SIB parameters received upon invocation of ASF are honored upon
merging during ATD execution if the new SIB parameter attribute
SIB_PRM_ATTR_MERGE has been set.

The standard interface block (SIB)
ASF and application programs use an application programming interface called the
SIB for communication. The SIB is also used to communicate between the different
programs within ASF itself. ASF provides:
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v SIB type 1 described in “Introducing SIB type 1”
v SIB type 0 described in “Introducing SIB type 0”
v SIB type W described in “Introducing SIB type W” on page 14

Introducing SIB type 1
It is recommended that you use the SIB type 1 to communicate between application
programs and ASF. It is used to invoke:
v Any ASF function from your application program. Control is returned to the
calling application program after processing has finished in ASF.
v Your application program, via an ATD, a PDP, a PVP, or a DCP from ASF. ASF
expects to get back control after your program has completed its processing.
Note: DCPs run asynchronously. Therefore, a return SIB to ASF is not expected.
To use the SIB in both ways in your application programs, you must distinguish
between each of the following situations:
v Calling ASF.
v Getting control back after ASF has completed processing.
v Calling your application program from ASF (ATD target program, PDP, PVP, or
DCP).
v Returning from your application program to ASF after having completed
processing.
ASF can determine how SIB type 1 is currently being used, by setting and
inspecting field SIB_PGRM_NAME.
SIB type 1 consists of the following parts:
v The SIB header with a length of 180 bytes and a fixed field layout.
v The SIB header extension with a length of 344 bytes and a fixed field layout.
v The SIB appendage. It is optional and contains up to 32767 parameter entries
with a length of 76 bytes each. It has a fixed field layout.

Figure 6. Parts of SIB type 1

Note: If the total SIB length exceeds 32 767 bytes, refer to “SIB control blocks
longer than 32 KB” on page 24.
For details on how to use SIB type 1 see “Invocation with a SIB type 1” on page 61.

Introducing SIB type 0
The SIB type 0 is still supported for compatibility with predecessor releases. It can
be used to:
v Invoke the functions for document composition from one of your own
application programs.
v Run the document composition in batch (FSNBTCH or FSNBTC2).
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Note: The SIB type 1 should be used to call any function of ASF (see “Introducing
SIB type 1” on page 13), to modify existing application programs, or for new
application programs to invoke the document composition functions.
SIB type 0 consists of two parts:
v The SIB header with a length of 180 bytes and a fixed field layout.
v The SIB appendage. It is optional and has a maximum length of 2 GB. It is a
free-format area containing requests for document composition.

Figure 7. Layout of SIB type 0.

If the total length of the SIB passed to ASF exceeds 32 767 bytes, refer to “SIB
control blocks longer than 32 KB” on page 24.
For details on how to use a SIB type 0, see “Invocation with a SIB type 0” on page
68.

Introducing SIB type W
The SIB type W provides a parameter layout that enables you to pass more
information between application programs and ASF.
To use the SIB in both ways in your application programs, you must distinguish
between each of the following situations:
v Invoking the archive exit or the select-paragraph exit from your application
program.
v Getting control back after ASF has completed processing a list-items request.
v Calling your application program from ASF via a PVP. In this case, base-tailoring
parameter SIBWPVP must be set to '1'.
v Returning from your application program to ASF after having completed
processing.
ASF can determine howSIB type W is currently being used, by setting and
inspecting field SIBW_PGRM_NAME. For information on the layout of SIB type W
refer to member FSNSIBW in library AFSNMAC0.

Layout of the SIB for invocation of ASF
Distribution library AFSNMAC0 contains PL/I copy books in members FSNSIB
and FSNSIBW and COBOL copy books in members FSNCSIB and FSNCSIBW.

SIB header for SIB type 0 and SIB type 1
Table 1 describes the layout of the SIB header and what the fields must contain
when calling ASF. Unless stated explicitly the contents of the SIB header fields are
identical for both SIB type 1 and SIB type 0.
Table 1. Layout of the header for SIB type 0 and SIB type 1
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Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_ASF_VERS

1

This field is a reserved constant.
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Table 1. Layout of the header for SIB type 0 and SIB type 1 (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_USER_NAME

User ID

The ASF session is associated with the
user ID specified in this field
(left-justified). A corresponding user
profile must be defined in the UPL
unless the use of a model user ID has
been specified in the field
SIB_SEC_SUPPR.

SIB_USER_PSWD

Password

This field contains the user’s password
(left-justified). It must match the
password registered in the
corresponding user profile, or in your
implementation of the external security
check exit program FSNSECE.
It is ignored if you have specified that
the password is not to be checked
through field SIB_SEC_SUPPR. For
information about the exit program
FSNSECE, see “CUSSECE: External
security check exit” on page 129.

SIB_PGRM_NAME

Name of
This field must contain the name, the
transaction code or transaction code, or the program name
application
of your application program that
program
continues the dialog when it receives
control from ASF. The name must be
stored left-justified and be padded
with blanks.

SIB_SEC_SUPPR

C'0'

This value indicates that the password
is checked.

C'1'

This value indicates that the password
is not checked.
If you call ASF with the option not to
check the password, the
SIB_USER_PSWD field can be left
blank.

SIB_LANG_IND

SIB_REC_ID

C'2'

This value indicates that the sign-on
with a model user ID is requested. The
model user ID has to be specified in
field SIB_USER_PSWD.

C' ' or LOW

This value indicates that the language
defined for the user profile in ASF is
used.

Language code

This field contains the language code
defining the language for this ASF
session. If the selected language is not
available, the language defined for the
user is used.

SIB type 0:Name of This field contains the name of the
ASF item
ASF item to be processed. For more
information, see the description for the
field SIB_ASF_FNCT.
SIB type 1:C' '

This field must contain blanks.
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Table 1. Layout of the header for SIB type 0 and SIB type 1 (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_1ST_ASF_CALL

C'0'

This value indicates that ASF is called
recursively. This applies always if you
have started working with ASF,
invoked one of your application
programs, and now recursively invoke
ASF.

C'1'

This value indicates that ASF is called
on the highest level. ASF performs an
initial signon. Any saved information
from previous calls is deleted and a
cleanup is performed.
Note: If you call ASF on the highest
level, you must specify this field.

SIB_MSG_REDEF

C'0'

This value indicates that
SIB_MSG_TEXT contains a message.

SIB_CODE_PAGE

0

This value specifies that all character
data fields in the SIB are in the code
page of the currently used terminal as
defined in ASF. For more information
about code pages and their definition
and usage in ASF, see the Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Administration
Guide.

Code page number This value specifies the code page used
for all character data fields in the SIB.
If the specified number is not a valid
code page number, the terminal code
page is assumed.
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Table 1. Layout of the header for SIB type 0 and SIB type 1 (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_ASF_FNCT

SIB type 0: C'LCF'

Start the composition of a new
document.
Field SIB_REC_ID must contain the
name of the LTD item defining the
new document. The processing
depends on the specifications in the
SIB appendage.

SIB type 0: C'RLCF' Resume document composition.
The document specified in field
SIB_REC_ID is deleted from the SLL.
The processing depends on the
specifications in the SIB appendage.
SIB type 0: C'SLCF'

Resume document composition.
The document specified in field
SIB_REC_ID is not deleted from the
SLL. The processing depends on the
specifications in the SIB appendage.

SIB type 0: C' '

These SIB type 0 functions are
supported for compatibility with
SIB type 0: C'INFO' predecessor releases. It is
recommended to use a SIB type 1. See
SIB type 0: C'LMF' the description for SIB type 1 for
details, “Invocation with a SIB type 1”
SIB type 0: C'IFS'
on page 61.
SIB type 1: C' '

This field must contain blanks.

SIB_USER_COMA

Communication
This field can be used to pass
area for application information from one application
programs
program to another. ASF saves the
contents of this field throughout the
dialog. If control is returned to the
calling program, or if another program
is called (for example, a PDP), this
information is placed in the SIB that is
passed to the program. The
information can be updated by the
application programs.

SIB_TOTAL_LTH

SIB length

This field contains the total length of
the SIB in bytes if it does not exceed
32 767 bytes. See also “SIB control
blocks longer than 32 KB” on page 24.

SIB_TYPE

SIB type 0: C'0'
SIB type 1: C'1'

This field specifies the type of the SIB.
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Table 1. Layout of the header for SIB type 0 and SIB type 1 (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_MSG_TEXT

SIB type 0 and
When SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'0',
SIB type 1: Text of a this field can be used to transfer a
message to be
message to ASF.
displayed
SIB type 1:
Command-line
input

When SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'1',
the application program can pass
command-line input. In this case the
contents of this field is processed, as if
it has been entered on an ASF
command line.

SIB_MSG_CODE

0

This field must contain 0.

SIB_USER_NEW_PSWD

New password

This field can be used to set a new
signon password for the user ID.
A password update is only accepted if
you specified through field
SIB_SEC_SUPPR that the current
password is checked, if the current
password is correct, if you invoke ASF
on the highest level, and have
specified this through field
SIB_1ST_ASF_CALL. Additionally, if in
your installation passwords are
checked through an external security
manager, the update is only performed
if your implementation of the external
security check exit program FSNSECE
supports this.

SIB_HDR_RESERVED

LOW (X'00')

This reserved field must contain the
value LOW.

SIB header extension for SIB type 1
When you invoke ASF from your application, you must specify the SIB header
extension fields according to Table 2. All the SIB fields found in the copy book but
not mentioned here must be set to the value LOW.
Table 2. SIB header extension fields for SIB type 1 when invoking ASF
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Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_ASF_STAT

C' '

This field must contain blanks.
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Table 2. SIB header extension fields for SIB type 1 when invoking ASF (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_SPA_INFO

Reference

While the leftmost 5 bytes of this area
must contain blanks, you can use the
rightmost 15 bytes to store a reference
for your application. ASF saves the
value of the reference throughout the
processing and returns it unchanged
when control is returned to the
application named in the SIB header
field SIB_PGRM_NAME. The
difference between this field and the
SIB header field SIB_USER_COMA is,
that the reference is not passed on to
any other application, and therefore
cannot be changed by another
application.

C' '

This field is not used for storing a
reference.

SIB_PARM_NUMB

Number of
parameter entries

This field contains the number of
parameter entries stored in the SIB. A
SIB type 1 can have between 0 and
32 767 parameter entries. See also “SIB
control blocks longer than 32 KB” on
page 24.

SIB_RET_APPDG

C'1'

This value only has a meaning when
the invoking application requests
processing of an ATD item. It indicates
that the invoking application allows
the ATD target application to return
SIB parameters. When ASF finishes
processing, the SIB parameters
returned from the target application
are conveyed to the application
identified in the SIB header field
SIB_PGRM_NAME.
Notes:
1. This transfer of parameters is only
performed if the target application
does not force redisplay of a
prompting panel and does not
specify a new fast-path command
to be processed by ASF. If the
fast-path command is the name of
an ATD item, the target program of
this ATD item can return
parameters to the invoking
application through ASF.
2. This field starts at offset 129 (X'81')
of the SIB header extension area.

LOW or C' ' or C'0' The invoking application does not
expect parameter entries to be
returned, unless ASF finds an error
condition in the passed parameters.
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SIB parameter entries for SIB type 1
The invoking application can optionally pass up to 32 767 parameter entries. For
each parameter entry, the fields must be specified according to Table 3. ASF does
not require a special sequence for your parameter entries, since the parameters are
identified by their names and not by their position. If you request ASF to pass
parameters on to another application, this application may expect a specific
sequence of the parameters.
Table 3. SIB type 1 parameter entry when invoking ASF
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_PARM_NAME

Parameter name

The parameter name identifies the
parameter. The base tailoring
parameter PDNFOLD determines
whether parameter names are folded
to uppercase characters. For more
information, refer to the Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Administration
Guide.

SIB_PARM_ATTR

Any

This field is ignored by ASF. You
specify the parameter attributes when
you define or modify PDRs in the GIL,
or when you define or update items
that have parameter entries.

SIB_PARM_FORM

C' ' or LOW

It is recommended that the invoking
application does not specify the
parameter format. The format
definition for the parameter in the
items which you work with applies.

Parameter format

The format definition for the
parameter must conform to the format
of the parameter in the database items
you are working with.

SIB_PARM_LTH

Length of the
parameter value

This is the length of the parameter
value that you pass for the parameter.
The length must comply with the
minimum and maximum length
specified for the parameter in the
database items you are working with.

SIB_PARM_VALUE

Parameter value

If ASF finds a definition for the
parameter in the items you work with,
it checks whether the parameter value
that you have passed conforms to the
defined format and to the defined
minimum and maximum length.

Layout of the SIB when returning to the caller
The layout of the control block being returned to the caller depends on the type of
the SIB.

Return after invocation with SIB type 1
When ASF has completed processing the request for which it has been invoked
from your application, it returns control to your application, that is, to the program
or transaction code that your application has specified in the SIB header field
SIB_PGRM_NAME upon invocation of ASF.
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When ASF has been invoked with a SIB type 1, it always returns the SIB header
and the SIB header extension. Finally the SIB parameter entries are also returned.
The following fields in the SIB header may have been changed when your
application program called ASF, and when ASF wrote information (for example, a
return code) into the SIB.
Table 4. Relevant fields in the return SIB header (SIB type 1)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_USER_NAME

User ID

ASF converts the user ID to uppercase.

SIB_USER_PSWD

C' '

ASF always leaves the password field
blank.

SIB_LANG_IND

Language code

This field contains the language code
for the session language used during
processing the request.

SIB_USER_COMA

Communication
This field contains either the original
area for application content that was passed to ASF by the
programs
calling program, or the content of the
SIB_USER_COMA field that was
returned to ASF after a call to another
application program (such as a PDP).

SIB_TOTAL_LTH

524

Only the SIB header and the SIB
header extension are returned.

Length of SIB

Additionally, SIB parameter entries are
returned.

SIB_TYPE

C'1'

This field contains the SIB type.

SIB_MSG_TEXT

Text of message to
be displayed

This field may contain a message from
the request. The message may
originate from one of the following:
v ASF
v An application program (including a
PDP)

SIB_MSG_CODE

0

A return code 0 means that the
requested function was successfully
carried out. In this case the field
SIB_MSG_TEXT may contain a
completion message.

4

The SIB_MSG_TEXT field contains an
information message. The requested
function may not have completed
without errors.

8

An error has occurred. The field
SIB_MSG_TEXT contains a message
indicating the cause of the error.

C' ' or LOW

ASF always sets the new password
field to blanks or low values.

SIB_USER_NEW_PSWD
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The relevant fields in the returned SIB header extension are:
Table 5. Relevant fields in the return SIB header extension (SIB type 1)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_SPA_INFO

Reference

This area is returned unchanged. If the
application has specified a reference in
the rightmost 15 bytes of this area, the
unchanged reference is now available
to be used.

SIB_PARM_NUMB

0

No SIB parameter entries are returned
by ASF.

Number of SIB
parameter entries

ASF returns parameter entries.

ASF returns SIB parameter entries to the invoking application if any of the
following conditions apply. Otherwise, only the SIB header and the SIB header
extension are returned:
v When being invoked with a SIB type 1, ASF has found an error condition for one
of the passed parameter entries.
For example, the value for the control parameter DXBFNCT could not be
recognized, or is greater than the allowed maximum length, or when ASF has
been invoked for processing an ATD item, the value in a parameter entry does
not conform with the parameter format as defined in the corresponding ATD
parameter entry.
If ASF finds an error for a parameter entry, it returns the entire SIB as received
by the invoking application. The parameter entry in error is marked by the
SIB_PARM_ERROR bit switched on. This error bit is the fourth of the 8 bits in
byte 2 of the field SIB_PARM_ATTR within a parameter entry.
v ASF has been invoked for processing of an ATD item, the SIB header extension
field SIB_RET_APPDG contained the value C'1' upon invocation, and the target
application specified in the ATD item has returned to ASF without a fast-path
specification and without requesting to redisplay the parameter prompting
panel. In this case, ASF returns to the invoking application with the SIB
parameter entries the target application returned to ASF.
v ASF has been invoked to forward data to a target application. In this case, ASF
returns to the invoking application with the SIB parameter entries the target
application returned to ASF.

Return after invocation with SIB type 0
When returning control to the calling application program, ASF returns only the
SIB header. The SIB type 0 appendage is not returned to the application program.
The following fields in the SIB header may have been changed by ASF, and may
contain information for the application program.
Table 6. Relevant fields in the return SIB header
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Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_USER_NAME

User ID

ASF converts the user ID to uppercase.

SIB_USER_PSWD

C' '

ASF always leaves the password field
blank.
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Table 6. Relevant fields in the return SIB header (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_LANG_IND

Language code

This field contains the language code
for the session language used during
processing the request.

SIB_REC_ID

Name of saved
document

If a document has been saved
immediately before returning to the
invoking application, this fields
contains the name under which the
document has been saved in the SLL.
In particular, the name is passed if the
invoking application has used a
subcommand with the suffix 8 in the
SIB type 0 appendage.

C' '

No document has been saved
immediately before ASF returned
control to the application program.

SIB_USER_COMA

Communication
This field contains either the original
area for application content that was passed to ASF by the
programs
calling program, or the content of the
SIB_USER_COMA field that was
returned to ASF after a call to another
application program (such as a PDP).

SIB_TOTAL_LTH

180

The SIB header is 180 bytes long.

SIB_TYPE

C'0'

This field contains the SIB type.

SIB_MSG_TEXT

Text of message to
be displayed

This field may contain a message from
the request. The message may
originate from one of the following:
v ASF.
v A PDP or a PVP if the document
composition functions subcommand
%R was specified for the document
composition functions in the SIB
appendage when invoking ASF.

SIB_MSG_CODE

0

A return code 0 means that the
requested function was successfully
carried out. In this case the field
SIB_MSG_TEXT may contain a
completion message.

4

The SIB_MSG_TEXT field contains an
information message. The requested
function may not have completed
without errors.

8

An error has occurred. The field
SIB_MSG_TEXT contains a message
indicating the cause of the error.

Parameter name

If the return code in SIB_MSG_CODE
is 8, and the error is a parameter value
error, this field contains the name of
the parameter. Note that the field is 10
bytes long and defined at the address
of the field SIB_USER_NEW_PSWD.

C' '

No parameter value error has been
detected that caused ASF to return
with an error message.

SIB_ERR_FLD
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SIB control blocks longer than 32 KB
The limitation of 32 KB control blocks for communication between customer
programs and ASF does no longer exist. Certain adaptations in the customer
programs are necessary to facilitate these large control blocks. The changes to be
applied depend on the SIB type and the environment used.

Environment-specific adaptations
The CICS-specific or IMS-specific adaptations to handle control blocks longer than
32 KB are described in the following.
Adaptations in the CICS environment
If the total SIB length exceeds 32 KB, the communication area passed to
ASF using CICS-XCTL or CICS-START does no longer contain the SIB
itself. Instead it must contain a control block as described in member
FSNLCAH on library FSNSRCE. The SIB itself must be split into pieces
passed as items of a CICS temporary storage (TS) queue. There is no need
to take care of SIB field or SIB section boundaries when splitting the SIB.
The name of the TS queue is passed in the FSNLCAH control block.
Adaptations in the IMS environment
The SIB is passed to ASF as sequence of multiple IMS message segments.
The maximum length of each message segment is determined by base
tailoring parameter SBMLTH.

SIB-type specific adaptations
The SIB-type specific adaptations to handle control blocks longer than 32 KB are
described in the following.
Adaptations for SIB type 0
The field SIB_TOTAL_LTH must be set to -1. The first four bytes of the
SIB appendage must contain the total SIB length. The appendage to be
processed must directly follow this length field.
Adaptations for SIB type 1
The field SIB_TOTAL_LTH can be ignored. The field SIB_PARM_NUMB
must exactly specify the number of SIB parameter entries that are passed
after the SIB type 1 header extension.

Calling ASF on client/server level
Invoking Document Connect for ASF from a client means sending an HTTP
request with a servlet-invocation URL to the Document Connect for ASF servlet
and thus to the Document Connect for ASF Server.

Listener XML
Because servlet parameters are not externalized, this invocation is wrapped in an
XML stream. This XML stream is translated to the URL by a Document Connect for
ASF dll or a Document Connect for ASF Java-Class or JavaScript program.
For example::
<docAInvoke/>
<AIHdr>
<AIServer>localhost:8080/dc4asf</AIServer>
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<AIHostnick>sc2I7ic</AIHostnick>
<AILanguage>DEU</AILanguage>
<AISessionid>GOT</AISessionid>
<AIUser>GOT</AIUser>
<AIInfo>
SC2CLBAS
06</AIInfo>
<AICalllevel>06</AICalllevel>
<AISokey>05</AISokey>
<AITrace>0</AITrace>
<AITstmp>20050228120133347</AITstmp>
</AIHdr>
<AIObject>BUILD_LRR<AIObject>

Where:
<AIServer>server_name</AIServer>
Specifies the name of the Document Connect for ASF Server. This can be a
symbolic name (recognized by the domain name server) or a numeric IP
address.
<AIHostnick>host_nick</AIHostnick>
Specifies the host name of the ASF system to be invoked. This host name
must match a host name declared on the server in
DocNetworkConfiguration.xml
<AILanguage>lang_id</AILanguage>
Specifies the ASF language ID to be used in the communication with
server and host.
<AIUser>ASF_userid</AIUser>
Specifies the user ID of the ASF user running the session.
<AISessionid>ASF_sessionid</AISessionid>
Specifies the ASF session ID to be used for the browser session.
<AIInfo>ASF_Info</AIInfo>
Specifies the ASF environment name.
<AICalllevel>call_level_number</AICalllevel>
Specifies the ASF call level.
<AISokey>F-Key</AISokey>
Specifies the number of the 3270 F-Key to be used to resume the session.
<AITrace>Trace_level</AITrace>
Specifies the ASF trace level.
<AITstmp>time_stamp</AITstmp>
Specifies the session-start time stamp.
<AIObject>request_id</AIObject>
Specifies the request to ASF.
This invocation string can be translated to a URL, the signonimplicit URL to the
Document Connect for ASF servlet. It is used by the following APIs and functions:
v The Document Connect for ASF Listener
v The docwinc API
v The docMFC API
v The JNI Client API
v The runtransaction API.
The following objects of the Listener XML uniquely identify an ASF session:
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v ASF_sessionid: The session ID assigned by ASF (or, for the docwinc, docMFC,
JNI Client and the runtransaction API, by the invoking application).
v call_level_number: The call level (recursion level) of ASF invocations. This value
is assigned by the host ASF.
v time_stamp: The session-start time stamp assigned by ASF.
ATD processing can result in recursive invocations of ASF. In this case, the
recursion level is increased by one, and a new Listener XML is returned to the
client. When the inner recursion is finished, a Listener XML with the previous
recursion level is returned. The client needs to reload the session with the previous
recursion level.
If ATD processing is used, a client application needs to manage and control
multiple sessions with the same session ID but with different call levels and time
stamps. This mechanism is implemented in the 3270 Listener.
Any application using an API that involves Listener XML must provide a
mechanism to control and manage Document Connect for ASF sessions –
particularly if ATD processing is desired.

Control and data flow
The data flow diagrams show the control and data flow for the invocation of and
for the return to the client application. The following processes and objects are
involved:
v User is the user of the client application.
v Business Application Client is the client part of the business application. This can
be a Windows or a Java client.
v Mainframe Business Application is the mainframe part of the business application.
Business Application Client and Mainframe Business Application maintain a network
connection.
v ASF Host is the host component of ASF running under IMS or CICS.
v dc4asf API Component is the API code running on the client. This can be
Windows code or Java code.
v Web browser ActiveX is a Windows Web browser (Internet Explorer) ActiveX
control. It is hosted by the dc4asf API Component – either directly (for a Windows
client) or indirectly using the Java Native Interface (JNI) (for a Java client).
v dc4asf Server is the Document Connect for ASF application server component.
Figure 8 on page 27 shows the invocation control and data flow in IMS.
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Figure 8. Invocation control and data flow IMS

Steps of the invocation:
1. The user requests the creation of a document or the display of an ASF menu.
Typically, this request consists of the document (LTD) name and some
additional session information. In the Business Application Client, this request
is translated to a message to the Mainframe Business Application
2. This request goes to the Mainframe Business Application. This process acquires
additional application data and converts the request to an ASF SIB type 1
structure.
3. The Create Doc SIB type 1 is passed to ASF Host. A session record is created.
4. Listener XML is sent by ASF Host, using the communication link that
transported the Create-Document request. This means: The Listener XML is the
immediate response to the Create-Document request and therefore arrives at
the Business Application Client’s communication piece.
5. The Business Application Client must recognize the Listener XML and must
pass it to the dc4asf API Component.
6. This API component converts the Listener XML to a Document Connect for
ASF signonimplicit URL and loads that URL into the Web browser ActiveX
control. The session ID and other session information, which identify the
session record created by ASF Host, are part of the URL.
7. The dc4asf Server creates a SIB type 2 signonimplicit structure and sends it to
ASF Host, which resumes the session initiated by the SIB type 1 request. Now
the user is in a Document Connect for ASF browser session and sees the first
Document Connect for ASF screen. This session continues until the user
terminates or closes it.
Figure 9 on page 28 shows the invocation control and data flow in CICS.
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Figure 9. Invocation control and data flow in CICS

Steps of the invocation:
1. The user requests the creation of a document or the display of an ASF menu.
Typically, this request consists of the document (LTD) name and some
additional session information. In the Business Application Client, this request
is translated to a message to the Mainframe Business Application.
2. This request goes to the Mainframe Business Application, using the EXEC CICS
LINK invocation model. This application acquires additional application data
and converts the request to an ASF SIB type 1 structure.
3. The Create Doc SIB type 1 is passed to ASF Host, again using the EXEC CICS
LINK model. A session record is created.
4. Listener XML is returned by ASF Host to the Mainframe Business Application,
using the COMMAREA used in the EXEC CICS LINK invocation of ASF Host.
5. The Mainframe Business Application returns the Listener XML to the Business
Application Client, which must recognize the Listener XML and must pass it to
the dc4asf API Component.
6. This API component converts the Listener XML to a Document Connect for
ASF signonimplicit URL and loads that URL into the Web browser ActiveX
control. The session ID and other session information, which identify the
session record created by ASF Host, are part of the URL.
7. The dc4asf Server creates a SIB type 2 signonimplicit structure and sends it to
ASF Host, which resumes the session initiated by the SIB type 1 request. Now
the user is in a Document Connect for ASF browser session and sees the first
Document Connect for ASF screen. This session continues until the user
terminates or closes it.
Figure 10 on page 29 shows the control and data flow for the return in IMS.
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Figure 10. Control and data flow: Return IMS

Return steps:
1. The user requests finish/close in the Web browser ActiveX.
2. This results in a finish/close URL going to the servlet running in the dc4asf
Server.
3. A finish/close SIB type 2 is created and sent to ASF Host.
4. ASF Host returns a finished SIB type 2 structure.
5. dc4asf Server returns the docw4w.html (Wait for Work HTML) to the client. In
that HTML page, the doc3456 waiting for work message is automatically
displayed in the status area.
6. In the dc4asf API component, a message handler for status-text changes is
active. When it receives the doc3456 waiting for work message it notifies the
Business Application Client, either using a window message or a Java callback
function.
7. As a response, the Business Application Client sends a resume transaction
request to the ASF Host.
8. ASF Host returns to the Mainframe Business Application.
9. The Mainframe Business Application replies to the Business Application Client
with its next screen being displayed to the user.
Figure 11 on page 30 shows the control and data flow for the return in IMS.
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Figure 11. Control and data flow: Return CICS

Return steps:
1. The user requests finish/close in the Web browser ActiveX.
2. This results in a finish/close URL going to the servlet running in the dc4asf
Server.
3. A finish/close SIB type 2 is created and sent to ASF Host.
4. ASF Host replies a finished SIB type 2 structure.
5. dc4asf Server returns the docw4w.html (Wait for Work HTML) to the client. In
that HTML page, the doc3456 waiting for work message is automatically
displayed in the status area.
6. In the dc4asf API component, a message handler for status-text changes is
active. When it receives the doc3456 waiting for work message it notifies the
Business Application Client, either using a window message or a Java callback
function.
7. The Wait4Work message is propagated to the Business Application Client,
either using a Java callback function (for the JNI client) or a registered window
message (for a Windows client)
8. As a response, the Business Application Client sends a resume transaction
request to the ASF Host – using a CICS Transaction Gateway or CICS MQ
Connection – by invoking the ASF Host CICS invoker. This is an EXEC CICS
LINK request.
9. ASF Host returns Request Finished to the Business Application Client, which
can now display its next screen to the user.

The forceresume option
In many cases, the quite complex return protocol is not really required. To simplify
the return processing, an option can be added to the signonimplicit URL, which
tells the Document Connect for ASF servlet to resume the initiating transaction
after signing off from ASF. This option can be used in non-3270 cases only because
in a 3270 environment the invoking 3270-based transaction must be resumed via an
interrupt on the 3270 screen.
If the JNI Client API or the runtransaction API is used, the docforceres parameter
can be added, where
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docforceres=R
Tells the servlet to do a sendRedirect to the URL specified in parameter
docreturl.
docforceres=X
Tells the servlet to return an XML stream to the client. This XML contains
information about the resumed session. Parameter docforcexsl can be used
to specify an XSLT stylesheet to be applied to the returned XML.
If docforceres=X is specified the server responds with an XML stream. This XML
stream looks as as shown in Figure 12.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="WINDOWS-1252"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xsl" href="./custom/docresume1.xsl"?>
<XStatus session="RUNT00 0101 ">
<UserID>uid</UserID>
<Busy>N</Busy>
<SignonMode>1</SignonMode>
<HostNickName>CiASFxxx</HostNickName>
<HostMessage>FSN101I Session terminated</HostMessage>
<ActiveName>Invitation to Interview (LRR)</ActiveName>
<ReturnURL>http://localhost:1234/dc4asf/reload.transaction</ReturnURl>
</XStatus>
Figure 12. Response XML stream for docforceres=X

Document Connect for ASF provides a sample XSLT stylesheet in its /custom
directory, which converts that XML to HTML.

Listener-XML based sample programs
Document Connect for ASF supplies sample programs for some of its Listener
XML-based APIs. Business Applications using a Listener XML-based API have to
maintain a connection between client PC or server to their Mainframe Business
Application. ASF provides host sample programs, which are used instead of those
business applications. Purpose of the ASF sample programs is to receive a request
from client or server, create an ASF SIB type 1 and invoke ASF Host with that
SIB type 1. Document Connect for ASF has implemented connections to host
programs, the client and server sample programs use these connections. These
connections are implemented in the Document Connect for ASF Proxy Java classes.
The Proxy classes are invoked with a host nickname that defines a particular
connection. Host nick names are configured in the DocNetworkConfiguration.xml
configuration file. A nick name defines (among other attributes):
v The type of connection. This can be a connection to IMS using IMS Connect or
MQSeries or to CICS using CICS Transaction Gateway or MQSeries.
v For IMS, an IMS transaction to be scheduled, for CICS a program to be invoked
using EXEC CICS LINK.
The proxies can schedule any IMS transaction and invoke any CICS program
through the defined connection mechanism. In case of the Listener XML-based
sample programs, the proxies are used to invoke the host sample IMS transaction
or the CICS host sample program. This is done by defining host nick names for
those transactions or programs.
Sample transaction and CICS sample program map the request to an ASF
SIB type 1, with a request code of 55, telling ASF to return Listener XML:
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v For IMS, the Listener XML is inserted into the IO PCB as a stream without 3270
control sequences. Therefore, the invoking client receives the Listener XML as a
response to the invocation of the sample IMS transaction.
v For CICS, the Listener XML is returned to the CICS sample program in the CICS
COMMAREA on the EXEC CICS RETURN. The sample program returns it to
the invoking client.
Part of the Listener XML is the host nickname of ASF. The nickname is taken from
the ASF tailoring. It is the nickname to be used in the signonimplicit request to the
Document Connect for ASF server and thus to ASF. When the user finishes the
session, this nickname is used to resume the business application.
All Listener XML-based sample programs (the docMFC driver sample, the JNI
Client sample, and the HTTP runtransaction sample) use this mechanism, which
exploits the proxy’s ability to talk to IMS and CICS. A pair of nicknames is
sufficient to provide the function.
ASF supplies the following host sample programs, which are used by all Listener
XML-based client/server samples:
v A CICS stub program with the name FSNGEVOC
v An IMS sample program with the name FSNGEVOI.

Pure mainframe application with 3270-emulation client
Figure 13 shows a business application, mainframe based with an emulation client,
which is able to talk to ASF but which does not integrate with the Document
Connect for ASF client or server.

Figure 13. Mainframe application with an emulation client

This a very typical setup. Therefore, Document Connect for ASF supplies a
solution as part of the product deliverables: The Document Connect for ASF 3270
Listener.

The 3270 Listener and how it works
The 3270 Listener is a Windows application, written in C++, that connects to the
3270 emulator and hosts a web browser (Internet Explorer) ActiveX control. It
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inspects every 3270 screen and watches for the Listener XML containing
information that is used to build a Document Connect for ASF Server URL (see
Figure 14).

Figure 14. Mainframe application with 3270 Listener

Business application and ASF implement the following protocol:
1. The user requests an action which requires the creation of an ASF document.
2. The Mainframe Business invokes the ASFWEB component of ASF using the
SIB type 1 interface. This SIB typically contains a document name and data
going with that document.
3. The ASFWEB component of ASF creates a session record with information from
that SIB and sends a screen containing Listener XML to the 3270 terminal.
Listener XML is described in “Listener XML” on page 24.
4. The screen containing the Listener XML is displayed and the 3270 Listener
builds a Document Connect for ASF Server URL and loads it into the web
browser ActiveX control. The user can start working on the document.
5. When the user closes the document, the 3270 Listener simulates pressing an
F-Key in the emulation screen. Because the 3270 session belongs to ASF Host,
an ASF transaction gets scheduled, which returns to the Mainframe Business
Application.
6. The Mainframe Business Application now owns the screen again and displays
its next screen; the user is back in the business application.
The Listener internally uses the docwinc API.

Mainframe application with a Windows or Java client
In this context, Windows client refers to a Windows program written in C or C++.
The Document Connect for ASF supports this type of application in two ways,
with two different APIs offering the same function, but with different invocation
methods:
v The docwinc API consisting of the docwinc.dll and the related C++ header files.
All invocations are through external C functions. This API is used by the 3270
Listener, which is provided with Document Connect for ASF.
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v The docMFC API, consisting of the docMFC.dll and the related C++ header files.
It is based on Microsoft® Foundation Classes (MFC), it is entirely object-oriented
and based on the MFC Document/View model.
Both APIs make use of the Listener XML that flows over the Windows Client to
Mainframe Business Application Connection. When Listener XML is received, the
API converts the Listener XML to a Document Connect for ASF servlet URL and
loads it into a web browser ActiveX control. Feedback from the API – the
Document Connect for ASF browser session - is through registered window
messages. On return (“waiting for work” message), the Windows client must
resume the business application. This means, it must invoke an ASF transaction
that resumes the business application and returns the host connection to that
application (see Figure 15).

Figure 15. Mainframe application with Windows client

In this context, Java client refers to a Windows program written in Java that
maintains a connection to the Mainframe Business application. This API, too, is
based on the Listener XML message (see Figure 16).

Figure 16. Mainframe application with Java client
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The docwinc Windows C/C++ API
The Windows dll docwinc.dll is installed on every client workstation that is using
the Document Connect for ASF web interface. This dll must also be included in the
automatic software distribution process. It offers a couple of services that are
exported functions.
A URL is required to invoke the Web client. The Web client is invoked by a
3270-based application, an XML invocation string is used to build the URL that
will be located into the browser.
The Web client can be invoked from the following clients:
v A Web browser
v A thin client application
During the invocation an HTTP request is sent with a servlet invocation URL to
the Web client DocASFServlet and to the Web client server.
The XML data stream contains all information required to invoke the Web client
from a Windows application, using the docwinc API. This invocation string is
passed to the docwinc.dll, which translates it into a URL and returns the URL to
the invoker. The docwinc.dll is a Windows dll, which is installed on every client
workstation where the Web client interface is installed. If you use central software
distribution for your client PCs, you must include the docwinc components in the
distribution process. It offers a couple of services that are exported functions as
described in “Exported functions” on page 36.
The invoking application must provide and allocate a window (of class CWnd or
one if of its subclasses). The handle to this window (HWND) is passed to docwinc.
Docwinc then places an ActiveX Web browser control into this window. A handle
to a second window is needed. This second window is to receive Windows
messages from the Web browser control. The required definitions are provided in
docwinc.h, which is distributed with the product.
The invocation API consists of a number of exported functions and a state memory
structure. Invocations must follow a defined protocol; a pointer to the state
memory is passed on any invocation. The calling application must guarantee that
the state memory is not modified between invocations. During the browser session,
docwinc may post windows messages to the invoker’s message window.

State memory
Using the docwinc API requires the allocation of a storage area to hold the
docwinc state memory. Figure 17 on page 36 shows the C layout of this state
memory follows below.
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Define the docwinc state memory.
//
// The invoker needs to provide the memory for this area and to pass a
// pointer on each call to one of functions exported by docwinc.dll
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
typedef struct tagdocwincStruct
{
char
DOCWcEyec[8];
// EyeCatcher
char*
DOCWPassword;
// To password (NULL otherwise)
void*
DOCWpvBrowser;
// To Browser instance
void*
DOCWpEt;
// To EasyTrc object
void*
DOCpWnd;
// ***Tmp** to CWnd
unsigned short DOCWusWindow;
// Window Number
unsigned short DOCusMaxWindows;
// Maximum windows number
int
DOCiAllocatedBrowsers;
// Number of allocated Browsers
int
DOCWiSystemError;
// To any system error
char
DOCWpszAnyMessage[133];
// to potential message
}
DOCSTATEMEMORY, *PDOCSTATEMEMORY;
Figure 17. C layout of state memory

Exported functions
The following description shows the function prototypes of the functions exported
from the docwinc.dll.
Initialize browser: Invoke DOCinitBrowser to initialize the docwinc API.
Parameters are a pointer to the docwinc state memory and a maximum number of
concurrent browser windows.
DOCinitBrowser initializes the state memory as shown in Figure 18.
/*****************************************************************************************/
/* DOCinitBrowser(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
*/
/*
unsigned short ausMaxWindows)
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/* Purpose: Initialize the browser object.
*/
/*
*/
/* Description: This function needs to be called before any other of the browser object */
/*
functions can be invoked. Memory for the DOCSTATEMEMORY needs to be
*/
/*
allocated, this memory needs to be retained until the terminate function */
/*
is invoked. The calling application must not make changes in the
*/
/*
state memory between calls.
*/
/*
*/
/*
ausMaxWindows is maximum number of parallel browser windows.
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*****************************************************************************************/
extern "C" WPARAM DOCinitBrowser(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
unsigned short ausMaxWindows);
Figure 18. DOCinitBrowser initializes the state memory

Terminate browser: Use DOCterminateBrowser to end the interactions with the
docwinc.dll. DOCterminateBrowser cleans up all allocated resources as shown in
Figure 19 on page 37.
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/*****************************************************************************************/
/* DOCterminateBrowser(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm)
*/
/*
*/
/* Purpose: Terminate the browser object.
*/
/*
*/
/* Description: This function needs to be called before to cleanup all resources
*/
/*
*/
/*
apSm is a pointer to the state memory
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*****************************************************************************************/
extern "C" WPARAM DOCterminateBrowser(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm);
Figure 19. DOCterminateBrowser

Parse XML: DOCparseXML can be invoked to parse and convert an XML
datastream into a Web client URL as shown in Figure 20. The caller must provide a
buffer and pass its pointer in apszURL. The resulting URL will be placed into that
buffer.
/*****************************************************************************************/
/* DOCparseXML (PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
*/
/*
void *apXMLBlob)
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/* Purpose: Parse the XMLBlob and return the URLhidden" in the XML into the browser.
*/
/*
*/
/* Description: This function needs can be called multiple times.
*/
/*
*/
/*
apSm.......: is the pointer to the state memory
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*
apXMLBlob..: is an XML buffer. This buffer is parsed and the URL is
*/
/*
loaded into the browser ActiveX control
*/
/*
*/
/*
apszURL....: is a buffer to be provided by the caller. If a URL
*/
/*
was found, the buffer will hold the URL
*/
/*
*/
/*****************************************************************************************/
extern "C" WPARAM DOCparseXML(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
char *apXMLBlob,
void *apszURL);
Figure 20. DOCparseXML

Browse XML: DOCbrowseXMP parses and converts the XML stream to a Web
client URL and loads a Web browser ActiveX control into the window whose
handle is in ahClientw as shown in Figure 21 on page 38.
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/*****************************************************************************************/
/* DOCbrowseXML(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
*/
/*
HWND ahClientw,
*/
/*
HWND ahMessagew,
*/
/*
void *apXMLBlob)
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/* Purpose: Parse the XMLBlob and load the URL "hidden" in the XML into the browser.
*/
/*
*/
/* Description: This function needs can be called multiple times.
*/
/*
*/
/*
apSm.......: is the pointer to the state memory
*/
/*
*/
/*
ahClientW..: is the handle to the Window that is supposed to display
*/
/*
the browser ActiveX control. DOCbrowseXML obtains the
*/
/*
client rectangle and places the ActiveX control into this */
/*
rectangle
*/
/*
*/
/*
ahMessageW.: is the handle to the Window that is supposed to receive
*/
/*
windows messages caused by actions in the browser control */
/*
*/
/*
apXMLBlob..: is an XML buffer. This buffer is parsed and the URL is
*/
/*
loaded into the browser ActiveX control
*/
/*
*/
/*
aiWinid....: is an optional parameter that can be used to identify the */
/*
window for instance in an array
*/
/*
*/
/*****************************************************************************************/
extern "C" WPARAM DOCbrowseXML(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
HWND ahClientW,
HWND ahMessageW,
char *apXMLBlob,
int aiWinid = -1);
Figure 21. DOCbrowseXML

Browse URL: DOCbrowseURL loads the URL passed via apURL in a Web
browser ActiveX control into the window whose handle is in ahClientw as shown
in Figure 22 on page 39.
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/*****************************************************************************************/
/* DOCbrowseURL(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
*/
/*
HWND ahClientw,
*/
/*
HWND ahMessagew,
*/
/*
char *apURL)
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/* Purpose: Parse the XMLBlob and load the URL "hidden" in the XML into the browser.
*/
/*
*/
/* Description: This function needs can be called multiple times.
*/
/*
*/
/*
apSm.......: is the pointer to the state memory
*/
/*
*/
/*
ahClientW..: is the handle to the Window that is supposed to display
*/
/*
the browser ActiveX control. DOCbrowseXML obtains the
*/
/*
client rectangle and places the ActiveX control into this */
/*
rectangle
*/
/*
*/
/*
ahMessageW.: is the handle to the Window that is supposed to receive
*/
/*
windows messages caused by actions in the browser control */
/*
*/
/*
apURL......: points to a string containing a URL. This URL is passed
*/
/*
to the ActiveX control without any change.
*/
/*
*/
/*
aiWinid....: is an optional parameter that can be used to identify the */
/*
window for instance in an array
*/
/*
*/
/* Returns: If an F-Key was specified in XML (<AISokey>) this function returns the
@02A*/
/*
number of the F-Key; if none was specified 0 is returned. In case of
@02A*/
/*
an error a negative number is returned
@02A*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*****************************************************************************************/
extern "C" WPARAM DOCbrowseURL(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
HWND ahClientW,
HWND ahMessageW,
char *apURL,
int aiWinid = -1);
Figure 22. DOCbrowseURL

Update browser: DocUpdateBrowser can be used to make modifications in the
settings of an existing Web browser control as shown in Figure 23 on page 40.
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/*****************************************************************************************/
/* DOCupdateBrowser(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
*/
/*
unsigned short ausReq,
*/
/*
HWND ahClientW,
*/
/*
PDOCPROPERTIES apProp = NULL)
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/* Purpose: Make changes to browser properties and appearance or obtain browser
*/
/*
Properties settings
*/
/*
*/
/* Description: This function needs can be called multiple times.
*/
/*
*/
/*
apSm.......: is the pointer to the state memory
*/
/*
*/
/*
ausReq.....: is the request code (see above)
*/
/*
*/
/*
ahClientW..: is the handle to the Window that is supposed to display
*/
/*
the browser ActiveX control. DOCbrowseXML obtains the
*/
/*
client rectangle and places the ActiveX control into this */
/*
rectangle
*/
/*
*/
/*
apProp.....: points to a DOCPROPERTIES structure. In case of a
*/
/*
DOCW_PROPGET the properties are obtained, using the
*/
/*
browser object’s Get methods and the appropriate fields
*/
/*
are set.
*/
/*
*/
/*
In case of a DOCW_PROPCHANGE the "command bits" are
*/
/*
checked and in case of a "true" value the appropriate
*/
/*
Set methods are invoked with the values found in the
*/
/*
DOCPROPERTIES structure.
*/
/*
*/
/*****************************************************************************************/
extern "C" WPARAM DOCupdateBrowser(PDOCSTATEMEMORY apSm,
unsigned short ausReq,
HWND ahClientW,
PDOCPROPERTIES apProp = NULL);
Figure 23. DOCupdateBrowser

Windows messages: The browser ActiveX control communicates with the
invoking program of the docwinc API using registered Windows messages as
shown in Figure 24. The messages must be registered, the action IDs are part of the
message received by the message window.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Define our registered messages strings
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define DOCW_BRW_ACTIONMSG "docwinc browser action"
#define DOCW_BRW_ERRORMSG "docwinc browser error"
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Define the associated integers
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define W4W_ACTION_ID
1
// Wait for work
#define ATD_ACTION_ID
2
// Process ATD
Figure 24. Registered Windows messages

The docMFC Windows C++ MFC API
This dll provides an alternative way to invoke the Web client from a Windows
application. Mechanisms and protocols are the same as with the docwinc.dll. Only
the internal structure of the dll differs, and this interface is aimed at Windows
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MFC based applications that need to host an instance of the Document Connect for
ASF Windows client. The interface is entirely object-oriented by providing C++
classes, which can be used in an MFC application directly or which can be
extended (subclassed).
The design follows the Microsoft Visual Studio Document/View Architecture rules;
the classes can be used in SDI (Single Document Interface) or MDI (Multiple
Document Interface) applications.

Classes and class hierarchies
The docmfc.dll exports (externalizes) the following C++ classes:
v CDocMFCDocument, which is a subclass of CDocument.
v CDocMFCView, which is a subclass of CHtmlView.
v CDocASFInvocation, which is a subclass of CDocAnyInvocation.
Internally, the dll uses several other specific classes to convert the xml stream to an
URL. The main classes are described in the following sections.
Instantiation, creation, and usage of the classes follow the MFC Document/View
Architecture rules.

CDocMFCDocument
The document class is used to hold the URL obtained from the XML. This XML
contains everything needed to control Document Connect for ASF client browser
sessions:
v
v
v
v

Server name
Host nickname
Session ID
Call level

v Host time stamp
The values of these components are kept as member variables and can be queried.

CDocMFCView
The view class is derived from CHtmlView. This means, it contains everything
needed to host and control a Microsoft Internet Explorer ActiveX control; in
particular:
v Navigate2(...); this method can be used to load an URL into the ActiveX.
v OnProgressChanged(...); this method can be used to control an (optional)
progress bar.
v OnStatusTextChange(...); this method can be used to intercept Internet Explorer
status messages.

CDocASFInvocation
This class parses the invocation XML and creates the initial invocation URL and
the reload UR. The values can be obtained using get methods. The class provides
additional get methods to obtain:
1. ASF time stamp
2. Call level 3
3. F-Key
4. Session ID
This means, it can be used to retrieve the unique session information.
Chapter 2. Calling ASF from your application
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Communication and messages
Communication between the Document Connect for ASF objects and the
controlling application uses registered window messages. The mainframe class
must – in its WindowProc – look for those messages and process them
appropriately. Definitions of the messages are provided with the header files.
Definitions: The header file docconstants.h (Figure 25) contains the definitions for
the window messages used by the docMFC API.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Define our registered messages strings
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define DOCW_BRW_ACTIONMSG "docwinc browser action"
#define DOCW_BRW_ERRORMSG
"docwinc browser error"
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Define browser status text string
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define DOC_W4W_ACTION
"doc3456"
// ...dc4asf waiting for work
#define DOC_ATD_ACTION
"doc3457"
// ...Processing ATD
#define DOC_ERROR
"doc3458"
// ...error on the host
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Define the associated integers
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#define W4W_ACTION_ID
1
// Wait for work
#define ATD_ACTION_ID
2
// Process ATD
#define ERROR_ACTION_ID
3
// Error
Figure 25. Header file docconstants.h

The messages DOCW_BRW_ACTIONMSG and DOCW_BRW_ERRORMSG are
posted to the mainframe class. With the messages the following action IDs are sent:
W4W_ACTION_ID
"waiting for work” action ID. This ID is posted when the user finished the
session.
ATD_ACTION_ID
“processing an ATD” action ID. This ID is posted when the host is
processing an ATD.
Action IDs and the session (or document) index are encoded in the LPARAM and
the WPARAM coming with the message.
Registration: The messages can only be used after they are registered. The
mainframe class must invoke the RegisterWindowMessage() function to register the
messages and to receive a message ID (an integer that can be used in the
WindowProc). Message registration should be done in the constructor of the
mainframe class (see Figure 26).
//
// Register our window messages and remember the numbers
//
m_docwAction = RegisterWindowMessage(DOCW_BRW_ACTIONMSG);
m_docwError = RegisterWindowMessage(DOCW_BRW_ERRORMSG);
Figure 26. Message registration

m_docwAction and m_docwError are member variables of type int.
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Use: Check the WindowProc method of the mainframe class for the docMFC
messages. The code can be similar to the code shown in Figure 27.
/*****************************************************************************/
/* The WindowProc is called by the framework for any message sent or posted */
/* to this mainframe object. We simply watch out for our registered messages */
/* all other messages are passed to the default handler
*/
/*****************************************************************************/
LRESULT CMainFrame::WindowProc(UINT message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam)
{
// TODO: Add your specialized code here and/or call the base class
if ((message == m_docwAction) || (message == m_docwError))
{
doDocMFCMessages(message, wParam, lParam);
}
return CMDIFrameWnd::WindowProc(message, wParam, lParam);
}
Figure 27. WindowProc sample

Controlling and managing dc4asf sessions
In the pseudo-code fragment shown in Figure 28 a potential session-control process
is described. It is assumed that a session-manager object CSessMan exists and that
the object is already instantiated:
If ListenerXML received
Create a CDocASFInvocation object.
Pass the ListenerXML
Get the unique session identifier.
Query the CSessMan object with this unique identifier
If a session exists
Load the reload URL into the associated Document/View
endIf
Else
Make a new Document/View pair
Add it to the CSessMan object
Load the “initial” URL into the newly created Document/View
endElse
endIf
Figure 28. Sample code for a session-control process

The JNI client API
This API is intended for customers who are moving away from 3270-based
business application towards Java-based client applications on a Windows client
platform. The API allows invoking a Document Connect for ASF browser session
from a Java program. However, there are certain assumptions and restrictions to
the usage of this API:
v The client platform has to be 32-bit Windows.
v The business application consists of a client and a mainframe component. Those
two components communicate by using either IMS Connect or MQSeries or
CICS Transaction Gateway.
v The invocation of ASF takes place under IMS or CICS, this means the business
application must have a mainframe component that invokes ASF using a
SIB type 1.
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The Java Client API uses an invocation and communication protocol very similar
to the Document Connect for ASF 3270 Listener.
The API consists of a Java package (com.ibm.doc.clientapi) that contains Java
classes and an interface. The samples directory contains the Javadoc HTML
documentation for that package. Two of the Java classes have native methods and
invoke exported functions of the Windows dlls shipped with the Document
Connect for ASF Listener.

DocJNInit.class
This class wraps the docjcinit.dll. It is used to store invocation parameters in the
Windows Registry. It must be instantiated in the initialization layer of the
Customer Client Application. When the DocJNInit object is created, the docjcinit.dll
is loaded and the object can be used to set the language and the trace options.
Figure 29 shows a sample code fragment:
import com.ibm.doc.clientapi.*;
...
DocJNInit vji = new DocJNInit(); // This will load the dll
vji.setLanguage("/lang=de"); // Sets the language for the Windows windows
vji.setDLLTrace("/trace"); // Turns trace on.
vji.setValues();
Figure 29. Sample code (DocJNInit.class)

Supported language options are:
v de for German
v dk for Danish
v en for English
v es for Spanish
v fr for French
v nl for Dutch

DocASFJavaClient.class
This class masks the concrete Document Connect for ASF Java Client
implementation. This implementation uses the Java Native Interface to control a
Windows dll that hosts a Microsoft Internet Explorer ActiveX control.
v DocJNIClient;
Creating and initializing DocASFJavaClient objects: DocASFJavaClient is
implemented as a Singleton, the only way to create a DocASFJavaClient object is
the invocation of the static createInstance-method. Figure 30 shows a sample code
fragment:
import com.ibm.doc.clientapi.*;
...
...
//
// Allocate a DocASFJavaClient of type JNI.
//
mJNI = DocASFJavaClient.createInstance(DocASFJavaClient.CLIENTTYPE_JNI, false);
mJNI.setWindowTitle(“Windows Window Title”);
// Set the window title
Figure 30. Creating and initializing DocASFJavaClient objects
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By creating an instance of the DocASFJavaClient object with CLIENT_TYPE_JNI, a
DocJNIClient object is created. DocJNIClient wraps the docjie Windows dll, which
basically is an MFC dll with a CWinApp derived Single Document Interface (SDI)
application. When the DocJNIClient object is created, the docjie.dll is loaded and
the MFC Framework allocates its objects (a Document, a View and a FrameWnd
object) and invokes the CWinApp’s InitInstance() method. As a result, the
Windows window is displayed. DocASFJavaClient uses callback methods to
communicate with the invoking application. Those callback methods are part of the
DocClientListener Java Interface (see “DocClientListener Interface”). An invoking
application must have a class that implements the DocClientListener interface and
must register that class. Figure 31 shows a sample code fragment:
mJNI.addClientListener(this);

// Add "us" as Listener

Figure 31. Sample code (addClientListener)

This and the code shown in Figure 31 are the necessary steps to initialize and
activate the Document Connect for ASF Java Client API.
Starting a browser session: DocASFJavaClient has these methods to start a
browser session in the hosted Internet Explorer ActiveX control:
v void loadURL(String asURL); this method loads a URL in standard format.
When you pass it any URL like, for example, www.example.com, it loads the
window with the respective Web site.
v void loadXURL(String axURL); this method expects ASF invocation XML, the
data replied from ASF when your Customer Mainframe Application invokes ASF
with a SIB type 1. The XML data is parsed and converted to a Document
Connect for ASF signonimplicit URL. To obtain the required data, use the
DocHostData object (see “DocHostData.class” on page 46).
After the URL is loaded, your DocClientListener methods are called whenever the
browser status area changes.
Terminating the client: The Document Connect for ASF Java Client must be
terminated explicitly. terminateClient() must be invoked when the application
using the client is terminated. Figure 32 shows a sample code fragment:
import com.ibm.doc.clientapi.*;
...
...
mJNI.terminateClient();
Figure 32. Sample code for terminateClient()

If the client is not terminated properly, the Windows dll can lock up.

DocClientListener Interface
Communication between DocASFJavaClient, DocJNIClient and the wrapped
Windows dll is through the DocClientListener interface. You need a class
implementing this interface to be able to receive callbacks and to successfully
process requests from the browser session.
The DocClientListener interface requires you to implement the following methods:
v int firstMessage(String asMsg); no special processing is required.
v int informationMsg(String asMsg); no special processing is required.
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v int warningMsg(String asMsg); no special processing is required.
v int errorMsg(String asMsg); this method is invoked when an error was detected
in the Document Connect for ASF browser session, for example, when the
connection to the ASF host fails. Your application can assume that the session
failed and can continue.
v int normalEnd(String asMsg); this method is invoked when the user terminated
the browser session by clicking the close button. Your application can assume
the request has ended successfully and should resume its business logic by
sending a request over the communication link to ASF on the mainframe.

DocHostData.class
This class wraps the Document Connect for ASF and ASF SIB type 2 interface
structure. All data interchanged between the Document Connect for ASF server
and the ASF host is in form of a SIB type 2. Because this structure is not
externalized, this class is required. It deals with two instances of a SIB type 2:
v The return SIB. That is, the SIB type 2 received from the host after invocation of
ASF by the business application.
v The send SIB. That is, the SIB type 2 that must be sent to ASF to resume the
business application.
DocHostData creates the send SIB from the return SIB in two steps:
1. Make a copy, excluding the variable invocation XML data.
2. Modify what is needed to make that copy a valid send SIB.
This class provides get methods for this send SIB and for the transaction code
associated with the send SIB.
Creating the DocHostData object: The code fragment in Figure 33 shows how the
DocHostData object is created and how the invocation data for the Java client is
obtained (under the assumption that your communication layer classes have put
the data received from ASF into the String vsHostData):
import com.ibm.doc.clientapi.*;
...
...
//
// Construct a HostData object from the data returned. DocHostData
// wraps the SIB type 2, which is not externalized. It has access methods
// allowing to retrieve the return transaction code (which is an
// ASF transaction) and the data to be sent to that transaction
//
mHostData = new DocHostData(vsHostdata, false);
//
// Extract the invocation XML, which is appended to the SIB type 2
// as variable data. This XML is processed by the dll to determine
// the URL to be sent to the Document Connect for ASF server
//
vsURL = mHostData.getInvocationXML();
//
// Finally invoke the dll with that XML data. The Browser ActiveX
// is loaded with the URL extracted from the XML.
//
mJNI.loadXURL(vsURL);
Figure 33. Creating the DocHostData object
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Using the DocHostData object: The code fragment in Figure 34 shows how the
DocHostData object is used to resume the business application – typically part of
(or invoked from) the normalEnd() method:
import com.ibm.doc.clientapi.*;
...
...
//
// Ask DocHostData for the Transaction code of the transaction to
// be scheduled (this is an ASF transaction taken from the invocation XML)
//
String vsXaction = mHostData.getReturnXCode(); // Mainframe transaction
//
// Retrieve the data to be sent to ASF. DocHostData constructed it from
// the ASF invocation data
//
String vsData
= mHostData.getReturnData(); // Data to be sent

Figure 34. Using the DocHostData object

Sample code
Sample code using the Document Connect for ASF Java API is available. The
sample application shows a straightforward Java GUI with a single button
allowing to invoke the “Host Application”, meaning an IMS or CICS transaction is
invoked, which in turn, invokes ASF with a SIB type 1. The JScrollPane used in the
GUI displays any message received via the DocClientListener methods. The sample
application consists of these classes:
v DocClAPITestDriver containing the main() method.
v DocSampleJavaGUI implementing the GUI and all the required
DocClientListener methods.
v DocWrappingTextArea, which is a helper class implementing a wrap-around
JTextArea used by the DocSampleJava GUI objects.
DocClAPITestDriver.java: This class serves as the test driver for the dc4asf Java
client API. It contains and controls the following:
v A sample GUI, which shows the status messages and which can be used to load
a different or new URL.
v The JNI client itself which loads the docjie.dll and implements the native
methods needed to talk to the dll.
v The proxies:
– Invoke a test transaction that invokes ASF on the host
– Invoke ASF to return to the test transaction
v It uses the DC4ASF class that initializes the dc4asf environment including access
to config filrs, traces, and so on.
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public static void main(String args[])
{
int numargs;
int irc = 0;
DocClAPITestDriver td = new DocClAPITestDriver();
numargs = args.length; // Get number of arguments
...
...
setInvocationOptions();
mGUI = new DocSampleJavaGUI(msNick, true);
}
public static void setInvocationOptions()
{
DocJNInit vji = new DocJNInit(); // This will load the dll
vji.setLanguage("/lang=de"); // language for the Windows window
vji.setDLLTrace("/trace");
// Turns trace on.
vji.setValues();
}
Figure 35. Sample code (DocClAPITestDriver)

Figure 35 shows the main() method where the invocation options of the dll are set
using a DocJNInit object. When this is done, a DocSampleJavaGUI object is created.
DocSampleJavaGUI.Java: DocSampleJavaGUI implements a sample of the
Customer Client Application. It is/owns the GUI, it owns the DocASFJavaClient, it
implements the “business logic” and it implements the DocClientListener Interface.
Basically, it is a single JFrame showing a single button labelled ″Invoke Host
Application″. It demonstrates how a customer application can look that invokes the
Document Connect for ASF Java Client. To do that it must implement the
DocClientListener Interface, which gets invoked for callbacks from the Java Client
API.
The methods invokeBusinessApplication() and resumeBusinessApplication()
demonstrate the integration with the customer application’s communication
components. This class and all Document Connect for ASF classes used here carry
and process a flag mbTestdriver, which tells them that they are invoked from the
Java Client Testdriver program. This program does an (almost) complete Document
Connect for ASF initialization, and thus has access to classes used by the servlet,
for example, the Proxy, Tracer and Logger classes, and the configuration.
Another important piece is the windowClosing method. When the Java window is
closing, the terminateClient() method of the dll must be invoked, otherwise the dll
will lock up.
Class definition: The class definition (Figure 36) shows all the interfaces
implemented by DocSampleJavaGUI and the important class members:
public class DocSampleJavaGUI extends JFrame
implements ActionListener, DocClientListener, WindowListener
{
Figure 36. DocSampleJavaGUI class definition

The class extends JFrame, this makes it a GUI. It implements these listener
interfaces:
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v ActionListener: This interface requires the implementation of methods belonging
to GUI elements included in this JFrame. It is used here to get notified when the
CALLHOST_BUTTON is clicked.
v DocClientListener: This interface is part of the Java Client API.
v WindowListener: This interface requires the implementation of methods
belonging to the outer window. It is used here to get notified when the JFrame
window is closing.

/** Button Command for Create Document*/
private static final String
CALLHOST_BUTTON = "Invoke Host Application";
/** JNI Client */
private DocASFJavaClient
mJNI;
/** Hostdata object */
private DocHostData
mHostData;
/** Panel Definitions */
private JPanel
mJp;
/** Toolbar Definitions */
private JToolBar
mTbar;
/** Load Button Definitions */
private JButton
mCallHostButton;
/** Text Area Definition */
private DocWrappingTextArea
mTa;
/** ScrollPane Definition */
private JScrollPane
mSp;
/** Host XML */
private String
msXML;
...
Figure 37. Main definitions for the DocSampleJavaGUI class

The code fragment in Figure 37 shows the main member variables of the
DocSampleJavaGUI class, GUI elements like a JButton, JPanel, JScrollPane, and a
DocWrappingTextArea, The other group of class members is related to the Java
Client API: a DocASFJavaClient object and a String object holding the invocation
XML.
Setting up the GUI and Java client API: The code fragment in Figure 38 shows a
part of the GUI setup. For more information refer to sample source code provided
with the product.
private void setUp()
{
/***************************************************************/
/*
*/
/***************************************************************/
// Buttons
mCallHostButton
= new JButton(CALLHOST_BUTTON);
mCallHostButton.addActionListener(this);
...
this.addWindowListener(this);
...
mTbar.add(mCallHostButton); // Call the host application
...
Figure 38. Allocate the GUI elements

This code fragment in Figure 39 on page 50 shows how the DocASFJavaClient
object is created and initialized. Important here: The DocSampleJavaGUI object is
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registered as DocClientListener.
//
// Allocate a DocASFJavaClient of type JNI.
//
mJNI = DocASFJavaClient.createInstance(DocASFJavaClient.CLIENTTYPE_JNI,false);
// Allocate
mJNI.addClientListener(this); // Add "us" as Listener
mJNI.setWindowTitle(SAMPLE_WINHEADER);
// Set the window title
Figure 39. Create and initialize the DocASFJavaClient object

showSample() makes the sample GUI visible (Figure 40).
//
// Now go and show ourselves
//
this.showSample();
}
public void showSample()
{
this.pack();
this.setVisible(true);

//
// Start the JNI Client...
// No return until everything terminated
//
mJNI.start();
this.show();
}

Figure 40. Sample code for showSample()

Button action and business logic: DocSampleJavaGUI contains the “business logic”
of a client application. When the “Invoke Host Application” button is pressed, a
request is sent to the host. When the browser session is ended and the
normalEnd() method is invoked, the business application is resumed.
Button action: The code fragment in Figure 41 on page 51 shows the
actionPerformed method of the ActionListener interface. It is invoked when an
action was performed on a GUI element.
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public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent ae)
{
String sActionCmd;
boolean binConversation = false;
// Get the command
sActionCmd = ae.getActionCommand();
//
// If it’s the CallHost (Invoke Business Application) Button
// disable it and invoke the business application
//
if (sActionCmd.equals(CALLHOST_BUTTON))
{
Figure 41. actionPerformed method

Figure 42 shows how to disable the host button because the Java GUI is not
supposed to interfere with the browser session running in the Windows window.
mCallHostButton.setEnabled(false);
// Disable
//
// Invoke business application, this will in the sucessful
// case start a dc4asf <--> ASF browser session in the Windows
// Internet Explorer ActiveX control.
//
binConversation = invokeBusinessApplication();

Figure 42. Disable CALLHOST_BUTTON

invokeBusinessApplication(): In the sample (Figure 43 on page 52), this method uses
the dc4asf Proxy classes, which only require a host nick name. The request used is
RUN_TRANSACTION. The proxy retrieves the nickname from the
DocNetworkConfiguration.xml. This particular nickname defines the transaction of
the business application.
The business application invokes ASF with a SIB that tells ASF that there is no
3270 Session. ASF therefore sends a SIB type 2 (which is an internal ASF structure)
to the ″terminal″. This SIB type 2 arrives in the proxy and the proxy returns it to
this method.
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private boolean invokeBusinessApplication()
{
boolean
vbHaveProxy = true;
DocASFProxy
vProxy
= null;
String
vsHostdata = null;
boolean
vbOK
= true;
String
vsURL;
if (mbTestdriver)
{
//
// Try to create an ASFProxy
//

// Test driver?

This code sample uses the Document Connect for ASF Proxy classes to talk
to the mainframe. To do that, the environment needs to be initialized.
try
{
// Create a Proxy with the nick name passed by the application
vProxy = new DocASFProxy(msApplicationNick);
}
Figure 43. invokeBusinessApplication() method

resumeBusinessApplication(): The resumeBusinessApplication() method is invoked
when the JavaClient invokes the normalEnd or errorMsg ClientListener methods.
The a RESUME_TRANSACTION request is sent to the host. ASF is processing the
request, that is, this method starts an ASF IMS or CICS transaction. Transaction
code and data can be retrieved from the HostData object.
The sample in Figure 44 on page 53 uses the dc4asf Proxy class. In the customer
environment, the customer program must send the data. DocHostData provides
methods to retrieve transaction codes and the data to be sent.
The return data is mere character data, no binary data is contained. This means, it
can be sent straight to the mainframe communication piece.
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private boolean
{
boolean
String
String
String
String

resumeBusinessApplication()
vbOK
vsHostData
vsXaction;
vsData;
vsASFNick;

= true;
= "";

if (mbTestdriver)
{
vsASFNick = mHostData.getNick();
try
{
DocASFProxy vprox = new DocASFProxy(vsASFNick);
//
// Resume the transaction. This will cause ASF to return back to
// the invoking host application
//
vsHostData = vprox.resumeTransaction(mHostData.getUserid(),
" ",
vsASFNick,
DocClAPITestDriver.SAMPLE_TERMID,
mHostData.getInfo(),
DocClAPITestDriver.TEST_LANG);
vTrc.traceUser(this, "resumeTransaction returned=" + vsHostData);
vbOK = true;
}
catch (Exception e)
{
vTrc.traceUser(this, "Caught an Exception");
e.printStackTrace();
vbOK = true;
}
}
}

// End try

Figure 44. Sample code resumeBusinessApplication()

DocClientListener Methods: DocClientListener is a public interface that must be
implemented by classes using the Document Connect for ASF Java Client API. The
code fragments in show how the methods work in the sample code:
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public int normalEnd(String asne)
{
m_iInvocations++;
//
// Resume the business application
//
resumeBusinessApplication();
//
// Enable the button
//
mCallHostButton.setEnabled(true);
return 0;
}
Figure 45. Sample code: User closes the document

The user closes the document in the browser. When this event is received, the
business application can be resumed, thus the resumeBusinessApplication()
method is invoked and the host button is enabled again.

public int errorMsg(String aseMsg)
{
m_iInvocations++;
resumeBusinessApplication();
mCallHostButton.setEnabled(true);
return 0;
}
Figure 46. Error message received

In a real application, the business application would be resumed with some
indication of an error, the sample continues. The button must be enabled again,
otherwise the Java GUI is blocked.
Termination: The termination is invoked when the window is closing if
DocSampleJavaGUI was registered as WindowListener. When the Java GUI
Window is closing, the JNI client must be terminated. That is, a WM_CLOSE
Windows message must be sent to the CMainFrame MFC class of the windows dll
(as shown in Figure 47).
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e)
{
//
// terminateClient() invokes a dll function, which itself posts a WM_CLOSE
// Windows message to the CMainFrame MFC class oof our dll.
//
mJNI.terminateClient();
}
Figure 47. Sample code windowClosing()

The HTTP POST API
Integration with external browser-based applications requires a Document Connect
for ASF POST-interface. The POST-Interface and the parameters required to invoke
Document Connect for ASF are described in the following sections.
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Invoking the Web client in a new browser window
If HTML frames are not allowed or not desired, Document Connect for ASF can be
invoked in a separate browser window.

API specifications
Invoking the servlet with data using the POST interface is done using predefined
variable names (the term variable name is used here to describe name/value pairs of
HTTP-POST requests. If using an HTML FORM, these variable names match the
names of HTML INPUT controls included in the FORM). The following table
specifies the variable names and their values.
Table 7. HTTP POST variables and their values
Name

User ID

Req

userid

Valid ASF
Y
user ID or the
sign-on user
ID in
combination
with the
specification
of a model
user ID

A user ID accepted by ASF on the mainframe.
Upon invocation with a SIB control block, both a
sign-on user ID and a model user ID can be passed
to ASF. Only the model user ID must exist in the
UPL. This option is particularly helpful in cases
where authentication of users takes place outside
ASF in the invoking application.

password

Password

If ASF is tailored to require passwords, the
password needs to be supplied otherwise no
password is required.

O

Description

hostnickname Valid host
Y
nickname as
defined in the
dc4asf
network
configuration

Document Connect for ASF’s
DocNetworkConfiguration.xml defines host
nicknames, that is, connections from the Web
server to a mainframe ASF. A valid nickname must
be passed on the POST request.

sessionid

The value is used to identify the session. For IMS,
the first eight characters of the value are used as
LTERMOVERRIDE.

An ID for the
HTTP POST
session with
up to ten
characters

O

docdata

Y

Y

An indicator telling the Document Connect for ASF
servlet to check for additional data.

docreturl

Valid URL

Y

After Document Connect for ASF is finished, for
example, after the user has closed the
document-creation session, the URL specified here
is loaded into the browser frame. The Document
Connect for ASF servlet appends a “search”-part to
that URL (after the question mark) containing a
return code, a return message, and the save name
of the document. The invoking application can use
that information to record and display success or
errors and/or update a work list of created
documents.

docitem

ASF GIL, SLL, Y
or CLL key

Name or key of the ASF object to be processed. For
normal document creation, this is the name or key
of an ASF LTD.

If the value is shorter than 10 characters, it is
padded with Xs.
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Table 7. HTTP POST variables and their values (continued)
Name

User ID

Req

Description

docreq

INFO
LCF
SLCF
IFLP, CFLP
IFLD, CFLD

Y

Request to be passed to ASF.

docvn_xx

ASF
parameter
name where
xx is a
number, for
example, 08

O

Parameter-name component of a name/value pair.
The Document Connect for ASF servlet looks for a
docvv_xx with the same number and passes the
pair to ASF. If a docva_xx attribute is found, the
attribute is passed to ASF together with name and
value.
If no value (docvv_xx) is found, the parameter is
created as an empty string

docvv_xx

docva_xx

ASF
parameter
value where
xx is used to
identify the
name

O

ASF
parameter
attribute

O

Matching value. If a matching name is found, the
name/value pair is created and passed to ASF.
docvv_xx POST parameters without matching
names are ignored.
Matching attribute. If a matching name is found
the name/attribute/(value) tuple is passed to ASF.
docva_xx can be used to tell Document Connect
for ASF whether a parameter is protected or
modifiable and whether a parameters is to be
displayed or hidden.
docva_xx POST parameters without matching
name are ignored.

docprvform

Name of a
configured
print-preview
transform

O

This field allows the specification of a
print-preview transform other than the configured
default transform. If, for example, the default
transform is AFP (name=”AFP” in
DocConfiguration.xml) docprvform=”AFP2PDF”
overrides this setting and the AFP2PDF
transformation is used.

Overriding the default print-preview transformation: In DocConfiguration.xml a
list of print preview transformations can be configured using the <TransformList>
XML-tag. All transformations configured here carry a name XML-attribute. In these
transformations the XML-attribute active is set to Y (see Figure 48 on page 57).
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<TransformList>
<Transform name="AFP" extension="afp" active="Y">
<Class/>
<Path pds="N"/>
<Command/>
<URL>http://localhost:9080/dc4asf12/getafpres.dc4asfcommand?getfile=</URL>
</Transform>
<Transform name="AFP2WEB" extension="pdf" active="N">
<Class/>com.ibm.doc.conversions.DocAfp2WebTransforms</Class>
<Path pds="N"/>D:\IBM?AFP2PDF\install</Path>
<URL/>
<Transform name="PDFCMD" extension="pdf" active="N">
<Class/>com.ibm.doc.conversions.DocCommandLineTransform</Class>
<Path pds="N"/>
<Command/>D:\IBM\AFP2PDF\install\makepdf.bat</Command>
<URL/>
</Transform>
</TransformList>

Figure 48. Overriding the default print-preview transformation

This transform list shows these print-preview transformations:
v The transformation with name=”AFP”, AFP is the active transformation and will
be used if nothing is specified in docprvform.
v The transformation with name=”AFP2WEB”, its file extension is pdf – the
Adobe® Acrobat® Viewer will be invoked for pdf files. Invocation of this
transformation is through the Java class
com.ibm.doc.convsersions.DocAfp2WebTransforms
v The transformation with name=”PDFCMD”, extension is pdf, invocation is via
the Java class com.ibm.doc.conversions.DocCommandLineTransform, which
internally invokes the command ...\makepdf.bat
Overriding SIB header fields: Occasionally, an invoking application must have
full control over the SIB sent to ASF. This includes setting or overriding SIB
Header fields or both.
The HTTP POST interface provides a way to override such fields:
v As value of docvn_ parameters specify sib.Fieldname (A list of field names is
provided in 57. The field names used here are the names defined to the Java
servlet.).
v As value of the corresponding docvv_ parameter specify the value you want to
be set.
If, for example, you want to set the environment name to MYENV do that by
passing docvn_x=sib.SPAEnvName and docvv_x=MYENV. Parameters referring to
SIB header fields that do not exist are ignored.
public
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public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static
static

final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final
final

String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String
String

ASFVersion
UserName
UserPassword
ProgramName
SecSuppress
LangID
RecordID1
FirstASFCall
MSGRedefined
CodePage
ASFFunction
UserComa

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"ASFVersion";
"UserName";
"UserPassword";
"ProgramName";
"SecSuppress";
"LangID";
"RecordID1";
"FirstASFCall";
"MSGRedefined";
"CodePage";
"ASFFunction";
"UserComa";
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TotalLength
Type
MessageText
MessageCode
UserNewPassword
TraceCtrl
HeaderReserved
ASFStatus
SPAPRJID
SPAEnvName
SPANOTerm
SPATaskNumber
SPAReserved
SPALevelNumber
ParmNumber
UserFlag
IntFlag1
KEY1Prefix
KEY1
KEY2Prefix
KEY2
PrintCount
Reserved1
IntFlag2
TerminalID
BrowserSignon
Correlation
Request
RequestResponse
RecordID2
DataLength
DataParmNumber
ReturnLength
ReturnPrefix
RetAPPDG
LRRId
RecordOwner
ReplRecord
FromDB
ToDB
ChangeList
IMSConnect
DestroyLRR
LeaveLCF
LPrinterName
RPrinterName
NumberOfCopies
AdminComp
NoXMLData
RequestCont
LRRUpdate
PrinterType
PrinterDS
ATDProc
Reserved
Data
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"TotalLength";
"Type";
"MessageText";
"MessageCode";
"UserNewPassword";
"TraceCtrl";
"HeaderReserved";
"ASFStatus";
"SPAPRJID";
"SPAEnvName";
"SPANOTerm";
"SPATaskNumber";
"SPAReserved";
"SPALevelNumber";
"ParmNumber";
"UserFlag";
"IntFlag1";
"KEY1Prefix";
"KEY1";
"KEY2Prefix";
"KEY2";
"PrintCount";
"Reserved1";
"IntFlag2";
"TerminalID";
"BrowserSignon";
"Correlation";
"Request";
"RequestResponse";
"RecordID2";
"DataLength";
"DataParmNumber";
"ReturnLength";
"ReturnPrefix";
"RetAPPDG";
"LRRId";
"RecordOwner";
"ReplRecord";
"FromDB";
"ToDB";
"ChangeList";
"IMSConnect";
"DestroyLRR";
"LeaveLCF";
"LPrinterName";
"RPrinterName";
"NumberOfCopies";
"AdminComp";
"NoXMLData";
"RequestCont";
"LRRUpdate";
"PrinterType";
"PrinterDS";
"ATDProc";
"Reserved";
"Data";

Visible versus invisible invocations
When the Document Connect for ASF servlet is invoked in a Browser window or
Browser frame it can do one of the following:
v Respond with an XML streams that – after conversion to HTML – is displayed in
the window or frame. This is called visible invocation.
v Respond with a document-preview data stream (line mode, AFP or PDF) that is
displayed in a separate Internet Explorer window using native HTML (for line
mode) or running the AFP Viewer plug in or the Adobe Acrobat Reader plug in.
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v Respond with a return code and message, that is, it loads the URL specified in
the parameter docreturl into the specified window or frame.
Visible invocation: The user is confronted with a Document Connect for ASF user
interface. This can be one of the following:
Paragraph Selection
The user can select or deselect predefined paragraphs, edit existing
paragraphs, or insert individual text elements. ASF provides various
options for the paragraph selection.
Parameter Prompting
The user is prompted for document parameters. Fields can be pre-filled or
empty, if the corresponding ASF Parameter Determination Programs
(PDPs) are invoked. ASF provides various options for parameter
definitions. Parameter prompting skips the paragraph selection. This means
structure and contents of the documents are predefined and cannot be
modified by the user.
Termination Panel
The user is asked how the completed document is to be processed. On the
termination panel, the options are “collate print” (exclusive) or “immediate
print”. If the user sees the termination panel, paragraph selection and
parameter prompting are skipped. Depending on how the document is
defined, the user can or cannot step back from, for example, the
termination panel to paragraph selection or parameter prompting. Action
buttons allow the user to preview the document at any time.
Immediate preview
The document creation itself is “invisible”. The user does not see ,for
example, the paragraph selection, parameter prompting, or termination
panel.
Invisible invocation: A servlet invocation is called invisible when the user
essentially stays in the invoking application and only sees a Document Connect for
ASF or ASF message. Invisible invocations uses the docreturl invocation parameter.
Tthe message is displayed (and the return code processed) by the invoking
application.
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Chapter 3. Invoking the document composition functions
This chapter describes how to invoke document composition functions on host
level and how to invoke document composition functions with the HTTP POST
API.

Invoking the document compositon functions on host level
The document composition functions can be invoked with both, the SIB type 0 and
the SIB type 1. While the SIB type 0 is still supported for compatibility reasons, it is
recommended that you use the SIB type 1 to:
v Gain program independence from the layout of standard paragraphs.
v Exploit new functions only supported for SIB type 1.
In the online environment document composition functions are available in the
3270-front-end as well as in the Web client front-end:
v To invoke functions of the classical front-end the SIB must be routed to program
FSNASF1 (CICS) or FSNASF1I (IMS). Unless otherwise noted all function code
values for parameter DXBFNCT apply for this invocation.
v To invoke functions of the Web client front-end the SIB must be routed to
program FSNWEB1C (CICS) or FSNWEB1I (IMS). The supported function code
values for parameter DXBFNCT are ″INFO″, ″LCF, ″RLCF″, ″SLCF″, ″IFLD″,
″IFLP″, ″CFLD″, ″CFLP″, "LCLL", "LSLL", "AFLD", "AFLP".

Invocation with a SIB type 1
The SIB type 1 recommended for requesting document composition functions by
invoking ASF consists of:
v A SIB header
v A SIB header extension
v An appendage of up to 32 767 parameter entries
Besides general control data in the SIB type 1 header and header extension such as
user ID, code page of the SIB, or requested session language, the processing of
document composition functions is controlled by the parameters passed in the SIB
appendage.

Important SIB type 1 parameters
Table 8 provides an overview of the most important SIB type 1 parameters:
Table 8. Important SIB type 1 parameters
Parameter

Description

DXBARCHRCD

Contains the name of the archived document that you want to
process.

DXBCLLPREF

Is the CLL key prefix. It determines a prefix of up to 8 characters
that is used when moving an LRR to the CLL (collect print,
FSNBTCH, FSNBTC2). If both parameters DXBCLLPREF and
DXBCLRRKEY are set, DXBCLLPREF is ignored and its value is set
to blank.
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Table 8. Important SIB type 1 parameters (continued)
Parameter

Description

DXBCLRRKEY

Is optional. It contains the full CLL key (up to 15 characters) and
can be used when copying or moving SLL items to the CLL. If
both parameters DXBCLLPREF and DXBCLRRKEY are set,
DXBCLLPREF is ignored and its value is set to blank. If a CLL
item with the passed key already exists, message FSN203E is
returned.

DXBCMPRLRR

Overwrites the setting of base tailoring parameter LRRCMPR.
Compress LRR upon writing to the CLL initiated by a request for
collect print or by the utility FSNBTCH or program FSNBTC2.
Valid values are:
0
No
1
Yes
Compression means that descriptions of SPs and parameter prompt
texts are reduced to a length of 1. Using VSAM or DL/I the
amount of DASD space claimed by an LRR on the CLL can be
reduced depending on the number of SPs and parameter
references. When using DB2 for the CLL, the number of fields
containing one character padded with blanks is increased. This
helps DB2-based compression programs to reduce the space
claimed by the CLL.

DXBCPYNUM

Is required, if you:
v Use a subcommand to specify a print request.
v Want to print more than one copy.
This parameter contains the number of copies you want to print.
Note: To ease programming effort, you can specify this parameter
in all definitions. You can then add a value for this parameter if
required.
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DXBFNCT

Is optional. It specifies that ASF need not READ the GIL to
determine the requested function if you use the parameter value
LCF.

DXBLRROWNR

Is the LRR owner for SLL and CLL. It contains a project name to
be used as the owner when moving an LRR to the SLL or CLL.

DXBPRTNAME

Is required if you use a subcommand to specify a print request. It
contains the name of the printer.
Note: To ease programming effort, you can specify this parameter
in all definitions. You can then add a value for this parameter if
required.

DXBRCID

Contains the name of the menu or LTD that you want to process.

DXBSAVDOC

Is required if you use a subcommand to store an LRR in the SLL. It
must contain the name of the LRR that is to be used to store the
LRR in the SLL.
Note: To ease programming effort, you can specify this parameter
in all definitions. You can then add a value for this parameter if
required.

DXBSELEND

Contains subcommands such as C or C7 used for SIB type 0 as
listed in Table 10 on page 70.
Note: The subcommands must be defined without a percent sign
(%).

DXBSRTINFO

Contains the sort information to be placed into the LRR field
LRR_SORT_INF. The sort information can consist of up to 50
characters.
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Table 8. Important SIB type 1 parameters (continued)
Parameter

Description

DXBZDNAM01

Contains information for selecting LTD entries for document
composition.

DXBCIM01
DXBCIM02
DXBCIM03
DXBCIM04
DXBCIM05

The values of these parameters determine the contents of the title
bar. They define whether to hide or show the title bar at the top of
the browser.

(Web client)
DXBINSPREF
(Web client)
DXBLSELNAM
(Web client)
DXBNICKNAM
(Web client)
DXBSAVDIAG
(Web client)
DXBSERVNAM
(Web client)

Determines the predefined value in the Paragraph field of the
Insert paragraph dialog.
Specifies a generic name for SLL or CLL items when you retrieve a
list of items.
Contains the nickname of the host to which the Web server must
connect.
Defines whether to suppress the Save dialog. This parameter
overrules the SAVDIAG definition.
Contains the name of the Web server to which the client must
connect.

The control parameters DXBRCID and DXBFNCT determine whether a new
document is created using an LTD or whether working is resumed for an item in
the SLL.
Note: The LTD that is used to start document composition or that was used to
build the document for which composition is resumed further on is referred
to as primary LTD.
Invocation for working with an LTD: To start creation of a new document the
control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the name of an LTD item
v DXBFNCT can be omitted or needs to contain a value of blanks
Processing is the same as if you entered the LTD name in the command line of a
menu.
Note: If you just want to display the LTD item and not start document
composition, control parameter DXBFNCT needs to be passed with a value
of C'INFO'.
Invocation for working with an item in the SLL: To resume composition of a
document saved in the SLL the control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the name of the SLL item
v DXBFNCT needs to contain either of the values C'RLCF' or C'SLCF'
A value of C'RLCF' causes the SLL item to be deleted upon resuming processing
while a value of C'SLCF' keeps the item in the SLL.
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Invocation for copying or moving an item from the SLL to the CLL: To copy or
move an item from the SLL to the CLL the control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the LRR item name
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'SMVE' for moving an item from the SLL
to the CLL
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'SCPY' for copying an item from the SLL
to the CLL
Table 9 on page 65 summarizes how to use the control parameters DXBFNCT and
DXBRCID for invocation of base functions.
Invocation for copying or moving an item from the CLL to the SLL: To copy or
move an item from the CLL to the SLL the control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the LRR item name
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'CMVE' for moving an item from the
CLL to the SLL
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'CCPY' for copying an item from the
CLL to the SLL
Note: The name of the new SLL item is provided by parameter DXBSAVDOC.
Invocation for copying an item in the SLL: To copy an item in the SLL the
control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the LRR item name that is to be copied
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'SLLC' for the SLL to be copied
v DXBSAVDOC needs to contain the name of the new LRR
v DXBZREPL(=1) needs to replace the existing target item
Invocation for deleting an item in the SLL: To delete an item in the SLL the
control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the LRR item name
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'SDEL' for the SLL
Invocation for retrieving a list of items in the SLL or CLL: To retrieve a list of
items in the SLL or CLL the control parameter:
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'LSLL' for SLL items or the value
C'LCLL' for CLL items
v DXBLSELNAM needs to contain a generic name for the SLL or CLL items
v DXBRETLRRD must to contain the value C'2SLL' for SLL items or the value
C'2CLL' for CLL items
Note: This function is only available for the invocation of the Web client front-end.
Invocation for previewing an item in the SLL or CLL: To preview a document
saved in the SLL or CLL the control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the name of the SLL or CLL item
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'IFLD' for the SLL
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'CFLD' for the CLL
Invocation for print-previewing an item in the SLL or CLL: To print-preview a
document saved in the SLL or CLL the control parameter:
v DXBRCID needs to contain the name of the SLL or CLL item
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'IFLP' for the SLL
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'CFLP' for the CLL
Note: This function is only available for the invocation of the Web client front-end.
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Invocation for previewing archived documents: To preview archived documents
the control parameter:
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'AFLD'
v DXBARCHRCD needs to contain the name of the archived document
The archived documents are shown using the formatted-letter display function
(host) or the quick-preview function (Web client).
Invocation for print-previewing archived documents: To print-preview archived
documents the control parameter:
v DXBFNCT needs to contain the value C'AFLP'
v DXBARCHRCD needs to contain the name of the archived document
v DXBSERVNAM needs to contain the name of the Web server to which the client
must connect
v DXBNICKNAM needs to contain the nickname of the host to which the Web
server must connect
Note: This function is only available for the invocation of the Web client front-end.
Invocation for printing an item in the SLL:
To print a document saved in the SLL the control parameter DXBFNCT needs to
contain the value C'SPRT'.
The following parameters must be supplied in addition:
v DXBPRTRCID needs to contain the name of the SLL item to be printed.
v DXBPRTNAME needs to contain the name of the printer.
v DXBPRTTYPE needs to contain one of the following:
0

for local print (line printer formatting)

1
to indicate remote print (print job submission via execution of an ATD)
v DXBOPRTCPY needs to contain the number of copies to be printed.
Table 9. How to use DXBFNCT and DXBRCID for invoking document composition functions
Requested function

Value of
DXBFNCT

Value of
DXBRCID

Display a specific LTD, SPG, or SP item

C' ' or C'INFO'

Item name

Start document composition with a specific LTD

C'LCF'

LTD name

Resume processing for an item in the SLL without
deleting the item

C'SLCF'

SLL item name

Resume processing for an item in the SLL and delete C'RLCF'
the item

SLL item name

Print an item in the SLL

C'SPRT'

None

Retrieve a list of items in the SLL

C'LSLL'

None

Retrieve a list of items in the CLL

C'LCLL'

None

Preview an item in the SLL

C'IFLD'

SLL item name

Preview an item in the CLL

C'CFLD'

CLL item name

Print-preview an item in the SLL

C'IFLP'

SLL item name

Print-preview an item in the CLL

C'CFLP'

CLL item name

Preview an archived document

C'AFLD'

None

Print-preview an archived document

C'AFLP'

None

Moving an item from the SLL to the CLL

C'SMVE'

LRR item name
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Table 9. How to use DXBFNCT and DXBRCID for invoking document composition
functions (continued)
Requested function

Value of
DXBFNCT

Value of
DXBRCID

Copying an item from the SLL to the CLL

C'SCPY'

LRR item name

Moving an item from the CLL to the SLL

C'CMVE'

LRR item name

Copying an item from the CLL to the SLL

C'CCPY'

LRR item name

Copying an item in the SLL

C'SLLC'

The LRR item
name to be
copied

Deleting an item in the SLL

C'SDEL'

LRR item name

Invocation for document composition functions: Suffix ″P″ supports the
subcommands %E, %C, or %R during invocation of the document composition
functions with SIB type 1. Suffix ″P″ does not depend on the settings of the user
profile record. It triggers formatting for AFP using formatting options from INFO
item FSNAFPOPT when document composition is finished.

SIB appendage for SIB type 1
If control parameter DXBFNCT contains one of the functions LCF, RLCF, or SLCF,
the SIB appendage can contain further parameters used to:
v Select which standard paragraphs (SPs) to include in the document.
v Pass variable data.
v Supply a document composition subcommand to define whether ASF displays a
panel, which panel to display, and which termination option to use.
How to select LTD entries: LTD entries like standard paragraphs (SPs) or other
LTDs that are not defined as mandatory entries are specified by supplying the item
name as value of control parameter DXBZDNAM01.
When the Web client front-end is invoked, this parameter can contain additional
information. You can specify up to four values in the sequence shown in the
following list:
1. The name of the paragraph or LTD. This is mandatory.
2. The preselection indicator. This entry is optional and can be one of the
following:
0

No preselection

1

Preselection

2
Mandatory preselection. The paragraph must be included.
3. The paragraph-modification indicator. This entry is optional and can be one of
the following:
0

Item cannot be modified

1

Item can be modified

2
Item must be modified
4. The version number of the paragraph of LTD. This entry is applicably only
when GIL versioning is used (environment tailoring parameter GILVERS is set
to 1). The value must be a number between 0 and 32767.
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Separate all values by the delimiter determined by the language tailoring
parameters. The semicolon (;) is the default value. If you omit specifying the
preselection indicator or the paragraph-modification indicator, you must still
specify the delimiter.
Figure 49 shows some examples for specifying this parameter.
Omit the paragraph-modification indicator:
FSNSDCSP0010;1;;4
Omit the version number:
FSNSDCSP0010;1;2
Omit the preselection indicator and the paragraph-modification indicator:
FSNSDCSP0010;;;7
Omit the paragraph-modification indicator and the version number:
FSNSDCSP0010;1
Omit all values except the item name:
FSNDCSP0010
Figure 49. Examples for using DXZDNAM01 with the Web client front-end

Note: Control parameter DXBZDNAM01 can be specified multiple times. If you
prefer to choose different names for the SIB parameters containing the item
names of selected LTD entries, you can change the suffix '01' according to
your choice.
How to supply parameters for text placeholders: For each SP entry and LTD
entry of the primary LTD (specified in control parameter DXBRCID), parameter
values to resolve text placeholders can be supplied. Following the DXBZDNAM01
SIB parameter entry with the name of the selected entry, you need to specify a SIB
parameter entry for each parameter you want to supply. Define the:
v Parameter name in the field SIB_PARM_NAME
v Parameter value in the field SIB_PARM_VALUE
v Length of the parameter value in the field SIB_PARM_LTH
The SIB parameter entry fields SIB_PARM_ATTR and SIB_PARM_FORM do not
have to be filled in.
Note: You must omit SIB parameter entries for system parameters, user
parameters, and for parameters with the attribute Returned by PDP.
Additionally, if the operand VALRCGN=0 is specified in the base tailoring,
you must omit values for protected, conditionally protected, and
nondisplayable parameters.
In contrast to SIB type 0, the sequence of the parameters specified does not have to
match the sequence in the parameter list of the corresponding SP.
Considerations for multiple occurrences of a parameter: If a parameter occurs
multiple times in the same or in other SPs, you do not have to specify a parameter
value for each of the occurrences. The specification of a parameter is valid for all
subsequent occurrences of this parameter in the same or in other SPs unless
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defined otherwise. ASF automatically propagates the specified parameter value
unless the option ″Remove duplicate parameters″ has been defined for the primary
LTD using the GIL item maintenance function.
Global and local parameter sections: The SIB type 1 appendage can be thought of
as a set of different sections:
v The control parameter section with DXBRCID and DXBFNCT
v The DXBZDNAM01 sections for each selected LTD entry consisting of the:
– Control parameter DXBZDNAM01
– Local parameter section for text placeholders
A local parameter section can be regarded as global setting for all subsequent
DXBZDNAM01 sections.
Between the control parameter section and the first DXBZDNAM01 section you
can also supply SIB parameter entries for text placeholders. The settings in this
section are global for all of the DXBZDNAM01 sections unless overwritten in a
local parameter section.
Specifying how to terminate the document composition: The final processing of
the document being composed is specified in control parameter DXBSELEND
optionally supplied as last parameter of the SIB appendage. The value of
DXBSELEND is a subcommand. For details on the values supported refer to
“Subcommands for document composition” on page 70.
If you have not specified a subcommand as value of DXBSELEND or if you have
omitted the control parameter entirely and if the document composition functions
do not automatically assume a subcommand (as it does for pattern documents), the
paragraph selection panel is displayed. On that panel, the selection line contains
what has been specified in the SIB appendage, as well as any mandatory entry.

Invocation with a SIB type 0
For compatibility reasons, you can still initiate document composition functions
from application programs by invoking ASF with SIB type 0. A SIB type 0 consists
of the SIB header and a free format SIB appendage.

Important SIB header data
Besides general control data such as user ID, code page of the SIB, or requested
session language, there are two fields in the SIB header that determine how the
document composition functions is processed. Field SIB_ASF_FNCT determines
the requested function. The value:
v LCF means creation of a new document
v RLCF (SLCF) means resume working with a document for which composition
was interrupted
In both cases the field SIB_REC_ID identifies the item to work with:
v When creating a new document, you must specify the name of an LTD that
defines how to build the new document.
v When resuming document composition, you must specify the name that was
used to save the document in the saved-document library (SLL). The SLL is the
storage area used when you decide to interrupt the composition process.
Note: The LTD that is used to start document composition or that was used to
build the document for which composition is resumed further on is referred
to as primary LTD.
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For collect print, the application program can pass the LRR key with the field
SIB_MSG_TEXT. In this case, the field SIB_MSG_REDEF needs to contain the value
C'2'. The LRR key can have up to 15 characters.

SIB appendage for SIB type 0
If you specified one of the functions LCF, RLCF, or SLCF in field SIB_ASF_FNCT,
you have the option to pass a SIB appendage. In the SIB appendage, you can:
v Select which standard paragraphs (SPs) to include in the document.
v Pass variable data.
v Use a subcommand to display a specific panel and the termination option to
use. You can also completely omit the SIB appendage.
It must not contain any character with a hexadecimal representation less than X'40'.
In general, the information in the SIB appendage corresponds to the information
specified in the selection line on a paragraph selection panel. Therefore, the same
or similar rules apply for specifying your paragraph selection, parameter values,
and subcommands.
How to select LTD entries: Standard paragraphs (SPs) that are not defined as
mandatory LTD entries can be specified by using either their sequence numbers in
the LTD item or their names. If the LTD contains mandatory paragraphs and if one
of the subcommands listed in the following is also passed, then all of the SPs
defined as mandatory must be selected.
How to supply parameters for text placeholders: For each SP, parameter values
can be supplied. You enclose all the parameters for one paragraph in parentheses,
and separate them from each other by a semicolon (;). However, you must omit
values or separators for system parameters, user parameters, and for parameters
with the attribute ‘Returned by PDP’. Additionally, if the operand VALRCGN=0 is
specified in the base tailoring, you must omit values or separators for protected,
conditionally protected, and nondisplayable parameters.
If the same parameter has been defined in different SPs, you can supply different
values for each SP. Special considerations apply if the number of SPs and
parameter values causes the total length of the SIB to exceed 32 767 bytes.
Note: ASF expects the parameter values in the sequence in which the parameters
are defined in the SP. Parentheses and the semicolon are default values for
the delimiters determined by the language tailoring parameters.
Considerations for pattern documents: If the LTD is defined to be a pattern
document (that is, the LTD is defined with the option ’Suppress paragraph
selection’), you must use the special character asterisk (*) for your selection. All SPs
defined as mandatory or preselected LTD entries are included in the selection. You
can pass parameter values enclosed in parentheses and separated by a semicolon
(;) only for the parameters defined in the first paragraph of the pattern document.
Specifying how to terminate the document composition: The selection of
paragraphs and the specification of parameters in the SIB appendage is completed
by optional specification of a subcommand. It determines the processing of the
document being composed. For details refer to “Subcommands for document
composition” on page 70.
If you have not specified a subcommand in the appendage and if the document
composition functions do not automatically assume a subcommand (as it does for
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pattern documents), the paragraph selection panel is displayed. On that panel, the
selection line contains what has been specified in the SIB appendage, as well as
any mandatory paragraphs.

Subcommands for document composition
The subcommands you can specify in a SIB type 1 or in a SIB type 0 and their
meaning are listed in Table 10. The subcommands consist of a tailorable 1-byte
prefix and can have a suffix that specifies how the document is processed, for
example that the document is displayed, printed, or saved to the SLL.
The values for the prefix are determined in the language tailoring. For further
information on language tailoring parameters refer to the Application Support
Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide. The suffixes are described in Table 11 on
page 71.
Table 10. Document composition functions subcommands
Subcommand

Suffixes

Result

%E

1

v ASF checks the selection.

2

v ASF starts the parameter determination phase
and displays a parameter prompting panel, if
there is at least one parameter defined for
prompting in any of the selected standard
paragraphs. If no parameter is defined for
prompting, ASF completes the parameter
determination phase and either displays the
termination panel or starts processing
requested by the subcommand suffix.

3
6
7
8
A

v At the end of processing, control returns to
the invoking application program.

F
%C

1

v ASF checks the selection.

2

v ASF performs the parameter determination
phase. A parameter prompting panel is
displayed only if a mandatory value is
missing for a parameter that allows for
prompting.

3
6

8

v ASF either displays the termination panel or
starts the processing requested by the
subcommand suffix.

A

v At the end of processing, control returns to
the invoking application program.

7

F
%P
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None

The document composition functions are
invoked to format the document for AFP. The
formatting options are specified in the INFO
item FSNAFPOPT in the GIL.

Table 10. Document composition functions subcommands (continued)
Subcommand

Suffixes

Result

%R

1

v ASF checks the selection.

6

v ASF performs the parameter determination
phase without displaying a parameter
prompting panel.

7
8
A
F

v ASF starts processing requested by the
subcommand suffix. If the suffix is omitted, 1
is assumed.
v At the end of processing, control returns to
the invoking application program.
The difference between this subcommand and
the %C subcommand is that ASF never requests
operator intervention at the display station. In
case of an error condition, control is returned to
your application program with an error message.

Table 11. Suffixes for document composition functions subcommands
Suffix

Result

1

The document is copied to the completed-document library (CLL) database
and control returns to your application program.

2

The document is copied to the CLL and control returns to paragraph selection.

3

The document is copied to the CLL and control returns to the parameter
determination phase.

6

DCF is invoked to format the document and displays it at the user’s terminal.
Note that you must specify the SLCF request in field SIB_ASF_FNCT of the
SIB header if you want to display a document in the SLL and keep it in the
SLL. If the document you created is new and you specify the LCF request, the
document is not saved in the SLL.

7

DCF is invoked to format the document. The DCF output is passed to a local
printer.
Together with the suffix 7 you can specify:
v A printer name. For example, if the printer name is L87a and you use the
subcommand %C, you specify: %C7(L87a).
v A printer name and the number of additional copies. For example, if the
printer name is L87b and you want to print 5 additional copies, you specify:
%C7(L87b,5).
If no printer name is specified, the printer is determined from various
resources in the following sequence:
v User profile
v Terminal tailoring
v Base tailoring
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Table 11. Suffixes for document composition functions subcommands (continued)
Suffix

Result

8

The document is saved in the SLL and control returns to the application
program.
Together with the suffix 8 you can specify the name used to save the
document in the SLL. For example, if you want to save the document with the
name DOCUMENT1, you specify: %C8(DOCUMENT1). If you do not supply
a name, a default value is assigned automatically:
v If document composition has been resumed for an SLL item, the item name
is used.
v If a new document has been created, the name is essentially a time stamp.
The name under which the document has been saved is available in the SIB
header field SIB_REC_ID, when control returns to the application program.

A

A job is submitted to format the document with DCF and print it on a remote
printer.
Together with suffix A you can specify:
v An ATD item that represents the remote printer. For example, if the remote
printer is represented by the ATD item called PAGEPRINTER, and you use
the subcommand %C, you specify: %CA(PAGEPRINTER).
v An ATD item representing a remote printer and the number of additional
copies. For example, if the remote printer is represented by the ATD item
called PAGEPRINTER2 and you want to print 5 additional copies, you
specify: %CA(PAGEPRINTER2,5).

F

DCF is invoked to format the document. The DCF output is saved in the FLL
database.
Together with the suffix F you can specify:
v A printer name. For example, if the printer name is L87a and you use the
subcommand %C, you specify: %C7(L87a).
v A printer name and the number of additional copies. For example, if the
printer name is L87b and you want to print 5 additional copies, you specify:
%C7(L87b,5).
If no printer name is specified, the printer is determined from various
resources in the following sequence:
v User profile
v Terminal tailoring
v Base tailoring

Invoking the document composition functions with the HTTP Post API
This section describes the requests to the new command-servlet that must be used
if the docdestroy in the HTTP POST API is set to N and the HTTP POST
parameters needed to request COPY, MOVE, and DELETE of items in SLL and
CLL.

The Command Servlet
Document Connect for ASF provides a new servlet, the Command Servlet. This
servlet understands two requests, both have the session ID of a Document Connect
for ASF session as parameter:
v cm=getstatus, sessionid=sessionid requesting the status of the Document
Connect for ASF session identified by the sessionID.
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v cm=destroy, sessionid=sessionid cancels the Document Connect for ASF session
identified by the session ID.

Invoking the servlet
The new servlet is defined as shown in Figure 50 with the URL mapping shown in
Figure 51.
<servlet>
<description>Document Connect for ASF Command Servlet</description>
<display-name>command</display-name>
<servlet-name>command</servlet-name>
<servlet-class>com.ibm.doc.server.DocCommandServlet</servlet-class>
</servlet>
Figure 50. Invocation of the Command Servlet

<servlet-mapping>
<servlet-name>command</servlet-name>
<url-pattern>/servlets/command</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>
Figure 51. URL mapping for the Command Servlet

The command servlet is invoked with http://servername/applicationname/
servlets/command.
The parameters can either be passed via HTTP GET or via HTTP POST. The servlet
responds with an XML stream containing the requested information.

Response XML
Figure 52 shows the response XML returned by the Command Servlet.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<CommandResult>
<Requested>
<Command name="command-name" sessionid="sessionid"/>
<Result>
<Sessionstaus code=statuscode"/>
<Message>Message text</Message>
</Result>
</Requested>
</CommandResult>
Figure 52. Response XML for the Command Servlet

command-name is the name of the command issued to the command servlet, either
getstatus or destroy.
session-id is the value of the sessionID parameter passed with the command.
status-code is the return value and represents the status of the session. The
following values are possible:
ACTIVE
The session is active.
ENDEDOK
The session has terminated successfully.
Chapter 3. Invoking the document composition functions
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ENDEDERROR
The session has terminated with an error.
NOTFOUND
The session was not found.
Message Text is a Document Connect for ASF informational, warning, or error
message resulting from the request to the command servlet.
Utility requests for SLL and CLL items: Utility requests are issued using the
general HTTP POST API. This means, the POST parameters must be set to the
values shown in Table 12. Values are given using the meta variables of the HTTP
POST API, where doc_vnxx gives the ASF parameter name and doc_vvxx gives the
parameter value. Other required parameters are not listed here.
Table 12. Utility requests for SLL and CLL items
Move an LRR from SLL to CLL
Docreq

SMVE

Docitem

Record IDof the SLL Record

doc_vn1=DXBCLRRKEY

doc_vv1=Record ID on the CLL

doc_vn2=DXBZREPL

doc_vv2=1, if the record LRR is to be replaced on the CLL if a
record with the same name exists

doc_vn3=DXBLRRPREF

doc_vv3=Optional record prefix to be used on the CLL (up to
eight characters)

doc_vn4=DXBLRROWNR

doc_vv4=Optional owner name/ID of the CLL record.

Copy an LRR from SLL to CLL
Docreq

SMVE

Docitem

Record ID of the SLL Record

doc_vn1=DXBCLRRKEY

doc_vv1=Record ID on the CLL

doc_vn2=DXBZREPL

doc_vv2=1, if the record LRR is tobe replaced on the CLL if a
record with the same name exists

doc_vn3=DXBLRRPREF

doc_vv3=Optional record prefix to be used on the CLL (up to
eight characters)

doc_vn4=DXBLRROWNR

doc_vv4=Optional owner name/ID of the CLL record.

Delete an LRR from the SLL
Docreq

SDEL

Docitem

Record ID of the SLL Record

Move an LRR from CLL to SLL
Docreq

CMVE

Docitem

Record ID of the CLL Record

doc_vn1=DXBSAVDOC

doc_vv1=Record IDon the SLL

doc_vn2=DXBZREPL

doc_vv2=1, if the record LRR is to be replaced on the SLL if a
record with the same name exists

doc_vn3=DXBLRRPREF

doc_vv3=Optional record prefix to be used on the SLL (up to
eight characters)

doc_vn4=DXBLRROWNR

doc_vv4=Optional owner name/ID of the SLL record.

Copy an LRR from CLL to SLL
Docreq
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CMVE

Table 12. Utility requests for SLL and CLL items (continued)
Docitem

Record ID of the CLL Record

doc_vn1=DXBSAVDOC

doc_vv1=Record ID on the SLL

doc_vn2=DXBZREPL

doc_vv2=1, if the record LRR is to be replaced on the SL, if a
record with the same name exists

doc_vn3=DXBLRRPREF

doc_vv3=Optional record prefix to be used on the SLL (up to
eight characters)

doc_vn4=DXBLRROWNR

doc_vv4=Optional owner name/ID of the SLL record.

Delete an LRR from the CLL
Docreq

CDEL

Docitem

Record ID of the CLL Record
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Chapter 4. Invoking other ASF functions
A SIB type 1 consists of the SIB header, the SIB header extension, and up to 32 767
SIB parameter entries. The SIB header and the SIB header extension contain
general control data such as user ID, code page of SIB, requested session language,
or number of SIB parameter entries that follow. The two SIB parameters DXBRCID
and DXBFNCT determine processing. Passing the name of a GIL item as value of
SIB parameter DXBRCID initiates the same processing as if the name had been
entered on a command line or selected as menu option.
Because the GIL item that you request to process may be an ATD, you can also
initiate other application programs by invoking ASF with a SIB type 1. Parameters
that may be needed by the target application can be passed in the SIB. Before
invoking the target application, ASF merges the parameters passed in the SIB with
those defined in the ATD. The target application can return parameters to your
invoking application through ASF. In this case your invoking application must
indicate to ASF that it is prepared for parameter entries to be returned.
Table 13 summarizes how to use the control parameters DXBFNCT and DXBRCID
for invocation of base functions.
Note: Table 13 shows the GIL item names delivered with the sample GIL.
Table 13. How to use DXBFNCT and DXBRCID for invoking base functions
Requested function

Value of DXBFNCT

Value of DXBRCID

“Display the user’s main menu” on page 78 C' ' or C'INFO'

C' '

“Display of the fast-path prompt panel” on
page 78

C'FAST'

C' '

“Invocation for display of a specific item”
on page 78

C' ' or C'INFO'

Item name

“Display help panels” on page 78

C'HELP'

Help item name

“Work with an ATD” on page 78

C' ' or C'UAPI'

ATD name

Display a database list

C' ' or C'UAPI'

ATD name, for
example
v UPL - ENUSLUPL
v GIL - ENUSLGILP
v USL - ENUSLUSL
v SLL - ENUSLSLL
v CLL - ENUSLCLL

Display an entry panel for user profile
maintenance

C' ' or C'UAPI'

ATD name, for
example ENULMF9

Display an entry panel for GIL item
maintenance

C' ' or C'UAPI'

ATD name, for
example ENULMF

“Invocation for forwarding data” on page
C'FORW'
81
Note: Consider the advantages of invoking
ATDs and the possibility to forward data to
the ATD target application.
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Program name or
transaction name
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Display the user’s main menu
To display the user’s main menu, you pass a SIB type 1 without any parameter
entries. Displaying the main menu is the default function of ASF, when called from
an application. You can also pass the DXBFNCT control parameter with the value
C'INFO'. If the DXBRCID control parameter is also passed, it must have a value of
blanks.

Display of the fast-path prompt panel
When the DXBFNCT control parameter is passed with the value C'FAST', ASF
displays the user’s fast-path prompt panel. The control parameter DXBRCID is
ignored.

Invocation for display of a specific item
To display a specific item such as an information or menu item, you pass the
control parameter DXBRCID with the name of the item as the parameter value.
You have two options for using the control parameter DXBFNCT:
v Do not include the DXBFNCT parameter in your SIB or pass it with a value of
blanks.
ASF processes the item as if the item name had been entered on the command
line.
Note: If the item is not a display item but an ATD or LTD item, ASF processes it
as an ATD or LTD item, respectively.
v Pass the control parameter DXBFNCT with the value C'INFO'.
ASF processes the item only if the item is a display item. If the item is an ATD,
an error message is returned. If the item is an LTD, the contents of the LTD is
displayed, but the LTD is not processed.
You must use this option if you want to display an LTD item. For all other cases,
it is recommended not to pass the DXBFNCT control parameter.

Display help panels
You can invoke ASF for display of help information. You specify the name of the
help item in the control parameter DXBRCID. Additionally, you pass the
parameter DXBFNCT with a value of C'HELP'.
The following differences apply to help processing, that is, when you specify
DXBFNCT with a value of C'HELP':
v The item type must be a menu or information item or an ATD.
v The help panel showing the contents of the information or menu item does not
have a command line, the Help F-key, and the Prompt F-key.
v For help processing, ASF invokes the help exit FSNHLPE. For more information,
refer to “CUSHLPE: Help exit” on page 134.

Work with an ATD
Processing of an ATD basically means invocation of the target application defined
in the ATD.
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To process an ATD item, you pass the control parameter DXBRCID with the name
of the ATD item as the parameter value.
You have two options for using the control parameter DXBFNCT:
v Do not include the DXBFNCT parameter in your SIB or pass it with a value of
blanks.
ASF processes the item as if the item name had been entered on a command
line. When the item you specified is not an ATD, but a display item like an
information or menu item or an LTD, ASF displays it or processes it as an LTD,
respectively.
This is the recommended option.
v You pass the control parameter DXBFNCT with a value of C'UAPI'.
For any other item than an ATD, ASF returns an error message.

Passing additional data to the ATD target application
Your invoking application can pass additional data in the SIB, that is, other
parameter entries than DXBRCID and DXBFNCT. ASF forwards these parameters
to the target application according to the following rules:
v If for a SIB parameter a corresponding parameter entry exists in the ATD, the
value from the SIB overwrites the ATD parameter value. The remaining
definitions such as parameter format, prompting text, or parameter attributes are
taken from the parameter entry in the ATD item. The parameter value in the SIB
must comply with the parameter format definition in the ATD item.
Note: Overwriting of the ATD parameter value can be inhibited by using the
class ″no-merge″ for the ATD parameter entry. You must not pass a SIB
parameter entry for a parameter that is defined in the ATD with one of
the following specifications:
– The parameter is a system parameter.
– The parameter is a user parameter.
– The parameter value is to be returned by a PDP.
v If for a SIB parameter no corresponding parameter entry exists in the ATD, the
SIB parameter entry is forwarded to the target application with the following
specifications:
– The parameter is a general parameter.
– The parameter format is free.
– Display of the parameter during the prompting phase is suppressed.
– The parameter is not used with a PDP, PVP, DCP, or during storing.
– The parameter value is not required.
– The value is taken from the SIB.
v ASF passes the parameters to the target application in the following sequence:
1. All parameter entries defined in the ATD item are passed, regardless whether
the value has been merged from a SIB parameter entry. The sequence within
these parameters is the one defined in the ATD item.
2. The remaining SIB parameter entries, that is, those SIB parameter entries for
which no corresponding entry is defined in the ATD item, are appended with
the sequence in which they occur in the SIB.
v The total number of parameters must not exceed 32 767.
There are many advantages invoking ASF for processing of an ATD item instead of
invoking the target application directly from your invoking application:
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v You can use the ATD items both as fast-path command or as menu entry on ASF
online panels and from your application programs.
v If the invoking application initiates processing for different target programs, you
need not care about different linkage conventions, since the linkage convention,
such as using the CICS XCTL or the CICS START command, is defined in the
ATD item.
v You define most or all of the parameters that the target application expects
within the ATD item. This allows you to isolate your application programs
efficiently. If the data that is passed to the target application changes, in most
cases you need to change only the ATD item definition, but not the invoking
application.
Additionally, if your invoking application works with different target
applications, you need not consider special parameters needed by the
applications.
v The invocation of most ASF functions is implemented through processing of ASF
GIL items. There is nearly no difference for your invoking program whether they
initiate an ASF function or any other target application.
v You have automatically implemented an authorization check for using the target
application, since ASF checks whether the user is authorized to process the ATD
item.
v You can use ASF services like parameter prompting, checking of parameter
formats, or interacting with a PDP.
You must invoke ASF for processing an ATD item when you want to initiate
functions like list functions, GIL item maintenance functions, user profile
maintenance functions, or functions to change or to display session settings such as
displaying the identifier of the terminal the user is working with. Refer to the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide for information on how to
define ATD items for using these functions. Note also that for nearly all these
functions, ASF delivers ATD items that you can either use unchanged or adapt to
your requirements.
If you migrate from an earlier version of ASF, you may notice that in the version
from which you migrate, you could use the control parameter DXBFNCT with
values not mentioned in Table 13, for example with the value C'LMF ' to initiate
the GIL maintenance function. ASF Version 3 still supports those values of
DXBFNCT for compatibility reasons, so that you do not have to change your
existing application programs.
Note: The value C'IFS ' always displays the user’s main menu. Whenever you
write a new application or change your existing applications, it is
recommended that you request processing of an ATD item instead of using
DXBFNCT in a way that is not listed in Table 13 on page 77 or Table 9 on
page 65.

Interaction between ATD and ATD-PDP
If during execution of an ATD a PDP is called and returns a SIB_MSG_CODE of
256, the:
v Application-Parameter Prompting panel is not displayed before invocation of the
ATD target application.
v SIB control block returned from the PDP is routed to the ATD target application.
In this case the PDP can build a completely new SIB control block for invocation
of the target application, because the SIB returned from the PDP is not checked.
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v Application-Parameter Prompting panel is not displayed after return from the
ATD target application unless parameter DXBZPROMPT has been defined in the
ATD with a value of 1.

Invocation for forwarding data
Your invoking application can request ASF to forward SIB parameter entries
unchanged to a target application. For this function you pass the control parameter
DXBFNCT with a value of C'FORW', and you specify the name of the target
application as a value of the DXBRCID control parameter.
In the IMS environment the name of the target application is the transaction code
of the application. In the CICS environment you can do one of the following:
v Specify the program name of the target application. ASF transfers control to the
target application through the CICS XCTL command.
v Specify the transaction code of the target application followed by C',1'. ASF
invokes the target application through the CICS START command.
ASF removes both the DXBFNCT and the DXBRCID parameter entry from the
SIB, but passes control to the target application with a SIB that contains all other
parameter entries unchanged.
The function to forward data to a target application is mainly supported for
compatibility reasons with earlier versions of ASF. It is recommended that you use
an ATD item to forward data to the target application instead of using this
function. See “Work with an ATD” on page 78 for a list of advantages if you
invoke ASF for processing of an ATD item.
Note: If an ATD item with the name of the target program exists in the GIL, ASF
passes control to the target program only if the user is authorized to work
with the ATD item. If such an ATD item does not exist, no authorization
check is performed.
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Chapter 5. Calling application programs from ASF
This chapter describes general considerations of how data is passed between your
application programs and ASF. “The standard interface block (SIB)” on page 12
describes in detail which data is passed between the programs.

Calling CICS application programs
To call a CICS application program from ASF, you must:
v Define the transaction code or name of the called program in CICS.
v Use the GIL Item Maintenance function panel of ASF to define:
– An LTD containing the transaction code or program name of the PDP, PVP, or
DCP to be called.
– An ATD containing the transaction code or program name of the application
program to be called and all parameters that are required. Consider also to
define a menu entry referring to the ATD item.
To process an LTD that is to invoke a PDP, PVP, or DCP or to process an ATD that
calls a CICS application program ASF:
v Builds a SIB
v Performs the transfer control operation, defined in the ATD or LTD

Transferring control with XCTL
When ASF invokes an ATD target application, a PDP, or a PVP using the CICS
program control statement XCTL, the SIB is passed with the COMMAREA option.
This means that the called application program must:
1. Establish addressability to the passed control block, which can be a SIB.
2. Save the control block because this information must be returned to ASF.
3. Access the database, process the dialog, or both.
4. Modify the SIB field USER_COMA if required, and indicate in the SIB fields
MSG_CODE and MSG_TEXT whether processing was successful.
5. Return control to ASF using the CICS program control statement:
EXEC CICS XCTL
PROGRAM (contents of SIB field PGRM-NAME)
COMMAREA (sib-area)
LENGTH (sib-length)

Transferring control with START
When ASF invokes an ATD target application, a PDP, or a PVP using the CICS
interval control statement START, the SIB is passed with the FROM option. Using
EXEC CICS START enables ASF to call application programs running in a different
CICS region. This means that the called application program must:
1. Retrieve the SIB using the CICS interval control statement:
EXEC CICS RETRIEVE SET (sib-pointer)
LENGTH (sib-length)

2. Access the database, process the dialog, or both.
3. Modify the SIB USER_COMA field if required, and indicate in the SIB fields
MSG_CODE and MSG_TEXT whether processing was successful.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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4. Return control to ASF using the CICS interval control statement:
EXEC CICS START
TRANSID (contents of the first 4 bytes
of the SIB field PGRM-NAME)
FROM (sib-area)
LENGTH (sib-length)

For more information on the START statement refer to “Calling ASF from CICS
application programs” on page 8.
An application program that was invoked by ASF using XCTL (START) must also
use XCTL (START) to return control to ASF. The name of the ASF program or
transaction code is specified in the SIB field SIB_PGRM_NAME.
Note: If the length of the SIB control block built by ASF to invoke the application
exceeds 32 KB, refer to “SIB control blocks longer than 32 KB” on page 24.
The application program returns only the SIB header and the SIB header extension
or the complete SIB with all parameters. If the complete SIB is not returned, you
must adjust the contents of field SIB_TOTAL_LTH. ASF does not retain any
information modified by the application program.

Calling IMS application programs
To call an IMS application program from ASF, you must:
v Define a PSB that has at least one I/O PCB and one alternate PCB. If database
calls are to be performed, the database PCBs must be included.
v Define the transaction code for the called program in IMS.
v Use the GIL Item Maintenance function panel of ASF to define an:
– LTD containing the transaction code of the PDP, PVP, or DCP to be called.
– ATD containing the transaction code of the application program to be called
and all parameters that are required. Consider also to define a menu entry
referring to the ATD item.
When processing an LTD that is to invoke a PDP, PVP, or DCP or when processing
an ATD that calls an IMS application program:
v ASF builds a SIB
v Performs an IMS change call to the target program
v Inserts the SIB in the IMS message queue
The called IMS application programs should contain code to:
v Retrieve the SPA using the I/O PCB (IMS GU (get unique) call) and retrieve the
SIB using the I/O PCB (IMS GN (get next) call), if ASF runs conversational.
v Retrieve the SIB using the I/O PCB (IMS GU and GN calls), if ASF runs
nonconversational.
v Store the same transaction code in the IMS SPA, if ASF runs conversational.
Insert the SPA using the alternate PCB (IMS ISRT (insert) call).
Store the same transaction code in the TRAN_CODE field of the IMS field, if
ASF runs nonconversational. For a description of the IMS message, refer to
“Description of an IMS message” on page 9.
v Perform the required processing, that is, either accessing the database, or dialog
processing, or both.
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v Modify the field SIB_USER_COMA if required, and indicate in the SIB fields
MSG_CODE and MSG_TEXT whether processing was successful.
v Set the destination of an alternate PCB to the transaction code passed in the field
SIB PGRM_NAME (IMS CHNG call).
v Insert the SIB as one or more IMS messages using the alternate PCB (IMS ISRT
call).
v Return control to IMS.

Call operations
In a call operation, the program issuing the call does not release its resources. Only
addresses of variables, constants, and areas are passed as call arguments. When
control is returned, the program continues with the statement following the call
statement.
You can call programs using user exits that are linked together with the ASF load
module, because:
v The PCB pointers of the databases the user wants to access are not available. In
ASF the API server module FSNRPCB supports this request.
v If the code of a user exit is modified, the ASF load module must be linked again.
In ASF the API server module FSNCAPI supports the dynamic load and call of
executable-linked independent user programs. Therefore, integrate only the
statements required to call the executable-linked independent user program into
the user-exit module.

Requesting the PCB addresses from associated ACB/PSB
(FSNRPCB)
FSNRPCB is a service module written in Assembler which can be invoked from an
IMS application program (PL/I) to obtain a PCB address from the IMS-PCB list.
The calling program needs to know the sequence number or the PCB name (I/O,
TP, or DB) of the corresponding PSB entry. FSNRPCB determines the PCB address
by going backward through the DSA chain. Therefore, FSNRPCB can be called
from any level of the PL/I procedure (not only MAIN).
The sample PL/I procedure shown in Figure 53 on page 86 describes how
FSNRPCB is called.
FSNRPCB provides the following:
v The address of the parameter list passed from IMS to the caller of FSNRPCB
(PCB_LIST_PTR)
This parameter list:
– Has the format of an array of PL/I pointers
– Contains the addresses of:
- Terminal PCB
- I/O PCB
- Alternate TP PCB
– Contains the DB entries specified within the PSB/ACB of caller of FSNRPCB
v The number of PCB pointers contained in the PCB pointer list (PCB_LIST_CNT)
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DCL
PCB_LIST_PTR
PCB_LIST_CNT
FSNRPCB

POINTER ,
BIN FIXED (31) ,
EXTERNAL ENTRY OPTIONS
(ASSEMBLER INTER RETCODE) ;

DCL
1 PCB_LIST
BASED (PCB_LIST_PTR) ,
2 PCB_PTR (255) POINTER ;
DCL
PCB_ADDR
BASED (PCB_PTR (I))
POINTER ;
DCL
1 PCB
BASED (PCB_ADDR) ,
2 PCB_NAME
CHAR (08) ;
CALL FSNRPCB (PCB_LIST_PTR, PCB_LIST_CNT) ;
DO I = 1 TO PCB_LIST_CNT
SELECT (PCB_NAME) ;
WHEN (’FSNDBCLL’)
CLL_PCB_PTR =
WHEN (’FSNDBISL’)
ISL_PCB_PTR =
and so on ....
OTHERWISE DO ;
IF (I = 1) THEN
IO_PCB_PTR =
IF (I = 2) THEN
ALT_PCB_PTR =
END ;
END ;
END ;

;
PCB_ADDR ;
PCB_ADDR ;

PCB_ADDR ;
PCB_ADDR ;

Figure 53. PL/I sample to obtain PCB addresses

Notes:
1. It is recommended to issue an IMS request through the alternate TP PCB, for
example, to insert a message in an asynchronous batch message processing
(BMP) application. You should avoid, however, to insert any message through
the I/O PBC, because the sequence logic of the entire online cycle may be
destroyed.
2. You can include your own databases in the PSB/ACB of ASF. You can locate
them as shown in Figure 53.

Loading (dynamically) and calling executable user programs
(FSNCAPI)
Module FSNCAPI performs the following functions:
1. Interprets the request code.
2. Loads the requested program via z/OS-SVC if load request, returns to calling
program with z/OS-SVC return CODE if not successful.
3. Establishes the PL/I environment for a PL/I module requested by LPLI request
code, or establishes the COBOL environment for a COBOL load module if
LCOB request, by calling ILBOSTP0.
4. Maps the parameters to be passed to a PL/I, COBOL, or assembler module
according to the applicable rules.
5. Calls the requested load module using PTR_TO_SIB_PTR, PCB1_PTR,
PCB2_PTR, ...PCB230_PTR. The pointer PTR_TO_SIB_PTR addresses the
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following structure:
DCL
1 PASSED_SIB_AREA_STRUCT
3 PASSED_SIB_AREA_PTR
3 PASSED_SIB_AREA_LTH

BASED (PTR_TO_SIB_PTR)
,
POINTER
,
BIN FIXED (31)
;

6. Releases the named program via z/OS-SVC if release request.
7. Returns to the calling program either with a return code 0, with a return code 4
if the request is not valid, or with a return code 8 if not loaded.
The sample PL/I procedure shown in Figure 54 describes how FSNCAPI is called.
CALL FSNRPCB (PCB_LIST_PTR,
PCB_COUNT) ;
............

/* request the address of the */
/* PCB-list and the amount of */
/* PCBs in the PCB-list
*/
prepare the request

REQ_CODE = LOAD_PLI ;

/* or LOAD_COB, or LOAD_ASM

CALL FSNCAPI (REQ_CODE
RET_CODE,
PGM_NAME,
LOAD_TAB_PTR,
PTR_TO_SIB_PTR,
PCB_LIST_PTR,
PCB_COUNT) ;

/* invoke the executable prog */

............
............

*/

post request processing
a RET_CODE > 0 means program could not be loaded

CALL FSNCAPI (RELEASE,
RET_CODE,
PGM_NAME,
LOAD_TAB_PTR) ;

/* release the invoked program*/

Figure 54. Program statements required for invocation

The sample PL/I program statements required for data declaration are shown in
Figure 55 on page 88. It describes how to load and call executable user programs.
Note: The LOAD_LIST and the ARG_LIST must be initialized to LOW (lth) at the
beginning of the procedure and must not be changed afterward.
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DCL
REQ_CODE
DCL
LOAD_PLI
DCL
LOAD_COB
DCL
LOAD_ASM
DCL
RELEASE

/* return code: 0 or > 0
/* may have following values:
/* load and call PL/I program
INIT (’LPLI’) ;
/* load and call COBOL prog
INIT (’LCOB’) ;
/* load and call ASSEMB prog
INIT (’LASM’) ;
/* release the requested prog
INIT (’RLSE’) ;

*/
*/
*/

DCL
RET_CODE
DCL
PGM_NAME
DCL
LOAD_TAB_PTR
DCL
PTR_TO_SIB_PTR
DCL
PCB_LIST_PTR
DCL
PCB_COUNT

/* return code: 0 or > 0
BIN FIXED (31) ;
/* host server’s program name
CHAR (08) INIT (’FSNAPI1I’) ;
/* address of the dynamic mod
POINTER ;
/* = ADDR (LOAD_TAB)

*/

POINTER ;

*/

DCL
1 LOAD_TAB
2 ARG_ADDR
2 LOAD_LIST
2 ARG_LIST

/* dynamic module load table */
,
/* required by host server API*/
POINTER INIT (ADDR (ARG_LIST)) ,
CHAR (196) , /* 4 + 12 * expected loadmods */
CHAR (4 + 4 * PCB_COUNT) ;

DCL
FSNRPCB

/* retrieve PCB pointer list */
EXTERNAL ENTRY OPTIONS
(ASSEMBLER INTER RETCODE) ;
/* invoke/release host server */
EXTERNAL ENTRY OPTIONS
(ASSEMBLER INTER RETCODE) ;

DCL
FSNCAPI

CHAR (04) ;
CHAR (04)
CHAR (04)
CHAR (04)
CHAR (04)

/* address of SIB data area

*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/

POINTER ;

/* address of PCB pointer list*/
/* number of PCBs in ptr list */
BIN_FIXED (31) ;

Figure 55. PL/I sample to load and call executable user programs

Calling application programs from DB2 stored procedures
When Document Connect for ASF is used with TRANSMGR=DB2, the ASF host
program FSNWEB1N is invoked form DB2 stored procedure FSNWSP1. A PDP,
PVP, or DCP invoked in this context is called with a PL/I FETCH statement. This
means:
v If these programs (PDP, PVP, DCP) are written in PL/I, specify
OPTIONS(FETCHABLE,REENTRANT).
v For all other programming languages, no specific setting is required.
The programs are called with a single parameter containing the address of an
eight-byte structure. This structure consists of the address of the SIB type 1 in the
first four bytes, followed by a four-byte length field containing the length of the
SIB.
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Layout of the SIB when calling an application
ASF and application programs use the SIB for communication. The SIB types are
described in “Introducing SIB type 1” on page 13, “Introducing SIB type 0” on page
13, and “Introducing SIB type W” on page 14. Considerations for large SIB control
blocks are described in “SIB control blocks longer than 32 KB” on page 24
When invoking an ATD target program, a PDP, PVP, or DCP, ASF passes a
SIB type 1 consisting of a SIB header, a SIB header extension, and of up to 32 767
SIB parameter entries.

SIB type 1 header passed to an application
Table 14 describes the SIB header fields and what they contain, when ASF invokes
an application program.
Table 14. SIB header when calling an application
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_ASF_VERS

1

This field is a reserved constant.

SIB_USER_NAME

User ID

This field contains the ID of the user
with whom the ASF session is
associated (left-justified).

SIB_USER_PSWD

C' '

ASF does not convey passwords.

SIB_PGRM_NAME

Program name or
transaction code of
ASF

This is the transaction code or program
name to which the application must
pass control when returning to ASF. It
is recommended that no hard-coded
names are used in your application
programs for returning to ASF.

SIB_SEC_SUPPR

C'1'

The password has already been
checked by ASF.
Therefore, if the target application
invokes ASF for processing a function
(for example, for help display), before
returning to ASF it should specify that,
on the recursive level, no passwords
are checked.

SIB_LANG_IND

Language code

This field contains the language code
used for this ASF session.

SIB_REC_ID

ATD name

Call of ATD target application.

LTD name

Call of a PDP, PVP, or DCP from
document composition functions.

C'0'

When the target application invokes
ASF for a function before returning
control to ASF, it is a recursive
invocation.

SIB_1ST_ASF_CALL
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Table 14. SIB header when calling an application (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_MSG_REDEF

C'1'

Your target application is started
through processing of an ATD item.
The item name has been entered on
the command line followed by
additional data. The entire
command-line input is passed in the
field SIB_MSG_TEXT. This applies also
if the level of ASF that now invokes
your target application has been called
from another application with a
command-line input.

C'0'

SIB_MSG_TEXT contains a message or
blanks.

SIB_CODE_PAGE

Code page number This value specifies the code page used
for all character data fields in the SIB.

SIB_ASF_FNCT

C'UAPI'

Your target application is started
through processing an ATD item.

C'LCF'

Your target application is a PDP, PVP,
or a DCP called from the document
composition functions.

SIB_USER_COMA
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Communication
If ASF has been invoked from an
area for application application, this is the communication
programs
area received in the initial SIB.
C' '

If, on this level, no communication
area is available to ASF, for example, if
this is the highest level that has been
started from the terminal by entering
the ASF transaction code, ASF passes a
blank area.

SIB_TOTAL_LTH

SIB length

This field contains the total length of
the SIB in bytes if it is less than 32 767
bytes. Otherwise it contains -1. For
details see “SIB control blocks longer
than 32 KB” on page 24.

SIB_TYPE

C'1'

This field specifies the type of the SIB.

SIB_MSG_TEXT

Command-line
input

If field SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'1',
this is the command-line input
received by ASF.

Message

When another application has called
ASF for processing of the ATD item,
and if the application has passed a
message and ASF did not display any
panel, the message is passed on to the
target application. Field
SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'0'.

C' '

Neither a message nor a command-line
input is passed to the target
application. SIB_MSG_REDEF contains
C'0'.

SIB_MSG_CODE

0

When invoking the target application,
ASF does not set a return code.

SIB_USER_NEW_PSWD

C' ' or LOW

ASF does not pass passwords.
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Table 14. SIB header when calling an application (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_HDR_RESERVED

C' ' or LOW

This reserved field contains blanks or
low values.

SIB type 1 header extension when calling an application
Table 15 describes those fields in the SIB header extension fields that contain
information for the target program or are used by ASF when the target program
returns control to ASF.
Note: DCPs invoked during document composition are not expected to return
control to ASF.
Table 15. Relevant SIB header extension fields when calling an application
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_SPA_INFO

ASF reference
information

The reference information is needed to
resume the ASF session when the
target application returns control at the
end of its processing.
Note: The target application must save
this reference information during its
processing and must not change the
information.

SIB_PARM_NUMB

Number of
parameter entries

This field contains the number of
parameter entries stored in the SIB. A
SIB type 1 can have between 0 and
32 767 parameter entries.

An ATD target application can ignore the other fields in the SIB header extension
containing information for a PDP, PVP, or DCP. These fields are described in
“Calling a parameter manipulation program (PDP, PVP, or DCP)” on page 99.

SIB type 1 parameter entries when calling an application
The SIB type 1 passed by ASF to an ATD target application, a PDP, PVP, or a DCP
contains up to 32 767 parameter entries. The values for the parameters are those
determined through the parameter determination phase. Additionally, when an
application program has started processing of the ATD by invoking ASF and has
passed parameters in its SIB that are not defined in the ATD, ASF appends these
SIB parameter entries after the other parameter entries, so that the invoking
application can forward data to the target application.
Each parameter entry also contains information about the parameter format and
the parameter attributes. Table 16 on page 92 describes the fields of a SIB
parameter entry.
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Table 16. SIB type 1 parameter entry when calling an application
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_PARM_NAME

Parameter name

The parameter name identifies the
parameter. The base tailoring
parameter PDNFOLD determines
whether parameter names are folded
to uppercase characters. For more
information, refer to the Application
Support Facility for z/OS: Administration
Guide.

SIB_PARM_ATTR

Parameter
attributes

The bits in this field describe the
parameter attributes including the
parameter class, the display option,
and the interaction with a PDP. For
more information about the single bits,
refer to the PL/I copy book of the SIB.
The copy book is delivered as member
FSNSIB in the distribution library
AFSNMAC0.

SIB_PARM_FORM

C'A'

The parameter value can contain only
alphabetic characters (alphabetic
format).

C'D'

The parameter value can contain only
a date (date format).

C'N'

The parameter value can contain only
numeric characters (numeric format).

C'P'

The parameter value can contain only
a picture field (mask format).

C'X'

The parameter value can contain only
any valid character (free format).

SIB_PARM_LTH

Length of the
parameter value

This is the actual length of the
parameter value.

SIB_PARM_VALUE

Parameter value

This is the parameter value as
determined through the parameter
determination phase, or as passed
from the application that has invoked
ASF for processing of an ATD.

Using an ATD to call applications
ATD items are used to invoke applications from ASF. The ATD items specify the
name of the target application to be called, the linkage convention (for example, in
the CICS environment whether to use the CICS XCTL or the CICS START
command), and the data, that is, the parameters to be passed to the application.
Through the definition of each parameter entry in the ATD item and through the
optional specification of a PDP, the ATD item also specifies how to determine the
parameter values before passing them to the target application.
As most other GIL items, ATD items also have control information that determines,
for example, who is authorized to use the item, or which help item is related to the
ATD.
Some ASF online programs may also be defined as target applications within an
ATD item. There are many ASF functions implemented through ATD items.
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For more information about ATD items and how to define ATD items to initiate
ASF functions, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.
The following information helps you to write your applications in a way that they
can be defined as target application in one or more ATD items. What basically
happens when ASF processes an ATD item and when all parameter values have
been determined, is that ASF builds a SIB of type 1 with one parameter entry for
each parameter defined in the ATD item. It also invokes the target application
according to the defined linkage conventions and passes the SIB as communication
area.
When the target application has completed its processing, ASF expects to receive
control back from the application with essentially the same SIB as was passed
upon invocation of the target application. Also the linkage convention used for
returning control to ASF must be the same that ASF used when invoking the target
application.

Invocation of the ATD target program
When invoking the target program defined in an ATD item, ASF passes a
SIB type 1, that is, a SIB consisting of a SIB header, a SIB header extension, and of
up to 32 767 SIB parameter entries.

SIB type 1 header when calling an application
Table 17 describes the SIB header fields and what they contain when ASF invokes
the target application.
Table 17. SIB header when calling an application
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_ASF_VERS

1

This field is a reserved constant.

SIB_USER_NAME

User ID

This field contains the ID of the user
with whom the ASF session is
associated (left-justified).

SIB_USER_PSWD

C' '

ASF does not pass passwords.

SIB_PGRM_NAME

Program name or
transaction code of
ASF

This is the ASF transaction code or
program name to which the
application must pass control when
returning to ASF. It is recommended
that no hard-coded names are used in
your application programs for
returning to ASF.

SIB_SEC_SUPPR

C'1'

The password has already been
checked by ASF.
Therefore, if the target application
invokes ASF for processing a function
(for example, for help display), before
returning to ASF it should specify that,
on the recursive level, no passwords
are checked.

SIB_LANG_IND

Language code

This field contains the language code
for the language used for this ASF
session.

SIB_REC_ID

ATD name

This field contains the name of the
ATD item.
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Table 17. SIB header when calling an application (continued)
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Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_1ST_ASF_CALL

C'0'

When the target application invokes
ASF for a function before returning
control to ASF, it is a recursive
invocation.

SIB_MSG_REDEF

C'1'

Processing of the ATD item has been
started from an ASF command line,
and additional input has been entered
on the command line after the
specification of the ATD item name. In
this case, ASF stores the entire
command-line input in field
SIB_MSG_TEXT. This applies also if
the level of ASF that now invokes your
target application has been called from
another application with a
command-line input.

C'0'

SIB_MSG_TEXT does not contain a
command-line input.

SIB_CODE_PAGE

Code page number This value specifies the code page used
for all character data fields in the SIB.

SIB_ASF_FNCT

C'UAPI'

SIB_USER_COMA

Communication
If ASF has been invoked from an
area for application application, this is the communication
programs
area that ASF has received.

Your target application is started
through processing an ATD item.

C' '

If, on this level, no communication
area is available to ASF, for example, if
this is the highest level that has been
started from the terminal by entering
the ASF transaction code, ASF passes a
blank area.

SIB_TOTAL_LTH

SIB length

This field contains the total length of
the SIB in bytes.

SIB_TYPE

C'1'

This field specifies the type of the SIB.

SIB_MSG_TEXT

Command-line
input

If field SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'1',
this is the command-line input
received by ASF.

Message

When another application has called
ASF for processing of the ATD item,
and if the application has passed a
message and ASF did not display any
panel, the message is passed on to the
target application. Field
SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'0'.

C' '

Neither a message nor a command-line
input is passed to the target
application. SIB_MSG_REDEF contains
C'0'.

SIB_MSG_CODE

0

When invoking the target application,
ASF does not set a return code.

SIB_USER_NEW_PSWD

C' ' or LOW

ASF does not pass passwords.
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Table 17. SIB header when calling an application (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_HDR_RESERVED

C' ' or LOW

This reserved field contains blanks or
low values.

SIB type 1 header extension when calling an application
Table 18 describes those fields in the SIB header extension fields that contain
information for the target program or are used by ASF when the target program
returns control to ASF.
Table 18. Relevant SIB header extension fields when calling an application
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_SPA_INFO

ASF reference
information

The reference information is needed by
ASF to resume the session when the
target application at the end of its
processing returns control to ASF.
Therefore, the target application must
save this reference information during
its processing and must not change the
information.

SIB_PARM_NUMB

Number of
parameter entries

This field contains the number of
parameter entries stored in the SIB. A
SIB type 1 can have between 0 and 400
parameter entries.

The target application can ignore the other fields in the SIB header extension.

SIB type 1 parameter entries when calling an application
When ASF invokes the target application of an ATD item, it stores a SIB parameter
entry in the SIB for each parameter defined in the ATD. The values for the
parameters are those determined through the parameter determination phase.
Additionally, when an application program has started processing of the ATD by
invoking ASF and has passed parameters in its SIB that are not defined in the
ATD, ASF appends these SIB parameter entries after the other parameter entries, so
that the invoking application can forward data to the target application.
Each parameter entry in the SIB type 1 that ASF passes to the target application
also contains information about the parameter format and the parameter attributes.
Table 19 describes the fields of a SIB parameter entry.
Table 19. SIB type 1 parameter entry when calling an application
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_PARM_NAME

Parameter name

The parameter name identifies the
parameter. Note that there is a
tailoring option in ASF to convert
parameter names to uppercase
characters. For more information, refer
to the Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Administration Guide.
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Table 19. SIB type 1 parameter entry when calling an application (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_PARM_ATTR

Parameter
attributes

The bits in this field describe the
parameter attributes including the
parameter class, the display option,
and the interaction with a PDP. For
more information about the single bits,
refer to the PL/I copy book of the SIB.
The copy book is delivered as member
FSNSIB in the distribution library
AFSNMAC0.

SIB_PARM_FORM

C'A'

The parameter value can contain only
alphabetic characters (alphabetic
format).

C'D'

The parameter value can contain only
a date (date format).

C'N'

The parameter value can contain only
numeric characters (numeric format).

C'P'

The parameter value can contain only
a picture field (mask format).

C'X'

The parameter value can contain only
any valid character (free format).

SIB_PARM_LTH

Length of the
parameter value

This is the actual length of the
parameter value.

SIB_PARM_VALUE

Parameter value

This is the parameter value as
determined through the parameter
determination phase, or as passed
from the application that has invoked
ASF for processing of the ATD item.

Returning to ASF
When the target application has completed its processing, it must pass control back
to ASF with the SIB type 1 that it received upon invocation. Basically, the target
application must return the SIB unchanged to ASF. There are only some fields that
the target program can modify in order to pass information to ASF. In particular,
the following fields in the SIB must not be changed by the target application:
v SIB_USER_NAME
v SIB_PGRM_NAME
v SIB_SPA_INFO

Determining the follow-on processing
When the target program returns to ASF, it can determine the follow-on processing
of ASF in either of the following ways:
v If the user was prompted before your target program was invoked, your
program can force ASF to redisplay the prompting panel. Also, if the target
program returns the SIB parameter entries, it can mark one or more parameter
entries as being in error. ASF highlights these parameters when it redisplays the
prompting panel.
v The target program can request ASF to:
– Display the user’s main menu.
– Display the user’s fast-path prompt panel.
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– Process a fast-path command or a command-line input. If the new fast-path
command is again an ATD item, the returning target application cannot
forward data to the new target application.
v The target program can return the old or new SIB parameter entries to ASF. If
the ATD processing for the target application has been requested from an
invoking application that is prepared to receive parameter entries, ASF returns
the parameter entries received by the target application to the invoking
application.
v The target program can return only the SIB header and the SIB header extension.

SIB fields which can be modified upon return
The following table lists the SIB header fields that the target application can
modify when returning to ASF.
Table 20. SIB header fields that can be changed when returning to ASF
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_REC_ID

Fast-path name

If field SIB_ASF_FNCT contains
C'FPAP' or C'FPMM', this field
contains the fast-path name.

SIB_MSG_REDEF

C'1'

SIB_MSG_TEXT contains a command
line, and fast-path processing has been
requested through field
SIB_ASF_FNCT.

C'0'

SIB_MSG_TEXT does not contain a
command line input. It may contain a
message.
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Table 20. SIB header fields that can be changed when returning to ASF (continued)
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Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_ASF_FNCT

C'UAPI'

If the target application leaves the field
unchanged, it does not request to
display the user’s main menu or the
user’s fast-path prompt panel, and it
does not request to perform a fast-path
command or to process a
command-line input.

C'MAIN'

The returning application requests ASF
to display the user’s main menu.

C'FHLP'

The returning application requests ASF
to display the user’s fast-path prompt
panel.

C'FPAP'

The returning application requests ASF
to process the fast-path command in
SIB_REC_ID. Additionally, if
SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'1', a full
command-line input is available in
SIB_MSG_TEXT. The command line
input must start with the fast-path
name followed by a blank. If the
fast-path name cannot be processed,
ASF is requested to restart the
returning target application.

C'FPMM'

The returning application requests ASF
to process the fast-path command in
SIB_REC_ID. Additionally, if
SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'1', a full
command-line input is available in
SIB_MSG_TEXT. The command line
input must start with the fast-path
name followed by a blank. If the
fast-path cannot be processed, ASF is
requested to display the user’s main
menu.

SIB_USER_COMA

Communication
The target application may return a
area for application changed communication area.
programs

SIB_TOTAL_LTH

SIB length

This field contains the total length of
the SIB in bytes.

SIB_MSG_TEXT

Command-line
input

If field SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'1',
this is the command-line input
returned by the target application.

Message text

If field SIB_MSG_REDEF contains C'0',
this field may contain the text of a
message.
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Table 20. SIB header fields that can be changed when returning to ASF (continued)
Field

Value

Explanation

SIB_MSG_CODE

0

Return code 0 is required for any
follow-on processing like processing a
new fast-path command. If the user
was prompted before the target
application was invoked, the
prompting panel is not redisplayed.

1 or greater

If the target application ends with a
return code greater than 0, then it
means:
v ASF is forced to display the text
supplied in field SIB_MSG_TEXT, or
to return it to the invoking
application.
v Any follow-on processing like
requesting the display of the user’s
main menu or fast-path processing
must not be specified.
v ASF is forced to redisplay the
prompting panel if the user was
prompted before the target
application was invoked.

When returning to ASF, the target application must ensure that the number in the
SIB header extension field SIB_PARM_NUMB is the number of the SIB parameter
entries returned. All other SIB header extension fields must be returned
unchanged.
If the target application returns to ASF with a return code greater than 0, it can
also force ASF to highlight parameters on the prompting panel. Therefore, when
the user has been prompted before the target application was invoked, the target
application requests ASF to redisplay the prompting panel. The returning
application needs to mark the parameters to be highlighted by switching on the
SIB_PARM_ERROR bit, that is, the fourth of the 8 bits in the second byte of the
field SIB_PARM_ATTR.

Calling a parameter manipulation program (PDP, PVP, or DCP)
ASF performs a parameter determination phase for determining:
v The parameter values when processing an ATD item before the target
application is invoked.
v The document parameter values when processing a document with the
document composition functions.
Whenever ASF performs a parameter determination phase, a PDP can be used. A
PDP is intended to retrieve parameter values from your databases.
When you process a document with the document composition functions, ASF may
also, at the end of the parameter determination phase, invoke a PVP. The PVP is
intended to check the consistency of parameter values. It differs from a PDP in that
it is primarily used to check parameter values, but not to provide or change them.
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When a document has been processed with the document composition functions,
ASF can also start a DCP. The DCP provides sources outside ASF with information
about the parameters used in the document. For example, you can use a DCP to
collect statistical data about the documents your users produce with the document
composition functions. When finishing document composition ASF can start a
DCP:
v Asynchronously. In this case the DCP does not return control to ASF.
v Synchronously in the CICS environment using an EXEC CICS LINK statement.
In this case the DCP can:
– Enforce the display of the Document-Composition Termination panel.
– Prevent the document from being written to the CLL for collect printing.
This definition can be helpful if the DCP could not successfully update customer
databases and the user must save the current document on the SLL.
Note: The administrator defines the DCP to be called synchronously on the
″Define Document Type - Header Data Part 2″ panel. The value of the
field Invocation right of the DCP name must be set to 1.
For information on how to define a parameter manipulation program to ASF, how
to specify the corresponding linkage convention, and how to define which
parameters interact with the parameter manipulation programs, refer to the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.
The interaction between ASF and a parameter manipulation program is similar to
the interaction between ASF and an ATD target program. ASF invokes the
parameter manipulation program according to the defined linkage convention, and
passes a SIB type 1.
In the SIB parameter, entries are included only for those parameters defined to
interact with the parameter manipulation program. Except for a DCP, a parameter
manipulation program must return the same SIB parameter entries to ASF that the
program has received. A PDP changes the parameter values, and a PVP may set
the parameter error bit.

Invoking a parameter manipulation program
When ASF invokes a parameter manipulation program, it passes a SIB header
identical to the SIB header as described in Table 14 on page 89, with the following
exceptions:
v SIB_MSG_REDEF always contains C'0', and SIB_MSG_TEXT contains a
message or blanks.
v SIB_ASF_FNCT contains C'LCF ', when a PDP, a PVP, or a DCP is called from
the document composition functions. SIB_REC_ID contains the corresponding
LTD name.
For an invocation of a parameter manipulation program, the relevant fields in the
SIB header extension do not differ from the description in Table 15 on page 91, and
also the fields in a SIB parameter entry are those described in Table 16 on page 92.
When invoking a PDP, ASF stores a SIB parameter entry in the SIB for each
parameter defined either as passed to a PDP or as returned from a PDP, but a
parameter value is only passed for those parameters defined as passed to a PDP.
ASF ensures that the PDP is invoked only after all parameter values for parameters
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defined both as passed to a PDP and as having a required value, are available. For
parameters defined as returned from the PDP, the parameter value is left blank.
Special considerations apply for the use of field SIB_PRT_FORM. With this
SIB type 1 field, you can pass the LTD print format to the PDP.
When invoking a PVP, ASF stores a SIB parameter entry in the SIB for each
parameter defined as checked by a PVP.
When invoking a DCP, ASF stores a SIB parameter entry in the SIB for each
parameter defined as passed to a DCP.
The following rules apply for invoking a PDP or a PVP:
v PDP invocation is started only by pressing the Enter key, and when in the
pre-PDP phase all mandatory arguments are supplied, or when in the post-PDP
phase one argument was changed.
v PVP invocation is started only by pressing the Enter key on the last page, and
all formal errors are corrected. Even if parameters have the PARM_ERROR flag
set on by the PVP, the PVP is invoked again.

Return from a parameter manipulation program (PDP or PVP)
Only a PDP or PVP can return control to ASF, and they must. When returning to
ASF, a PDP or a PVP must return the same SIB the program received from ASF. In
particular, all parameter entries must be returned in the same sequence in which
the program received them from ASF.
A PDP can change the following information in the SIB:
v The PDP can specify a return code in field SIB_MSG_CODE. Only return
code 0 allows ASF to continue processing. Any return code greater than 0 forces
ASF to display the message in SIB_MSG_TEXT. The user can only quit the
processing or change parameter values on the prompting panel. If the user does
not quit or skip the prompting phase, the PDP is invoked again until it returns
with return code 0.
v The PDP can set a message in field SIB_MSG_TEXT.
v The PDP can change parameter values. All parameter values supplied by the
PDP are syntactically checked by ASF. If the PDP changes the value of a
parameter that is defined as passed to a PDP, ASF reinvokes the PDP, unless the
user quits or skips the parameter determination phase. The PDP must provide a
value for all parameters defined both as:
– Returned from a PDP
– Value is required
v The PDP can set the parameter error bit for a parameter. If the return code is
greater than 0, ASF highlights all parameters for which the PDP switched on the
error bit.
v The PDP can set the parameter protection flag on or off for any parameter
passed to or returned from the PDP. After return from the PDP the parameters
are displayed with the changed attributes.
v The PDP can set the value 0, 1, or 2 in the field SIB_PROMPT_PAGE (overlay
of the field SIB_PRT_COUNT). The scope and the effect of the usage of this
control facility is described in “Rules for panel display after return from a PDP
or a PVP” on page 102.
v The PDP can set the SIB_PRM_MODIF_PDP on or off for each parameter in the
SIB that is passed to a PDP. The flag is set for each new invocation:
Chapter 5. Calling application programs from ASF
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On

If an ARGUMENT (″passed to PDP″) or RETURN (″returned from PDP″)
parameter value was modified by the user during parameter prompting.

Off

If no modification was made.

For details of the SIB fields refer to copy book FSNSIB.
Notes:
1. You can set the flag only for PDPs.
2. The flag remains set as long as the PDP does not reset it. The flag setting is
stored in the corresponding parameter entry of the LRR upon return from
the PDP.
A PVP can change the following information in the SIB:
v The PVP can specify a return code in field SIB_MSG_CODE. Only return code 0
allows ASF to complete the parameter determination phase. Any return code
greater than 0 forces ASF to display the message in SIB_MSG_TEXT. The user
can only quit processing or change parameter values on the prompting panel. If
the user does not quit or skip the prompting phase, the PVP is invoked again
until it returns with a return code of 0.
v The PVP can set a message in field SIB_MSG_TEXT.
v The PVP can set the parameter error bit for a parameter. If the return code is
greater than 0, ASF highlights all parameters for which the PVP switched on the
error bit.
v The PVP can also change parameter values. ASF performs the check for
parameter values as it is done for values returned from a PDP. Therefore the
PVP may be used as an additional PDP when the SIB cannot cover all
parameters to be provided by a user program at one time.

Rules for panel display after return from a PDP or a PVP
Display page selection
For supporting particular control of parameter prompt page display after return
from a PDP the following control settings and page display rules apply:
v SIB_PROMPT_PAGE setting is valid only during PDP invocation.
v SIB_PROMPT_PAGE = 0 (not 1 or 2, as in previous releases):
1. SIB_MSG_CODE = 0: The first page containing a parameter with the error
flag set on is displayed.
2. SIB_MSG_CODE > 0: The first page containing an argument (that is, a
parameter passed to the PDP) is displayed.
Otherwise the page requested by the function before PDP invocation is
displayed.
v SIB_PROMPT_PAGE = 1: Force display of page 1 regardless of any error
information returned.
v SIB_PROMPT_PAGE = 2:
– The first page containing a parameter with error flag set on is displayed.
– The first page containing a parameter returned from PDP is displayed.
– The first page with a parameter having empty value is displayed.
– The page requested by the function before PDP invocation is displayed.
After return from PVP the following priority rules apply:
1. The first page containing a parameter with error flag set on is displayed.
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2. Page 1 is displayed when no errors occurred.

Highlighting of prompt fields
When returned from a PDP or PVP all parameters with the error flag set on are
highlighted.
Cursor setting: When returned from a PDP or PVP the cursor is set on
parameters according to the following priority rules for each page:
v When entering data:
1. Parameter in error
2. Follows the rules listed below, depending on the phase
v During argument-prompt phase:
1. First argument in error (pre- or post-PDP)
2. First empty mandatory argument
3. First argument (if no errors)
4. First unprotected parameter (if no arguments)
v During post-PDP prompt phase:
1. First parameter returned by the PDP with the error flag set on
2. First parameter returned by the PDP (if no error)
3. First empty mandatory and not a PDP or PVP related parameter
4. First unprotected parameter and not related to a PDP or PVP

Follow-on processing
The document composition termination is started when you press Enter on the last
page, the PVP (or a PDP) did not return any error, and all mandatory values are
filled in, or when you press the Skip F-key. Otherwise, the first page containing a
parameter in error is displayed with the appropriate error message, highlighting,
and cursor setting.
Application invocation is started only when you press Enter on the last page, all
mandatory parameters are filled in, and all parameter errors are corrected.
Otherwise, the first page containing a parameter in error is displayed with the
appropriate error message, highlighting, and cursor setting. Non-displayable
parameters having the PARM_ERROR flag set on by PDP prevent the application
invocation.
Note: Scrolling forward and backward is always possible, even if parameters are
still flagged in error. The error flag is set off for each correctly changed
parameter value during scrolling.
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Chapter 6. Using the batch programs provided by ASF
The basic idea of document composition in batch is that application programs
build SIB type 1 or SIB type 0 control blocks containing requests for composition of
documents and write them to a sequential file. The collected requests are processed
asynchronously.

Using the batch program FSNBTCH
ASF provides program:
v FSNBTCHC for environments where TRANSMGR is set to CICS
v FSNBTCHI for environments where TRANSMGR is set to IMS
v FSNBTCHN for environments where DBSETUP is set to DB2ONLY.
TRANSMGR and DBSETUP are main setup parameters for the installation of ASF.
They are specified during post-installation (in member FSNASPA1 in the
installation library JCLLIB). For details refer to the section describing the
instructions for Post Installation of ASF in the Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Program Directory.
For common considerations of all environments the programs further on are
referred to as FSNBTCH.
FSNBTCH extends the facilities of document composition functions to mass-mail
processing in batch mode. For invocation, you submit job control and supply the
name of the sequential data set containing SIB type 1 or SIB type 0 control blocks as
input. FSNBTCH invokes the document composition functions. It is controlled by
tailoring load module FSNTB00. For detailed information on FSNTB00 refer to the
chapter on “Customization” in the Application Support Facility for z/OS:
Administration Guide. Depending on the tailoring option LRRPROC, FSNBTCH
creates batch-document request records (BLRRs) in a sequential file or writes
document-request records (LRRs) to the completed-document library (CLL).
Your application programs like PDPs, PVPs, or DCPs are invoked through a special
call interface module, and achieve a similar degree of program independence as
the transfer control command (XCTL) in the CICS online environment or the
program-to-program switch in the IMS online environment. Figure 62 on page 110
shows how the interface to the document composition functions is implemented.
Notes:
1. By default FSNBTCH creates BLRR records with data that is kept in the code
page specified during installation (parameter CODEPAGE; for details refer to
the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Program Directory). This is achieved
using the utility control statement TOKB=(kbid) in the SYSIN section of the JCL
that is used to run FSNBTCH.
2. The output dataset FSNLRR is processed by utility FSNBDCF using the utility
control statement FROMKB=(kbid). If you have a need for the output of
FSNBTCH being in a different code page, adjust the TOKB and FROMKB
keywords in the subject jobs accordingly. For information on the supported
code page values, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration
Guide.
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3. Although FSNBTCH is running in 31-bit addressing mode, a PDP or a PVP
called from FSNBTCH can run in either 31-bit or 24-bit addressing mode.
Switches of the addressing mode are automatically performed by FSNBTCH.

Creating input for FSNBTCH from an application program
The records processed by FSNBTCH consist of an environment-dependent prefix
and the SIB type 1 or SIB type 0 control block.
Application programs building records for processing by FSNBTCH have to
carefully follow the layout of the SIB as described in “The standard interface block
(SIB)” on page 12. For details on how to select LTD entries or supply parameters
for text placeholders, refer to:
v “Invocation with a SIB type 1” on page 61 for invocation with SIB type 1
v “Invocation with a SIB type 0” on page 68 for invocation with SIB type 0
Note: Think of reusing SIB-building routines of programs in the online
environment.
The layout of the FSNBTCH input record in a CICS-VSAM environment is shown
in Figure 56; the layout of the FSNBTCH input record in an IMS-DL/I environment
is shown in Figure 57, where LL is a halfword containing the length.

Figure 56. Structure of input record for FSNBTCH in the CICS VSAM environment

Figure 57. Structure of input record for FSNBTCH in the IMS-DL/I environment

FSNBTCH as batch program does not allow for user interaction. All values for
parameters which in an online environment are to be filled in by the user must be
available in the SIB. The document composition functions subcommand specified
in the SIB appendage must be either %R or %R1.
Note: The subcommand identifier % and R are defaults defined in the language
tailoring.

Calling your applications from FSNBTCH
The LTD specified in the SIB control block can contain program names or
transaction codes of a
v Parameter determination program (PDP)
v Parameter verification program (PVP)
v Data collection program (DCP).
The call to either of these applications in the batch environment is implemented as
a dynamic LOAD and CALL program sequence.
For any of these application programs a table has to be defined in the tailoring
member FSNTB00 containing the following:
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v
v
v
v
v

Application name
Program entry name or CSECT name
Programming language of application
Processing option (get, update, DL/I)
Assigned databases, if applicable (IMS or DL/I)

Using an LTD in both the online and batch environment
The online definition of an LTD does not differentiate between a PDP (PVP, DCP)
invoked in an online or batch environment. The names of the executable programs
usually are different because of different interface control blocks. FSNBTCH
regards the program name or transaction code of the PDP (PVP, DCP) as specified
in the LTD as synonym for the real program name specified in FSNTB00.

Calling your application in a CICS-VSAM environment
The layout of the interface for invocation of a PDP, PVP, or DCP in a CICS-VSAM
environment is shown in Figure 58.

Figure 58. Parameter list when FSNBTCH with PROCESS=BAT calls your application

The parameters are passed to the application programs according to Assembler,
COBOL, or PL/I standards, as specified during tailoring. The SIB type 1 built by
the document composition functions and passed by this interface is described in
“The standard interface block (SIB)” on page 12.
The following samples for application programs can be found in library SRCELIB:
v FSNSBPDC for invocation of a PDP
v FSNSBPVC for invocation of a PVP
v FSNSBDCC for invocation of a DCP

Calling your application in an IMS environment
The layout of the interface for invocation of a PDP, PVP, or DCP in an IMS
environment is shown in Figure 59.

Figure 59. Parameter list when FSNBTCH with PROCESS=IMS calls your application

The parameters are passed to the application programs according to Assembler,
COBOL, or PL/I standards, as specified during tailoring. The SIB type 1 built by
the document composition functions and passed by this interface is described in
“The standard interface block (SIB)” on page 12.
The following samples for application programs can be found in library SRCELIB:
v FSNSBPDI for invocation of a PDP
v FSNSBPVI for invocation of a PVP
v FSNSBDCI for invocation of a DCP

Using common code in an online and batch PDP (PVP, DCP)
While the interface control block passed to a PDP (PVP, DCP) is depending on the
environment (CICS, IMS, batch), the layout of the SIB data is common for all
environments. In the batch environment, the online frame controlling the receiving
Chapter 6. Using the batch programs provided by ASF
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or sending of the SIB data area is not needed for the PDP (PVP, DCP). Therefore, it
is recommended that a PDP (PVP, DCP) is designed in a way that the application
functions are clearly isolated from the “online frame”. The CICS database access
function cannot be used in batch, that is why your program design should also
separate database access functions. This allows to have separate programs for
online and batch with a common kernel.
Note: The SIB addressing has been changed and requires specific pointer handling.
If you use programming language COBOL, you have to use COBOL II,
because COBOL 74 does not support pointer handling.

Reusing code from PDP (PVP) in a CICS environment
Figure 60 shows pseudo-code for a PDP (PVP) in the CICS environment with a
functional application block that can be reused for a PDP (PVP) called by
FSNBTCH.
FRAME: PROCEDURE (DFHEIPTR, COMM_AREA_PTR)
IF EIBFN = CICS_XCTL THEN
SIB_ADDR = COMM_AREA_PTR (address the passed SIB)
ELSE
EXEC CICS ABEND ...
RETURN_ID = SIB_PGRM_NAME
CALL functional module (*)
with parameter list (DUMMY(**),SIB_ADDR,(***)DBPCB1,...,DBPCBn)
EXEC CICS XCTL PROGRAM (RETURN_ID)
COMMAREA (SIB_STRING (based on SIB_ADDR))
LENGTH (SIB total length)
* = functional program also called from FSNBTCH
** = address of a dummy checkpoint area cleared to low value to inform
the called module that the call is issued from online
***= only if DL/I databases are used
Figure 60. Pseudocode for a CICS application frame

Reusing code from PDP (PVP) in an IMS environment
Figure 61 on page 109 shows pseudo-code for a PDP (PVP) in the IMS environment
with a functional application block that can be reused for a PDP (PVP) called by
FSNBTCH.
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GET UNIQUE first message segment (SIB)
DO LOOP
until total length reached (see SIB header)
GET NEXT next message segment
append to previous segment
this will store total SIB in contiguous storage area
END LOOP
CALL functional module (*)
with parameter list (SIB(**),DBPCB1,DBPCB2,....,DBPCBn)
move TRANS_CODE from SIB_PGRM_NAME to IMS message prefix
CHNG call for return message
ISRT first output message segment (SIB)
DO LOOP until SIB storage area exhausted
ISRT next message segment (SIB)
END LOOP
* = functional program also called from FSNBTCH
** = storage area containing SIB without
IMS message prefix
Figure 61. Pseudocode for an IMS application frame

Restrictions on FSNBTCH
The following restrictions apply:
v Only the SIB subcommands %R or %R1 (% is the tailored subcommand ID) are
supported, other subcommands are rejected.
v Using a mixed programming language environment in one program call thread:
The parameter PGMLNG in the tailoring module FSNTB00 specifies the
programming language of the module called directly (as the first module) by the
dynamic call interface facility of FSNBTCH.
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Figure 62. FSNBTCH interfaces

Data sets used by FSNBTCH
FSNBTCH requires the following data sets:
Table 21. Data sets for FSNBTCH
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Data set description

File name

Type

Program control parameters
General information library
SIB data set
Error data set
LRR data set
Error data set (on restart)
LRR data set (on restart)

FSNPARM
FSNGIL
SIBINP
SIBOUT
FSNLRR
SIBRST
LRRRST

Input (SYSIN)
Input
Input
Output
Output
Input=SIBOUT before ABEND
Input=FSNLRR before ABEND
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Table 21. Data sets for FSNBTCH (continued)
Data set description

File name

Type

Error data set 2 (on restart)
LRR data set 2 (on restart)
Checkpoint data set
Log data set
System and program messages
Trace data

SIBOUT
FSNLRR
FSNCHK
FSNLIST
SYSPRINT
FSNXTRA

Output
Output
Output/input
Output (printer)
Output (printer)
Output

The data sets that can be used or modified as follows:
FSNPARM
Indicates processing mode START or RESTART.
SYSIN
In a DB2 environment, specify subsystem name and plan name in the
SYSIN data set:
v DB2SSNM (DB2H)
v DB2PLAN (FSNDB2S)
Note: The environment is retrieved from the user’s UPL record. The user is
specified in the SIB input in field SIB_USER_NAME.
FSNGIL
Contains document and paragraph definitions. It is normally the GIL also
used in the online environment.
The user ID specified in the SIB being processed by FSNBTCH determines
the work environment used for processing. FSNBTCH loads the
environment tailoring to determine the requested GIL.
Note: FSNGIL is the default DD name for the GIL in a VSAM
environment.
SIBINP
Contains the SIBs that are generated by your applications. It serves as
input for FSNBTCH.
The layout depends on the settings of the installation parameters
TRANSMGR and DBSETUP:
TRANSMGR=CICS and DBSETUP=DB2NO or DB2MIX
The layout of the SIBs complies with the SIB structure. However,
they are variable-length items with a halfword (2-byte) length field
as part of the data before the SIB. This simplifies processing of the
items by programs written in COBOL.
TRANSMGR=IMS and DBSETUP=DB2NO or DB2MIX
SIBINP is an IMS GSAM/BSAM-organized data set. The SIB
structure must be preceded by the IMS message prefix as part of
the data (for layout see Figure 57 on page 106). The IMS message
length field within this prefix is replaced by a halfword (2-byte)
length field. This field serves as the length field for variable-length
item processing. This simplifies processing of items by programs
written in COBOL.
Note: In program FSNBTCHI the DD name for SIBINP is FSNSIBI.
Chapter 6. Using the batch programs provided by ASF
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DBSETUP=DB2ONLY
The SIB structure must be preceded by a prefix as part of the data.
The layout corresponds to the layout shown in Figure 57 on page
106. The length field within this prefix is SIBINP is an IMS
GSAM/BSAM-organized data set. The SIB structure must be
preceded by the IMS message prefix as part of the data (for layout
see Figure 57 on page 106). The IMS message length field within
this prefix is replaced by a halfword (2-byte) length field. This field
serves as the length field for variable-length item processing. This
simplifies processing of items by programs written in COBOL.a
halfword (2-byte) length field. This field serves as the length field
for variable-length item processing. This simplifies processing of
items by programs written in COBOL.
SIBOUT
If tailoring parameter SIBPROC has been set to 0, SIBOUT contains all
those items from the SIB input that could not be processed. Each item
shows an appropriate error message.
If tailoring parameter SIBPROC has been set to 1, SIBOUT contains all
items from the SIB input. Verify the message field in the SIB area for error
messages or indications of successful processing. The item layout is the
same as for the SIBINP data set.
When the checkpoint and restart facility is enabled, checkpoint
synchronization items are stored in the data set. These items are removed
from the data set during restart processing. The item layout is shown in
Figure 64 on page 114.
Note: In program FSNBTCHI the DD name for SIBOUT is FSNSIBO.
FSNLRR
This data set is only needed if the tailoring parameter LRRPROC has been
set to 0 or 2. It contains the BLRRs for further processing with the
FSNBDCF utility program. The layout is identical to the FSNLRR data set
created by the online document export function or the batch document
export utility program FSNCEXP.
When the checkpoint and restart facility is enabled, checkpoint
synchronization items are also stored in the data set. These items are
removed from the data set during restart processing. The item layout is
shown in Figure 64 on page 114.
Before the data set can be processed, the checkpoint synchronization items
must be removed from the data set because the FSNBDCF utility program
cannot interpret them. A method of performing this task is described in
“Checkpoint writing” on page 113.
For DBSETUP =DB2MIX or DBSETUP=DB2ONLY, tailoring parameter
LRRPROC can be set to 1 or 2. If LRRPROC is set to 1, FSNBTCH creates
LRR records on the CLL instead of BLRR records on the FSNLRR data set.
If LRRPROC is set to 2, FSNBTCH creates LRR records on the CLL and
BLRR records on the FSNLRR data set.
Note: FSNBTC2 only supports a value of 1.
FSNCHK
This data set is used in the CICS environment only. It contains the
checkpoint item required for restart processing. The item layout is shown
in Figure 63.
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FSNLIST
For CICS, it contains the following checkpoint information:
v CHECKPT:FSN00001
v CHECKPT:FSN00002
v CHECKPT:FSN00003
v CHECKPT:FSN00004
v CHECKPT:FSN00005
FOR DB2, it contains statistics and error messages.
SYSPRINT
Contains IMS Extended Checkpoint information:
v +DFS0540I ........ ,CKPTID=00000001,........
v +DFS0540I ........ ,CKPTID=00000002,........
v +DFS0540I ........ ,CKPTID=00000003,........
v +DFS0540I ........ ,CKPTID=00000004,........
v +DFS0540I ........ ,CKPTID=00000005,........
FSNXTRA
If tailoring parameter TRCECT has been set to a value other than 0, trace
data is written to FSNXTRA.

Special considerations for CICS environments
Member FSNUATCC of CICS library JCLLIB provides sample job input to run
FSNBTCH with a CICS installation. Adjust the statements to your environment.

Checkpoint writing
A checkpoint item is written to the checkpoint data set FSNCHK. This item is
overwritten at each further checkpoint, so that only the latest checkpoint exists.
The checkpoint item contains a user area, the address of which is passed as a
parameter to your application programs. The user area has the following format:

Figure 63. User area in the checkpoint item

The length of the user area is defined in tailoring parameter CHKPTL of member
FSNTB00.
Every time a checkpoint is written, checkpoint synchronization items are written to
the data sets SIBOUT and FSNLRR (see also the “Checkpoint synchronization
items in SIBOUT and FSNLRR” on page 114).
v For non-DL/I programs:
If the CHECKPT_SYNC_FLAG is set to 1, your application program must force
the output data set buffers to be written, before further data set output
operations are performed. This ensures synchronization with the data set
processing of the FSNBTCH monitor module. Use the free user area application
programs to maintain current RESTART information for program and data set
control. Do this for each call because the called application program does not
know when the checkpoint is written.
v For DL/I processing programs:
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The FSNBTCH monitor handles the writing of DL/I checkpoints. For this
purpose, it must be defined for the FSNBTCH monitor in the FSNTBMON
macro if DL/I processing is planned.

Checkpoint synchronization items in SIBOUT and FSNLRR
At each checkpoint, writing of the last buffer to the output data sets FSNLRR and
SIBOUT is forced by writing a checkpoint synchronization item (see Figure 64 for
the format) to these data sets. These items must be removed before the data sets
are processed further. This is normally done by a program that sorts or splits the
documents from the FSNLRR data set, which detects and ignores these special
items, or with the RESTART function of the FSNBTCH utility program if this was
terminated normally. The latter is possible because a checkpoint item containing all
counters is always produced at the normal end of processing. This method is
useful in the testing phase, or when there is no program for sorting or splitting
documents.

Figure 64. Checkpoint synchronization items in SIBOUT and FSNLRR

Restart processing
When FSNBTCH ends abnormally, you can restart it without having to rerun it
from the beginning. Sample restart job input is provided in member FSNUATRC of
library JCLLIB. Adjust the statements to your needs.
The program control statement supplied in data set FSNPARM needs to contain
the keyword RESTART starting at column 1.
Notes:
1. After a normal job end, you can also use the restart facility to remove the
checkpoint synchronization records from the output data sets FSNLRR and
SIBOUT. A checkpoint record containing all counters is always produced at the
end of normal processing.
This method is useful in the testing phase, or when there is no program for
sorting or splitting the documents that is able to remove the records.
2. If FSNBTCH runs in a DL/I environment, you must reset all updates of the
DL/I databases until the last checkpoint before you can restart FSNBTCH. To
do this, use the DL/I log tape and the DL/I checkpoint tape used in the
preceding job together with the appropriate DL/I backout utilities. A DL/I
restart is not necessary and is not provided.
The output data sets FSNLRR and SIBOUT exist twice. This is necessary because
the items after the last checkpoint cannot be deleted from a sequential data set.
The items written to the first data set up to the last checkpoint are transferred to
the corresponding new data set and, together with the items added after the
checkpoint, form the final complete data set.
The checkpoint area is passed to your application programs with the help of
parameters. The programs can update this area. If CHECKPT_SYNC_FLAG is set
to 2, FSNBTCH is restarted, and the program can position the data sets, or, as in
the case of FSNBTCH data sets, reconstruct them.
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If application programs modify the contents of DL/I databases, these updates must
be reset before you restart FSNBTCH.

Using DL/I databases
When your application programs, for example, PDPs, use DL/I databases, the
databases of all the application programs must be defined within one PSB that is
used when FSNBTCH runs with DL/I. Figure 65 on page 116 shows a DL/I
environment for this kind of processing.
Figure 66 on page 117 gives an example of a PSB that you must generate when
FSNBTCH runs with DL/I. GSAM (generalized sequential access method) and
BSAM (basic sequential access method) databases, if used, must always be defined
last in a PSB.
If you choose to use the DL/I (IMS) checkpoint restart facility, you must use the
program FSNBTCHI and the related JCL. This program is able to determine which
type of records are to be processed. The program processes either the SIB shown in
Figure 56 on page 106, or the SIB shown in Figure 57 on page 106.
For a CICS DL/I system with IMS checkpoint restart SIBINP, SIBOUT, and BLRR
must be specified as GSAM databases (see “Special considerations for IMS
environments” on page 117). The SIB layout processed by FSNBTCHI in this case
corresponds to the layout in Figure 56 on page 106.
The user applications and the associated databases must be specified within the
FSNTB00 tailoring module.
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Figure 65. DL/I environment for FSNBTCH with your applications
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┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
PSB─IDENTIFICATION:
─
│
│
===================
│
│
│
│
Name
:
FSNBTCH (PSB USED BY OS/VS BATCH DL/1
│
│
CONTROL PROGRAM DFSRRC00)
│
│
Author :
│
│
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
Title
: PSB FOR PROGRAM FSNBTCH
│
│
Contents: PCB 1 I/O PCB (CMPAT=YES) FOR DLI─CHECKPOINT │
│
PCB 2 FIRST USER DATABASE
│
│
PCB .. OTHER PCBS FOR USER DATABASES
│
│
PCB .. OTHER PCBS FOR USER DATABASES
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ PCB─NR=02 FIRST USER DATABASE
│
│ ─────────────────────────────────
│
│ PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=......,PROCOPT=..,KEYLEN=..
│
│ SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=.
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ PCB─NR=03 AND FOLLOWING: USER DBs
│
│ ─────────────────────────────────
│
│ PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=......,PROCOPT=..,KEYLEN=..
│
│ SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=.
│
│ SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=..
│
│ PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=......,PROCOPT=..,KEYLEN=..
│
│ SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=.
│
│ SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=..
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ PCB─NR= LAST ─ 2 : SIBOUT ─ GSAM V OUTPUT
│
│ ──────────────────────────────────────────
│
│ PCB
TYPE=GSAM,NAME=FSNDBSIB,PROCOPT=LS
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ PCB─NR= LAST ─ 1 : SIBINP ─ GSAM V INPUT
│
│ ──────────────────────────────────────────
│
│ PCB
TYPE=GSAM,NAME=FSNDBSIB,PROCOPT=GS
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ PCB─NR= LAST
: LRROUT ─ GSAM V OUTPUT
│
│ ──────────────────────────────────────────
│
│ PCB
TYPE=GSAM,NAME=FSNDBLRR,PROCOPT=LS
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│ PSBGEN LANG=PL/I,PSBNAME=FSNBTCH,CMPAT=YES
│
│ END
│
└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Figure 66. Program specification block (PSB) for DL/I

Special considerations for IMS environments
Running FSNBTCH in parallel to an online ASF IMS installation
If an IMS application control block (ACB) was generated and an application macro
was included in IMS stage 1 during IMS stage 1 generation, you can run
FSNBTCH while working online with ASF. In this case, you can start the job in an
active IMS batch message processing (BMP) region. Change the PARM= parameter
of the EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00 job control statement as follows:
PARM=(DLI,FSNBTCH,FSNBPSB,.........)
|
|
|
v
v
v
BMP,FSNBTCH,FSNBTCH <-- Program name and PSB name
must be the same
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There are no restrictions on the shared use of databases.

The IMS environment for FSNBTCH
When your application programs, for example, PDPs, use IMS databases, the
databases of all application programs must be defined within one PSB together
with the databases of FSNBTCH itself. Figure 67 on page 119 shows an IMS
environment for FSNBTCH. Figure 68 on page 120 shows how a PSB for FSNBTCH
must be defined. The GSAM databases must always be defined last in a PSB. The
GIL database does not need to be defined first, but must be placed before the
GSAM PCBs. Figure 69 on page 121 shows how the GSAM or BSAM database
descriptions (DBDs) for FSNBTCH must be defined.
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Figure 67. IMS environment for FSNBTCH with your applications
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┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
PSB─IDENTIFICATION:
│
│
===================
│
│
│
│
NAME
:
FSNBTCHI (PSB FSNBPSB FOR FSNBTCH)
│
│
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
TITLE
: PSB FOR PROGRAM FSNBTCH
│
│
CONTENTS: PCB 1 I/O PCB (CMPAT=YES)
│
│
PCB 2 DB_PCB FOR GENERAL INFORMATION LIBRARY
│
│
PCB 3 DB─PCB FOR USER PROFILE RECORD LIBRARY
│
│
PCB .. OTHER PCBS FOR USER DATABASES
│
│
PCB .. OTHER PCBS FOR USER DATABASES
│
│
PCB LAST ─ 2 GSAM PCB FOR VAR.OUTPUT (ERR─SIB) │
│
PCB LAST ─ 1 GSAM DB PCB FOR VAR. INPUT (SIB) │
│
PCB LAST
GSAM DB PCB FOR VAR. OUTPUT (LRR) │
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PCB─NR=02: FSNGIL GEN.INFO.LIB
│
│
──────────────────────────────
│
│
PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=FSNDBGIL,PROCOPT=A,KEYLEN=34
│
│
SENSEG
NAME=GILROOT
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PCB─NR=03: FSNUPL USER PROFILE LIBRARY
│
│
──────────────────────────────
│
│
PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=FSNDBUPL,PROCOPT=G,KEYLEN=26
│
│
SENSEG
NAME=UPLROOT
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PCB─NR=04 AND FOLLOWING: USER DBs UP TO THE LAST THREE
│
│
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────
│
│
PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=......,PROCOPT=.,KEYLEN=..
│
│
SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=.
│
│
SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=..
│
│
PCB
TYPE=DB,DBDNAME=......,PROCOPT=.,KEYLEN=..
│
│
SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=.
│
│
SENSEG
NAME=.......,PARENT=..
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PCB─NR= LAST ─ 2 : SIBOUT ─ GSAM V OUTPUT
│
│
──────────────────────────────────────────
│
│
PCB
TYPE=GSAM,NAME=FSNDBSIB,PROCOPT=LS
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PCB─NR= LAST ─ 1 : SIBINP ─ GSAM V INPUT
│
│
──────────────────────────────────────────
│
│
PCB
TYPE=GSAM,NAME=FSNDBSIB,PROCOPT=GS
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PCB─NR= LAST
: LRROUT ─ GSAM V OUTPUT
│
│
──────────────────────────────────────────
│
│
PCB
TYPE=GSAM,NAME=FSNDBLRR,PROCOPT=LS
│
├──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
│
PSBGEN LANG=PL/I,PSBNAME=FSNBTCHI,CMPAT=YES
│
│
END
│
└──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Figure 68. Program specification block (PSB) for FSNBTCH
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Figure 69. Database definitions (DBDs) for FSNBTCH

The checkpoint and restart method
As the input and output data sets of FSNBTCH are defined as IMS GSAM/BSAM
databases, that is, sequential data sets under control of the IMS batch-region
controller, the IMS extended checkpoint and restart facility can be used to provide
a restart capability of FSNBTCH.
Detailed information about checkpoint enabling is given in the FSNTBMON
tailoring macro. For further information, see the Application Support Facility for
z/OS: Program Directory.
When FSNBTCH ends abnormally, you can use the IMS extended
checkpoint/restart facility to avoid rerunning the job from the beginning.
The PARM= parameter of the EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00 job control statement must
include the requested checkpoint ID as follows:
PARM=(DLI,FSNBTCH,FSNBPSB,014,0000,,0,00000005,,,,,,N)
---v---this is the checkpoint ID _______________|
received from message DFS0540I ..... ,CKPTID=00000005,.....
written to the SYSMSG file while the program was running,
when checkpoint processing is enabled.

Use the last printed checkpoint to avoid creating duplicate document-request
records (LRRs).
If FSNBTCH runs in a BMP region, you do not need to run the IMS backout
utilities to reset updates of user databases, for example, of a data collection
program. FSNBTCH issues an automatic backout for all updates performed since
the last checkpoint. If FSNBTCH does not run in a BMP region, you must reset all
updates of the user databases that you made until the last checkpoint before you
can restart FSNBTCH. To do this, use the IMS log tape and the IMS checkpoint
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tape used in the preceding job together with the appropriate IMS backout utilities.
If any errors occur during this task, see the IMS status codes AD and AL in IMS
Version 7 Messages and Codes.
As the input and output databases of FSNBTCH always automatically restart at the
last checkpoint, the IMS log tape and the IMS checkpoint tape must be activated
regardless of whether the job runs in a BMP region.
This restart facility provides an automatic repositioning of all sequential data sets
(input and output) if the:
v Checkpoint was enabled
v Required IMS log tape was defined during the running of FSNBTCH
v Requested checkpoint ID was included in the PARM= parameter of the EXEC
PGM=DFSRRC00 job control statement to indicate restart
If application programs modify the contents of IMS databases, these updates must
be reset before FSNBTCH is restarted, when it runs in batch mode. This is not
necessary when the job is running as a BMP job. In the latter case, automatic
backout is performed.
For detailed information about the job control needed for supporting the IMS
extended checkpoint and restart facility, refer to the appropriate IMS manuals.

Special considerations for environments with a DB2ONLY
setup
To work with the DB2 database, your application program must do the following:
1. Request a DB2 connection with a CAF open request using the specifications
entered via SYSIN.
2. Load the default environment specified in FSNT000.
3. Set the current package set using the DB2 collection id that is specified in the
default environment.
4. Retrieve the UPL record for the user specified in the SIB.
5. Set the current package set according to the user’s environment or the
environment passed in the SIB.
6. Retrieve and update databases using the current package set.
7. Close the DB2 connection with a CAF close request.

Synchronization between FSNBTCH and utility programs
If the output data set FSNLRR is assigned to a disk drive, the item length is
restricted to the track capacity (GSAM does not support RECFM=VBS). For items
exceeding the track capacity, the data set FSNLRR can be assigned to a tape drive.

FSNBTCH processing report
The FSNBTCH processing report provides information about the number of
processed input and output records. If the total of SIBOUT and FSNLRR records
exceeds the amount of input records, the difference indicates the number of data
collection errors that occurred for BLRRs already written to the file FSNLRR. Data
collection is called after BLRR writing.
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FSNBTCH PROCESSING REPORT FROM mm/dd/yy
SIB-INPUT RECORDS (SIBINP)
SIB-ERROR RECORDS (SIBOUT)
LRR-OUTPUT RECORDS (FSNLRR)
NBR OF CHECKPOINT RECORDS

=
=
=
=

16
11
6
2

(= one data collection error)

Tuning considerations for batch formatting with DCF
Take into account the potential I/O activity or processor time needed by FSNBDCF
and the DCF formatting process itself. When you define DCF macros in standard
paragraphs, the performance of all LRR postprocessing jobs decreases, because for
each document:
v FSNBDCF must resolve the imbed (.im) statement for the macroparagraph,
retrieve the macrodefinition from the GIL, and write it to the DCF input data
set.
v DCF must read the additional input and create the macro again.
To improve performance, define two sets of macros:
v One set of macros for online formatting, in the FSN_PROF record or in a
standard paragraph that is embedded by FSN_PROF.
v One set of macros for batch formatting, in the DCF.MACLIB library. This can be
a partitioned data set, if DCF runs under control of the TSO/DCF terminal
monitor program in batch, or a DLF library, if DCF runs under DLF.
Having two macrosets is of advantage because the macrocontents can differ. For
example, all the formatting capabilities of the IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem can be
excluded from the macro for online formatting.

Using the batch program FSNBTC2
ASF provides program:
v FSNBTC2I for environments where the installation parameter TRANSMGR is set
to IMS
v FSNBTC2N for environments where the installation parameter DBSETUP is set
to DB2ONLY.
For common considerations of all environments the programs further on are
referred to as FSNBTC2.
The batch program FSNBTC2 is a callable service for document composition of
single documents to be integrated in background applications. The data passed to
FSNBTC2 in a CALL interface must be provided in the layout of the SIB. Like
batch program FSNBTCH, FSNBTC2 processes the received SIB and creates one of
the following:
v A document-request record (LRR) on the CLL
v A batch document-request record (BLRR) on the sequential data set FSNDBLRR
FSNBTC2 can invoke parameter determination programs (PDPs) to resolve data for
parameters in the LRR. The interface between FSNBTC2 and a PDP has the same
layout and the same functions as the PDP interface in FSNBTCH. It is controlled
by the tailoring module FSNTB00.
Chapter 6. Using the batch programs provided by ASF
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Invocation of FSNBTC2
In environments where the installation parameter DBSETUP is set to DB2ONLY,
your application program must establish the DB2 connection by, for example,
calling DSNALI with a CAF open request.
FSNBTC2 is invoked via a service moduleby use of LOAD and CALL. ASF
provides the service modules:
v FSNCA2I for environments where the installation parameter TRANSMGR is set
to IMS
v FSNCA2N for environments where the installation parameter DBSETUP is set to
DB2ONLY.
These service modules are written in Assembler.
For common considerations of all environments the modules further on are
referred to as FSNCA2.
FSNCA2 can be invoked from a PL/I program as follows:
CALL FSNCA2x (CA2x-REQUEST,
PTR_TO_SIB_PTR,
IMS_PCB_PTR,
WORK_FSNCA2x_PTR,
RC)

The following list describes the parameters that can be passed to FSNCA2. The
processing of the individual parameters depends on the call type, where:
CA2x-REQUEST
Is a CHAR (4) field used to specify requirements of the invoked programs
with regard to FSNCA2. The following values are supported:
OPPL If OPPL (″OPEN in PL/I environment″) is used to prepare
processing of the document in FSNBTC2. No SIB is passed to
FSNCA2. The command is used to initialize CA2x-REQUEST in
FSNCA2 and, if necessary, in FSNBTC2.
RUN

If RUN is used, a SIB is passed to FSNCA2 for processing in
FSNBTC2.

CLOS If CLOS is used, no SIB is passed to FSNCA2. The command
triggers an explicit cleanup. In the batch environment, an implicit
cleanup is carried out automatically after a job is finished.
However, it is useful to have explicit cleanups of allocated main
storage areas executed, not only with respect to future runs of
FSNBTC2.
PTR_TO_SIB_PTR
This pointer is processed only if RUN is used. It addresses the following
structure:
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DCL
1 PASSED_SIB_AREA_STRUCT
3 PASSED_SIB_AREA_PTR
3 PASSED_SIB_AREA_LTH

BASED (PTR_TO_SIB_PTR)
,
POINTER
,
BIN FIXED (31)
;

In contrast to the batch program FSNBTCH, the data area for the SIB
control block does not contain an IMS message prefix, but starts with the
SIB data immediately. The SIB control block is passed as a contiguous main
storage area. It is not segmented. After its invocation, FSNBTC2 modifies
this SIB control block by handing back, for example:
v A return code in field SIB_MSG_CODE
v A message in field SIB_MSG_TEXT
v The key of an LRR written to the SLL or CLL in field SIB_LRR_KEY1
IMS_PCB_PTR
The IMS_PCB_PTR pointer is processed only if OPPL is invoked. It
provides the starting point of the PCB-list. The calling main program
receives this pointer from the IMS and passes it on to FSNCA2.
This parameter applies only to environments where the installation
parameter TRANSMGR is set to IMS.
RESVD_PTR
The RESVD_PTR pointer is reserved.
WORK_FSNCA2x_PTR
The WORK_FSNCA2x_PTR is a pointer that contains the value NULL
(PL/I Builtin-Function) if the OPEN command is used to invoke FSNCA2.
FSNCA2 secures a main storage area in this field. If RUN or CLOSE are
used, this pointer remains unchanged when passed from the invoking
program to FSNCA2.
RC

RC is a BIN FIXED (31) field. FSNCA2 passes the following return codes
back to the invoking program:
0

Okay

12

Call-sequence error (for example, OPPL call missing)

16

Load error (FSNCAB2 could not be loaded)

20

GETMAIN error (main storage request could not be satisfied).
Invalid request code.

PDP interface for FSNBTC2
The interface between FSNBTC2 and a PDP to be called is the same as in
FSNBTCH. The (logical) PDP name that is defined in the LTD, the name of the
loading module belonging to it, and the databases to be operated by the PDP are
defined in tailoring member FSNTB00.

PSB-PCB definitions for FSNBTC2I
All ASF-IMS databases, as well as the databases addressed by the PDP, must be
defined in the PSB of the calling (BMP-) program. FSNBTC2I determines the PCB
pointers for its own databases and for the databases for the PDP programs invoked
from the IMS-PCB pointer list.
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Checkpoints and restart
FSNBTC2 does not write checkpoints. This is the task of the main program, which
is responsible for RESTART.

Tracing and debugging
FSNBTC2 writes TRACE information to the trace file FSNXTRA, if the field
SIB_TRCE_CTRL in the SIB control block handed over before it was set to C'1' or if
the Session Trace Option in the ASF user profile for the user ID (field
SIB_USER_NAME) named in the SIB control block has been switched on.

Return code handling for FSNBTCH and FSNBTC2
The utilities FSNBTCH and FSNBTC2 can issue the following return codes:
Table 22. Return codes issued by FSNBTCH and FSNBTC2
Return code

Meaning

0

All documents were successfully processed.

4

An ASF information message is returned.

8

An ASF error message or information
message FSN010I (″GIL item must be
recovered″) is returned.

16

One of the ASF messages FSN1850E,
FSN1853E, or FSN1854E (″DB2 or a specific
DB2-table is not available″) is returned.

Online requests and batch postprocessing
The current document is copied to the CLL database, if you define the following
fields:
v LTE_COPY_LRR = C'1'
v LTE_COPY_DB = C'CLL'
The job, which is defined by the ATD and later on submitted to the internal reader,
triggers the execution of the following utilities:
v FSNCEXP only exports the document that was copied to the CLL.
v FSNBDCF builds DCF input from the BLRR that was created by FSNCEXP.
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Chapter 7. User exits
This chapter describes the exits you can use to adapt ASF to your special
requirements.

Migration considerations
With the current release of ASF, user-exit programs are no longer part of ASF load
modules but separate ones. You can select any name for such a load module but
must specify it in the ASF base tailoring. Also, the load-module name or the alias
name of the user-exit program must correspond to the entry name in the user-exit
program code.
Developing and implementing user exits is in the user's responsibility. ASF does
not require any user exit to be implemented.
The user exits can be written in the following programming languages:
v Assembler
v C
v COBOL
v PL/I
In environments where the parameter TRANSMGR ist set to either IMS or DB2
and in batch processing under CICS, all user-exit programs are called with a PL/I
FETCH statement. In online processing under CICS, user-exit programs are called
with an EXEC CICS LINK statement.
For existing user exits that were written in PL/I the procedure statement must be
adapted as follows:
v For installations where the TRANSMGR parameter was set to IMS or DB2,
specify OPTIONS(FETCHABLE,REENTRANT)
v For installations where the TRANSMGR parameter was set to CICS, specify
OPTIONS(MAIN,REENTRANT)
The interface areas remain unchanged with the following exceptions:
v Sort-information exit CUSBUSF. To be consistent with the other user exits, only
one parameter is passed to CUSBUSF on invocation instead of the two
parameters used before. This parameter holds the address of an area that
contains the address of BLRR_USER_PART and the address of the
USER_SORT_INF area.
v The user exit FSNHLPS consisted of two processing steps that have been
separated into two user exits:
– EXITPLS1 (plausibility-check exit phase 1, in previous releases of ASF entry
FSNPL1 in user exit FSNHLPS)
– EXITPLS2 (plausibility-check exit phase 2, in previous releases of ASF entry
FSNPL2 in user exit FSNHLPS)

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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General programming considerations
For each of the available exits, ASF provides default source code in the source
library SRCELIB. Additionally, the installation library JCLLIB contains the
corresponding job control members (FSNSxxxx) that are needed to implement the
exits. Sample load modules (CUSxxxx) are provided in library CUSTLOAD.
Appendix B, “Exits and their compile and link jobs in ASF,” on page 173 lists the
names of the source members containing the delivered default exit code and the
corresponding jobs to implement the exits.
The delivered source code members and their corresponding compile and link jobs
are also listed in the ASF installation-protocol member FSN$PR2.
The sample exit programs are written either in Assembler or PL/I. All exit
programs follow the PL/I interface conventions. You can modify the sample exit
programs by changing the corresponding source code member in library SRCELIB,
and subsequently by running the corresponding installation job in library JCLLIB.
The installation job compiles or assembles the exit program.
To implement a user exit, you have to make the user exit known to ASF. Do this
by specifying the name of the respective program in the base tailoring FSNT000.
Table 23 shows the parameters for implementing user exits.
Table 23. Base tailoring parameters for user exits
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Where to find more information
Applicable for about the user exit

Parameter

Description

EXITSECE

External security check 3270 emulation “CUSSECE: External security check
exit
exit” on page 129

EXITPFKE

Program-function key
exit

3270 emulation “CUSPFKE: Program-function key
exit” on page 133

EXITHLPE

Help exit

3270 emulation “CUSHLPE: Help exit” on page 134

EXITPRTE

Deferred-printing exit

3270 emulation “CUSOPAE: Online print
and Web client adjustments exit” on page 139

EXITOPAE

Online print
adjustments exit

3270 emulation “CUSPRTE: Deferred-printing exit”
on page 136

EXITPLS1

Plausibility check exit
1

3270 emulation “CUSPLS1 AND CUSPLS2:
and Web client Plausibility check exits” on page 141

EXITPLS2

Plausibility check exit
2

3270 emulation “CUSPLS1 AND CUSPLS2:
and Web client Plausibility check exits” on page 141

EXITPSEL

Select paragraph exit

Web client

“CUSPSEL: Paragraph selection exit”
on page 144

EXITADPA Add paragraph exit

Web client

“FSNADPA: Additional paragraphs
exit” on page 146

EXITBUSF

Batch only

“CUSBUSF: Sort information exit”
on page 147

EXITBDCE Change-separator-line
exit

Batch only

“CUSBDCE: Change-separator-line
exit” on page 149

EXITLCME Document
Composition
termination exit

3270 emulation “CUSLCME: Document Composition
termination exit” on page 150

Sort information exit
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Table 23. Base tailoring parameters for user exits (continued)
Parameter

Description

Where to find more information
Applicable for about the user exit

EXITITPE

Individual-text check
exit

3270 emulation “CUSITPE: Individual-text check
exit” on page 157

EXITWTBL Parameter table for
immediate print on
remote printers

3270 emulation “CUSWTBL: Parameter table for
and Web client immediate print on remote printers”
on page 160

EXITWLCM Finalize composition
exit for the Web client

Web client

EXITARCH Archive exit

3270 emulation “CUSARCH: Archive exit” on page
and Web client 168

“CUSWLCM: Finalize composition
exit for the Web client” on page 162

General exits
CUSSECE: External security check exit
The external security check exit is designed to control invocation of ASF. The exit
gets control when:
v Signing on via transaction code.
v Invoking ASF from a customer application. This also applies for invocations on
recursive level.
With the exit it is possible to use external resources (such as RACF®) to determine
whether the calling user is authorized for signon. The exit program communicates
to ASF whether:
v The user is authorized for signon or not.
v ASF must perform its own password check.
Upon invocation the exit program gets signon information like:
v User ID and password
v A new password, if specified, or how ASF has been invoked (through its
transaction code, from an application program, or for a host-server session)
v Request of the invoking application to not check passwords
With this information the exit program is enabled to perform functions like
changing information in external resources, for example, setting a new password,
or to restrict signon for a user in case of invocation from specific application
programs.
Within the exit program, you can provide a message, or you can request ASF to
build a message from its online message-text pool FSN9ccc. ASF displays this
message on its next panel. If control is immediately passed to another program, for
example, back to the calling application program, the message is passed in the SIB.
The sample program CUSSECE is provided to run with the online programs.
The sample exits are coded so that ASF is requested to check the user’s password.

Communication area
When the exit is entered, a pointer to the address of a communication area is
available. The area contains the following fields:
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where:
USERID
Is the user ID that has been either entered on the Signon panel or was
received in the SIB. The user ID is converted into uppercase characters.
PASSWORD
The contents depends on the value of the field SIB_SEC_SUPPR in the
communication area:
v C'0' or C'1'
Contains the current password that has been either entered on the
Signon panel or received in the SIB. The password is converted into
uppercase characters.
v C'2'
Contains the user ID that is to be taken as model for building the ASF
session.
NEW_PASSWORD
Is the new password that has been either entered on the Signon panel or
was received in the SIB. The new password is converted into uppercase
characters.
EIB_PTR
Is a fullword containing the address of the exec interface block (EIB) of
CICS if the exit program is called in the CICS environment. In the IMS or
in the batch environment, this field contains the system null pointer
(X'FF000000').
SIB_SEC_SUPPR
Is the specification from the SIB field SIB_SEC_SUPPR, if ASF has been
called from an application program:
C'0'

The invoking application program requests password checking.

C'1'

The invoking application program requests to suppress password
checking.

C'2'

The invoking application program requests to use the user ID
specified in PASSWORD as model for the ASF session.

This field contains a low value (X'00'), when signon has been requested
from the Signon panel, or when a host-server signon is being performed.
SIB_TYPE
Is the type of the SIB if ASF has been called from an application program,
or when a host-server signon has been requested. If ASF has been invoked
through its transaction code, this field contains a low value or a blank.
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SIB_PGRM_NAME
Is the value of the SIB field SIB_PGRM_NAME, if ASF has been invoked
from an application program. This field enables the exit program to restrict
a user from signing on to ASF when ASF has been invoked from specific
programs.
For a host-server signon, the value of this field is available only if the
name of the application that has invoked the host server is specified in the
SIB.
RETURN_CODE
Is a halfword assumed to contain a return code when leaving the exit
program and returning to ASF. The return code signals the result of the
authorization check. It may have the following values:
0

Authorization check successfully completed. No password check to
be performed by ASF.

1-4

Authorization check not successfully completed. If the user is
defined to ASF with password check to be performed by ASF, it
performs a conventional password check. Authorization is granted
only if this password check is successful.
If the user is defined to ASF with external password control, a
return code between 1 and 4 is handled like a return code of 8.

5 or greater
Authorization check not successfully completed, and signon is
rejected. ASF either redisplays the signon panel or transfers control
to the application program that has invoked ASF. You should
provide a message in the field MESSAGE or in the fields
MSG_NUM, and optionally MSG_VAR. For example, you can
prompt for a new password if the current password has expired.
This field contains 0 upon entry to the exit program.
MESSAGE
Is a character field that can contain the text of a message. This message is
either displayed on the user’s terminal or transferred to the application
program that has invoked ASF.
This field contains low values (X'00') upon entry to the exit program.
CURS_POS
Is a 1-byte character field that is intended to control the cursor position on
the ASF signon panel. If the exit program CUSSECE supplies a return code
greater than 4, you can define through this field where to locate the cursor
if the Signon panel is displayed.
The field can have the following contents:
C'0'

The cursor is positioned in the field User ID and the field is not
highlighted.

C'1'

The cursor is positioned in the field User ID and the field is
highlighted.

C'2'

The cursor is positioned in the field Password.

C'3'

The cursor is positioned in the field New password.

If nothing has been specified in the field CURS_POS, C'2' is assumed, and
the cursor is positioned in the field Password.
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MSG_NUM
Is a halfword that optionally can contain the number of a message of ASF.
This number must correspond to a message in the online message-text pool
FSN9ccc.
This message is either displayed on the user’s terminal or transferred to
the program that has invoked ASF.
The value is recognized only if the field MESSAGE does not contain values
higher than blank (X'40') when leaving the exit program and returning to
ASF.
This field contains 0 upon entry to the exit program.
MSG_VAR
Is a character field that may contain variable text to be included in a
message build after the specification in field MSG_NUM.
This field contains low values (X'00') upon entry to the exit program.
WORK_AREA
Is a character field to contain information for repetitive invocation of the
exit CUSSECE. The field is 30 bytes long. For example, if prompting for a
new password, you can save the current password or you can count the
number of signon attempts that used an incorrect password.
The contents of the work area are lost when you return control to ASF
with a return code of 4 or less.
This field contains low values (X'00') upon entry to the exit program.
EXT_PSWD
Is a 1-byte character field containing C'1' when external password control
has been defined for the user in ASF. Otherwise, the field contains a low
value (X'0'). If external password control applies for the user, the exit
program cannot request ASF to perform a conventional password check. A
return code between 1 and 4 is handled like a return code of 8.
FILLER
Is a reserved area that must contain low values.

Special considerations for implementing an external security
check exit
The CUSSECE exit program, as delivered on the distribution tape, returns to ASF
with a default return code 4. Unless you modify the source code, 4 indicates that
conventional password checking is performed, unless external password control
has been defined for the user.
To change the external security check exit CUSSECE:
1. Determine which specific information is required within your own program
and determine where to get this information from. The exit program delivered
with the distribution tape contains sample code. Check this sample code if you
can use it within your installation.
2. Modify the source code member in the target library SRCELIB.
Refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Program Directory for information
on how to work with the installation jobs.
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CUSPFKE: Program-function key exit
The program-function key exit, as delivered on the distribution tape, contains the
default settings for all program-function keys (F-keys) on panels of ASF.
The F-key named Main Menu is also available on the following panels:
v Application Parameter Prompting
v Paragraph Selection
v Document Parameter Prompting
v Document Composition Termination
If ASF has been invoked from a customer program, the F-key named Exit is
available on the following panels:
v Menu panels
v Information panels
v Application Parameter Prompting
v Paragraph Selection
v Document Parameter Prompting
v Document Composition Termination

Communication area
When invoking the exit program, ASF passes a communication area to the exit. The
DSECT for this area has the name PARMLIST. It has the following layout:

where:
PANNUMB
Is a binary halfword containing the panel number.
USERID
Is a 8-character field containing the user ID of the current user.
PFKEYS
Is a 48-character area. It specifies the PF key area. You can specify PF key 1
to 24.
USERCOMA
Is a 32-byte character field containing the value of the field
SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB used for invocation of ASF or blanks. This
provides the capability of passing information from a calling customer
application to the CUSPFKE exit.
PFNAMTAB
Specifies the table for renaming keys. This table contains 24 entries. Each
entry consists of 16 bytes and has the following structure:
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where:
PFNKEY
Is a halfword containing the PF key function number.
PFNAME
Is a 12-character field containing the new name defined for the PF
key.
PFNLEN
Is a halfword containing the length of the name of the PF key.

CUSHLPE: Help exit
ASF offers your users extensive online help information. When, on any ASF panel
within a user session, the user requests help by pressing the Help F-key, ASF
determines the name of a help item from the type of the displayed panel, the
session language, the panel ID, and other criteria according to the specific
situation. These additional criteria include the cursor position, or if a message has
been displayed. Through this association of help item names to the specific
situations, when help is requested, and through providing the corresponding help
items, ASF provides:
v Item help
v Field help
v Message help
v F-key help
v Parameter-specific help during parameter prompting
v Help for actions on item lists
v Other specific help information
The help exit allows you to change the association of help item names. In general,
there is no need to do so, due to the default association of ASF. If you have,
however, very specific requirements for the association of help item names, the exit
enables you to implement your own association of help item names.
Note: Help is not supported for the Signon panel.

The help exit program
ASF enters the help exit each time a user presses the Help F-key on an ASF panel.
Basically, ASF passes the name of the help item that it uses to the exit, as well as
information that it may use to derive a different help item name. The exit either
returns to the ASF default help item name (through not changing the
communication area) or specifies a different name. ASF then uses the help item
name that is returned by the help exit program. The default exit program delivered
with ASF returns an unchanged communication area.
The source code of the default exit program is available as member FSNHLPE in
library SRCELIB.

Communication area
When invoking the exit program, ASF passes a communication area to the exit. The
DSECT for this area has the name PARMLIST. It has the following layout:
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where:
ASFRESV
The field is reserved for internal use in ASF and must not be modified.
CURSLIN
Is a halfword containing the line number on which the cursor was placed
when the Help F-key was pressed. The line number ranges from 1 to 24, to
32, or to 43.
CURSCOL
Is a halfword containing the column number on which the cursor was
placed when the Help F-key was pressed. The column number ranges from
1 to 80.
DSPLLIN
Is a halfword containing the number of lines available on the user’s
display station. The number is 24, 32, or 43.
MSGNUMB
Is a halfword containing the message number of the ASF message that was
displayed when the Help F-key was pressed. If no message was displayed
or if messages were returned by your application programs, this field
contains zero.
PANNAME
Is a character field containing the 3-byte internal ID code of the panel that
was displayed when the Help F-key was pressed.
TYPEIND
Is a 1-byte character field containing an ID whether or not the help item
name is the explicitly defined help item for the item processed when help
was requested.
1

Help was requested when an ASF item was being processed that
allows for item help and ASF would use the explicitly defined item
help. The help item name in field HLPNAME is the explicitly
defined help for the item that was being processed. If in the
definition of the item no explicit help item is defined, the field
HLPNAME contains blanks.
In ASF, you can define explicit item help for:
v Info items
v Menu items
v LTD items
v SPG items
v SP items
v ATD items

0

The requested help is not item help.

HLPNAME
Is a character field (16 bytes) defining the name of the help item. When
entering the help exit CUSHLPE, it contains the help item name selected
by ASF. The help exit program can change this field and specify another
name. This is the only field in the communication area that the exit
program can change.
If the specified help item cannot be found in the GIL, or is of a type that
cannot be used for help, or if no help item name has been specified, ASF
redisplays the last panel with a message.
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The recommended GIL items to be used for help are
v Menu items
v Information items
v ATDs
For more information on the items that can be used for help, refer to the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.
SESSLNG
Is a character field containing the 3-byte language code identifying the
language used in the current session.

Special considerations for implementing a help exit
The help exit CUSHLPE, as delivered on the distribution tape, returns to ASF
without changing the help item name selected by ASF.

Print exits: CUSPRTE and CUSOPAE
The print exits CUSPRTE and CUSOPAE provide possibilities for control of
printing GIL items and database lists. Because their major task is to control local
printing during document composition, the exits are described in the section for
exits of document composition. For details refer to “CUSPRTE: Deferred-printing
exit” and “CUSOPAE: Online print adjustments exit” on page 139.

Exits for the document composition functions
CUSPRTE: Deferred-printing exit
This exit is called:
v When a user requests printing for items in the GIL or for database lists.
v When immediate printing on a local printer is requested for documents created
with document composition functions.
Note: Immediate printing allows formatting your document for a page printer
only if you use a remote printer. For more information on how to print
documents and how to take advantage of advanced formatting using
immediate printing on remote printers, refer to the Application Support
Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide. If immediate printing on a remote
printer is requested for a document, neither the deferred-printing exit
CUSPRTE nor the online print adjustments exit CUSOPAE is entered. You
defer printing on a remote printer by changing the JCL information in the
ATD item representing the remote printer.
The deferred-printing exit enables you to specify the following requests:
v Reject the print request.
You can verify the specified printer name against a table of your own, for
example in case of IMS ETO, where unknown printer names are not rejected by
IMS.
v Do not perform printing immediately, store the document instead for deferred
printing.
v Store the document-request record (LRR) immediately after the first print,
regardless of the number of immediate prints to a local printer.
v Provide a message to be displayed on the next panel.
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If the print request on a local printer is deferred, the document or the GIL item is
formatted and stored in the FLL. Then the exit for online print adjustments is
called.
You may want to defer printing on a local printer, for example, to:
v Print a group of documents together.
v Format a document for a printer that does not operate in the 3270 compatibility
mode. This might be useful if you want to adjust control characters for specific
printers. But be aware that you cannot request formatting for page printers.
v Insert additional device controls to take advantage of advanced printing
functions.
v Print at a time when the printer load is lower.
v Modify bit patterns for printing special characters.

Communication area
When the deferred-printing exit is entered, the address of a communication area is
available with the name DPO_COMM_AREA. This area contains the following
fields:

where:
LRR_PTR
Is a fullword:
v If a document is to be printed, the field contains the address of the LRR
header.
v If a GIL item is to be printed, this field contains X'FF000000'.
DSPLY_LTERM
Is an 8-byte character field containing the logical terminal name of the
user’s display station. The name is left-justified and padded with blanks.
PRINT_LTERM
Is an 8-byte character field containing the logical terminal name of the
destination (printer name). The name is left-justified and padded with
blanks.
DPO_OPTION
Is a 1-byte character field used to specify a processing option:
v When the deferred-printing exit is entered, this field is blank.
v When returning from the deferred-printing exit:
Value Meaning
0

Indicates that online print is requested.

1

Indicates that the print request should be deferred for
subsequent processing. The formatted output is stored in the
FLL.
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2

Indicates that no formatting should be done.

3

Forces AFP formatting and saves the formatted DCF output in
the FLL.
Note: In this case exit CUSOPAE is triggered by
DPO_OPTION='1' for regular deferred print (line
formatting).

Other Indicates that the print request should be processed immediately.
DCF_OPTION
Is a 32-byte character field, not applicable to printing GIL items or
database lists:
v When the deferred-printing exit is entered, this field is blank.
v When returning from the deferred-printing exit, you can specify
additional DCF command options. These options are concatenated with
ASF default options.
USER_INFO
Is a 64-byte character field:
v When the deferred-printing exit is entered, this field is blank.
v When returning from the deferred-printing exit, you can specify any
information to be stored with the deferred-printing request. If the field
PRT-OPT contains the character 1, this field is moved to the
corresponding field in the FLR item before it is inserted in the FLL.
CLL_OPTION
Is a 1-byte character field used to control the disposition of the LRR item
after performing printing on a local printer. This applies regardless of
whether the exit specifies to defer printing in field PRINT_OPTION:
v When the deferred-printing exit is entered, this field contains 0 (C'0').
v When returning from the deferred-printing exit, ASF expects one of the
following values:
C'0'

Indicates that the LRR is to be posted into the CLL only after
termination of the document composition functions.

C'1'

Indicates that the LRR is posted into the CLL immediately after
the user has selected immediate print on a local printer.

Indicates that the LRR is posted into the CLL both immediately
after the user has selected immediate print on a local printer,
and after the user has terminated the document composition.
The same rules apply when a DCP is to be called.
C'2'

MSG_TEXT
Is a 79-byte character field:
v When the deferred-printing exit is entered, this field is blank.
v When returning control back to ASF, you can provide a text to be
displayed in the message line of the next panel. This message is not
displayed if ASF must display an error message.
USER_COM_AREA
Is a 32-byte character field containing the value of the field
SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB used for invocation of ASF or blanks. This
provides the capability of passing information from a calling customer
application to the CUSPRTE exit.
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CST_DPRT_ID
Is an 8-byte character field containing the logical terminal name of the
default destination (printer name) defined in base tailoring. The name is
left-justified and padded with blanks.
PRINT_IND
Is a 1-byte character field that indicates the type of print request currently
being processed.
Value Meaning
C'0'

Indicates that the print request originated from the Document
Composition Termination panel.

C'1'

Indicates that the print request is for a GIL item.

C'2'

Indicates that the print request is for a database list.

C'3'

Indicates that the print request is for a document from the SLL.

RSVD_CHARS
This function is reserved for future use and must contain low values.
ICA_PTR
Is a PL/I pointer variable. It points to the ASF internal control block (ICA).

CUSOPAE: Online print adjustments exit
This exit complements the functions of the deferred-printing exit. It applies to
documents produced using document composition functions and to items in the
GIL, but only if the deferred-printing exit CUSPRTE has requested to defer
printing. For information on when the deferred-printing exit is entered, refer to
“CUSPRTE: Deferred-printing exit” on page 136.
When the formatted output is stored in the FLL, the exit is invoked for online print
adjustments by modification of the FLL records. The layout of these records is
described in member FSNCFLR in library AFSNMAC0.
You can write an exit program to:
v Adjust the print control characters so that you can print on a printer that does
not operate in the 3270 compatibility mode.
v Perform translations to generate special characters on the printer.
v Generate additional lines, for example, to print in bold-faced type, or to use
overstriking when building a national character.
v Route the document or item to a destination where it can be processed
immediately.
Under IMS, the required PCB addresses are provided.

Communication area
When the online-print-adjustments exit is entered, the address of a communication
area is available. The area contains the following fields:
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where:
LRR_NAME
Contains the name used to store the formatted output in the FLL.
USER_NAME
Is the user ID of the current user.
DSPLY_LTERM
Is the name of the terminal (left-justified).
PRINT_LTERM
Is the name of the local printer currently requested (left-justified). This can
be an actual printer name or any other ID to be used within the exit.
CPY_NUM
Number of copies (original plus additional copies) required for immediate
print.
ALT_PCB_PTR
Contains the pointer to the alternate PCB in IMS (not applicable under
CICS).
FLL_PCB_PTR
Contains the pointer to the PCB for the FLL database in IMS (not
applicable under CICS).
ISL_PCB_PTR
Contains the pointer to the PCB for the ISL database in IMS (not applicable
under CICS).
FLL_NAME
Contains the name of the FLL database in CICS (not applicable under
IMS).
ISL_NAME
Contains the name of the ISL database in CICS (not applicable under IMS).
LRR_PTR
Is a fullword:
v If the field PRINT_IND contains an X'F0' or an X'F3', this field contains
the address of the LRR header.
v Otherwise this field contains hexadecimal X'FF000000'.
DCP_NAME
Is an 8-byte character field only applicable if the field PRINT_IND contains
an X'F0' or an X'F3'. It contains blanks or the name of the data collection
program as specified in the LTD used for document composition. The
name is left-justified and padded with blanks.
USER_COM_AREA
Is a 32-byte character field containing the value of the field
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SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB used for invocation of ASF or blanks. This
provides the capability of passing information from a calling customer
application to the CUSOPAE exit.
Note: Changes of the 32-byte communication area are made by exit
program CUSOPAE to return the FLR-key to the calling application
using SIB_USER_COMA.
MSG_TEXT
Is a 79-byte character field:
v When CUSOPAE is entered, this field is blank.
v When returning control back to ASF, you can provide a text to be
displayed in the message line of the next panel. This message is not
displayed if ASF must display an error message.
PRINT_IND
Is a 1-byte character field that indicates the type of print request currently
being processed.
Value Meaning
C'0'

Indicates that the print request originated from the Document
Composition Termination panel.

C'1'

Indicates that the print request is for a GIL record print.

C'2'

Indicates that the print request is for a list print.

C'3'

Indicates that the print request is for a document from the SLL list.

Special considerations for implementing an online print
adjustments exit
The CUSOPAE exit program, as delivered on the distribution tape, returns to ASF
without modifying FLL items. Because the deferred-printing exit program
CUSPRTE, as delivered on the distribution tape, does not request to defer printing
and store formatted output on the FLL, the CUSOPAE exit is not entered, unless
you modify CUSPRTE.
To change the online print adjustments exit CUSOPAE determine what must be
done for which user, display station, and local printer name and modify the source
code member CUSOPAE in the source library SRCELIB accordingly.

CUSPLS1 AND CUSPLS2: Plausibility check exits
During document composition a plausibility-check exit program enables you to
check whether the selection of standard paragraphs specified for a particular
document type is correct. For example, you can check whether the user has
selected standard paragraphs that are not supposed to be in that document type,
such as two different document heads, or whether the user has selected the correct
complimentary close.
The exit is implemented in two parts. The first part, CUSPLS1, is entered when the
user ends paragraph selection. This entry decides whether a plausibility check for
the current LTD item must be performed. If a check must be performed, this entry
must return a return code other than zero. If the return code is zero, the second
part of the plausibility check program is bypassed.
If a plausibility check is to be performed, CUSPLS2 is entered. This entry must
process the table of standard-paragraph names and their corresponding indicators,
together with user-defined tables to determine if the selection is valid.
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Communication area
When the exit is entered, each entry receives the parameter HPLS_COM_PTR,
which is a PL/I pointer variable that points to the communication area
HPLS_COM_AREA.
The communication area HPLS_COM_AREA for this exit contains the following
fields:

The communication area HPLS_COM_AREA for this exit contains the following
fields:
ICA_PTR
Is a PL/I pointer variable. It points to the ASF internal control block (ICA).
DATA_LTH
Is a binary fullword. It contains the length of the data table being passed
upon call of CUSPLS2.
REC_ENTR
Is a binary fullword. It contains the number of paragraph control entries
(PCE) in the current document (LRR).
USER_COMA
Is a 32-byte character field. It contains the value of the field
SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB, which is to invoke ASF or blanks. Use this
field to pass information from a calling customer application to CUSPLS1
or CUSPLS2. If CUSPLS1 or CUSPLS2 change this area, these changes are
kept by ASF and conveyed to other exits and/or to the calling application
upon return from ASF.
LTD_IDE
Is a 16-byte character field that contains the name of the LTD item
currently used. The name is left-justified and padded with blanks.
LTD_OWNER
Is the ID of the ASF user or project owner of the current LTD item.
LTD_USER
Is the ID of the ASF user with whom the current session is associated.
LTD_FLAG
Is a 2-byte field containing the following information:
Byte 1
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Bit 0

ASF was called from one of your application programs.

Bit 1

The LTD is a pattern document.

Bit 2

Paragraphs can only be selected from the LTD.
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Bit 3-7 Not used.
Byte 2 Is a reserved field and contains X'00'.
Note: The bits contained in this field are not changed.
RET_CODE
Is a binary halfword field, in which the program indicates what must
happen next.
MSG_TEXT
Is a 79-byte character string, in which the program can return a message in
case of a nonzero return code. This message is displayed on the Paragraph
Selection panel. The user then decides whether to modify the paragraph
selection or document composition.
IMS_SPA_MOD
Is a 1-byte character field that indicates whether the customer has modified
the SPA:
Value Meaning
C'0'

Indicates that there is no customer-SPA.

C'1'

Indicates that the customer has modified the SPA. A customer-SPA
exists.

IMS_SPA_PTR
Contains the pointer to the customer SPA.
LRR_TYPE
Is a 2-byte field containing the following information:
'LW'

WEB-LRR

'L2'

3270-LRR

DATA Is a character string. The length of this character string is contained in the
field HPLS_DATA_LTH. If invoked by CUSPLS1, there is no data passed in
this field. If invoked by CUSPLS2, this field consists of the number of data
entries, defined in the field HPLS_REC_ENTR.
Note: Each data entry in HPLS_DAT has the following structure:

PCE_REC_IDE
Is a 16-byte character field. It contains the name of a
paragraph control entry, such as the name of an SP or of an
LTD if LTDs as LTD entries are allowed. The name is
left-justified and padded with blanks.
Note: This field is identical to SPREC_IDE, which was used
in previous versions of FSNHPLS.
PCE_LEV_NUM
Is a binary halfword. It contains the value of
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PCE_LEV_NUM from the corresponding PCE. The value is 0
unless subselections are used during paragraph selection.
PCE_FLAGS
Is a 2-byte field containing the following information:
Byte 1
Bit 0

PCE points to a standard paragraph (SP).

Bit 1

PCE points to a modified SP.

Bit 2

PCE points to an individual text.

Bit 3

PCE points to an LTD.

Bit 4

SP requires one signature.

Bit 5

SP requires two signatures.

Bit 6

SP forces storing.

Bit 7

SP must be modified.

Bit 0

SP is a mandatory paragraph.

Bit 1

SP can be selected more than once.

Byte 2

Bit 2-7 Not used.

CUSPSEL: Paragraph selection exit
This exit extends the possibilities to control user actions regarding paragraph
selection and to influence the content of the paragraph selection panel.
v Example 1:
Your business process has a need to generate letter doc-A for recipient A and
additional letters doc-B and doc-C for recipients B and C. Both doc-B and doc-C
contain the pages of doc-A. The LTD to be used consists of all the paragraphs
needed for doc-A, doc-B, and doc-C. During the iterative invocation of ASF for
composition of the three letters, you want the paragraph selection tree to show
only those paragraphs that are relevant for the subject letter. The paragraph
selection exit is used to suppress display of paragraphs on the paragraph
selection tree.
v Example 2:
You want to control which additional paragraphs have been inserted and
possibly want to reject one of them. The paragraph selection exit has control
over all the paragraphs making up the current document. It has information
about which paragraphs have been inserted by the user and it can respond to
the user asking for corrective actions.
v Example 3:
Depending on the selection of paragraphs, you want to place information into
the document that influences the DCF programming logic during formatting.
The paragraph selection exit can convey parameter data and can force the
insertion of parameter entries into the very first paragraph control entry of the
document-request record (LRR).
The name of the paragraph selection exit program is specified in the base tailoring
FSNT000 in parameter EXITPSEL. The exit will gets control:
v Before the first display of the paragraph selection tree
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v When the Finish Selection button is pressed.
The exit is invoked with a SIB type W control block and returns this control block
modified. The length of the area returned may differ from the length of the area
having been received. The SIB field SIBW_ASF_FNCT identifies when the exit got
control:
PSEL_EXIT1
The exit is called prior to the first display of the paragraph selection tree.
PSEL_EXIT2
The exit is called when the Finish Selection button is pressed.
When the exit is invoked, the SIB type W appendage contains a single parameter,
DXBPSELINF. The value of this parameter is structured. It corresponds to the
sequence of paragraphs of the current document supplemented with information
about the paragraph's properties. Details about the structure are described in copy
book FSNDPSEL supplied in installation library AFSNMAC0. To suppress the
display of paragraphs or to change their other properties the contents of the
DXBPSELINF-value must be adapted.
To convey parameter values for global parameters that are to be inserted into the
first paragraph-control entry of the LRR, add parameter DXBGLOBPRM to the
appendage of the SIB type W before returning control to ASF.
The structure of the DXBGLOBPRM value is (parm_entity_1,....,parm_entity_n).
parm_entity consists of
(NAME=parm_name,ATTR=parm_attribute,VALUE=parm_value,FORMAT=parm_format,DESCR=parm_description)

where
parm_name
Mandatory. Field of 1 to 10 bytes length containing the name of the
parameter that is to be included as global parameter.
parm_attr
Optional. 6-byte field containing the hexadecimal representation of the
parameter attributes. The sequence of the bits corresponds to the bit
sequence of SIB1 parameters. Exception: Parameter attribute
SIB_PRM_ATTR_MERGE is ignored. If parm_attr is filled, the parameter
attributes specified here become the attributes of the parameter entry.
Default setting: Parameter is optional.
parm_value
Optional. Field of 1 to 60 bytes length containing the parameter value.
Default length is 1 byte.
parm_format
Optional. Format of the parameter as valid for document parameters.
Default setting: FREE_FORMAT ’X'
parm_description
Optional. Field of 1 to 54 bytes containing the parameter description.
For example:
((NAME=DOCRULE01,ATTR=002500,VALUE=0102221010,DESCR=Die erste Regel),(NAME=DOCRULE02,ATTR=800000))

Parameter DOCRULE01: A global parameter DOCRULE01 is to be inserted at the
end of the parameter list of the LRR's first paragraph-control entry. The parameter
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attributes are SIB_PRM_PROT and SIB_PRM_DARK, the parameter value is
0102221010, and the parameter description is Die erste Regel. Parameter
DOCRULE02: A global parameter DOCRULE02 with the attribute SIB_PRM_ARG
is included.
Note: If, after all attributes have been evaluated, the parameter is to be displayed
and there is no parameter description, ASF searches the GIL for this
parameter. If a matching parameter is found, this parameter description is
used, and also the parameter format in case parm_format does not exist.
Special considerations for different settings of installation parameter TRANSMGR
apply:
v If installation parameter TRANSMGR has been set to IMS, additional definitions
may apply. The exit program runs as subprogram of the main ASF program.
Therefore, it must receive PCB-pointer information to be able to access DL/I
databases. The corresponding information has to be specified in the user exit
tailoring. The respective source member FSNTU00I is supplied in library
SRCELIB.
v If installation parameter TRANSMGR has been set to IMS or DB2, the exit is
called with several parameters. The first parameter contains the address of an
eight-byte structure consisting of the address of the SIB type W in the first four
bytes, followed by a four-byte length field containing the length of the SIB. If the
exit must return a larger area than the one received, it must do the following:
– Free the main storage area received
– Allocate a new main storage area
– Return the new length and address in the first parameter.
v If installation parameter TRANSMGR has been set to CICS, the exit is invoked
with a CICS LINK statement.
The sample exit program CUSPSEL delivered with ASF is available in member
CUSPSEL in library SRCELIB. Although the sample exit is written in PL/I you can
write equivalent programs using COBOL, ASSEMBLER, or C as programming
language.
The sample job control in member FSNSPSEL of the installation library JCLLIB
builds an exit program named CUSPSEL in a load library CUSTLOAD.

FSNADPA: Additional paragraphs exit
The additional paragraph exit is used together the paragraph selection tree. Rather
than offering a find dialog to search for optional paragraphs for subsequent
insertion into the document you can offer the user a fixed context-specific list of
optional paragraphs. This list is determined by the additional paragraphs exit.
The name of the paragraph selection exit program is specified in the ASF base
tailoring FSNT000 in parameter EXITADPA. The exit gets control when the user
selects Optional paragraphs from the paragraphs menu or the context menu. The
base tailoring parameter FINDCTL determines if this option can be selected.
When the exit is invoked the SIB type W appendage contains a single parameter,
DXBIFORCID. If DXBIFORCID is returned by the exit program it must contain the
name of the info item containing the list of paragraphs. A line in this info item
must be structured as follows:
1. Name of the paragraph (1 to 16 characters)
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2. A blank
3. Description to be shown in the Subject column of the Select paragraph dialog.
To return a list of paragraphs, the exit must return parameter DXBPARLIST. The
value of this parameter is a structure containing the list of paragraphs. Details
about the structure are described in copy book FSNDADPA supplied in installation
library AFSNMAC0.
The sample exit program CUSADPA delivered with ASF is available in member
FSNADPA in library SRCELIB. Although the sample exit is written in PL/I you
may write equivalent programs using COBOL, ASSEMBLER, or C as programming
language. The sample job control in member FSNSADPA of the installation library
JCLLIB builds an exit program named CUSADPA in a load library CUSTLOAD.

CUSBUSF: Sort information exit
This exit applies to the collect printing of documents. It does not apply for the
DB2-based function of continuous formatting. It is designed to help you implement
your postprocessing procedures that can require sorting of documents before
formatting and printing.
Document-request records (LRRs) that have been collected on the CLL must be
exported from the CLL to start the batch process of creating DCF input, formatting,
and printing. During the export process, the LRRs are transformed into sequential
batch-document request records (BLRRs). The LRRs on the CLL have a timestamp
as record key. The export of the CLL processed the LRRs in the sequence in which
they were produced.
Note: If the CLL has been defined to be a DB2 database or if base tailoring
parameter ILRRKEY is not set to 0, the LRR record key being a timestamp is
inverted. This impacts the export sequence.
In any case the BLRR records can be in a different sequence from the one you
would like to have for the formatting process.
The sort-information exit CUSBUSF enables you to supply sort criteria for
subsequent sorting of the BLRRs, for example, by postal codes.
CUSBUSF is invoked:
v For each LRR that is exported from the CLL. The export can be started using:
– An ATD that invokes the online CLL export function (CICS only)
The sample ATD delivered is ENUSMADMDSEX.
– The export utility program FSNCEXP.
v During the creation of BLRRs with the batch utility programs FSNBTCH and
FSNBTC2.
CUSBUSF gets access at the buffers containing the BLRR records that ASF writes to
a sequential output data set, serving as input for the utility program FSNBDCF. All
fields of the BLRR can be checked to determine sort information up to a length of
50 bytes. The fields of the BLRR must not be modified. ASF puts the supplied sort
information into the BLRR records.
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The delivered sample exit program retrieves BLRR information and checks the
BLRR for specific parameters. If it finds them, the parameter values are moved to
the sort-information area. The following information is stored in the user
sort-information area:
1. The value of parameter DXBPDR601 (reference number, 10 characters).
2. The value of parameter DXBSUBJECT (subject of document, first 18 characters).
3. The user ID of the document author (8 characters).
4. The value of parameter DXBPDR040 (name of signing manager, first 14
characters).
The parameters correspond to the GIL of the installation verification sample
distributed with ASF.

BLRR buffer structure
The information of a BLRR can be contained in one or more BLRR buffers. The
layout of a BLRR buffer is as follows:

where:
FWD_PTR
Is the pointer to the next BLRR buffer or the null pointer for the last BLRR
buffer. A null pointer is X'FF000000'.
ACT_LTH
Is a halfword containing the actual length of the BLRR segment.
DATA Is the BLRR segment.

User sort information field
The user sort information field has a length of 50 bytes. Upon invocation of
CUSBUSF, the field contains blanks.

How to specify the SORT FIELDS control statement
To sort the BLRRs, you must run an IBM sort/merge program before running the
utility program FSNBDCF.
Specify the SORT FIELDS control statement of this step according to the contents
of the user sort information area as developed in the sort-information exit
CUSBUSF. ASF stores this information in the field SEG-SORT of each BLRR
segment.
The last sort field must be followed by two mandatory sort fields of the BLRR
segment prefix. These fields are:
v BLRR name (16 bytes, start position is 9)
v Segment sequence number (halfword, 2 bytes, start position is 25)
The layout of the SORT FIELDS statement is as follows:
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SORT FIELDS=(p1,l1,t1,o1
,p2,l2,t2,o2
.....
,pn,ln,tn,on
,09,16,CH,A
,25,02,BI,A)

where:
p1,p2,...,pn
Is the start position of the field in the user sort information area plus 26
(offset in the BLRR segment plus 4 bytes for the item descriptor word).
l1,l2,...,ln
Is the length of the field.
t1,t2,...,tn
Is the type of the field.
o1,o2,...,on
Is the sort order of the field, that is, either A (ascending) or D (descending).

CUSBDCE: Change-separator-line exit
This exit applies to the collect printing of documents produced using the document
composition functions. It does not apply for the DB2-based function of continuous
formatting. It is designed to assist you in applying your own modifications at the
DCF input of the documents formatted together in one step.

Invocation of CUSBDCE
During export of the CLL containing collected LRRs for batch formatting and
printing, a sequential data set with BLRRs is created. The BLRRs are processed by
utility program FSNBDCF to produce the input to DCF. If the parameter OUTSEP
has been specified in the utility control statement for FSNBDCF,
v A separator line is inserted to identify begin and end of the DCF input for one
document. This line helps to apply changes or amendments of your own at the
DCF input or to do subsequent sorting before the formatting step.
The separator line is a DCF input line with an .OC control word.
v Program FSNBDCF invokes the exit program CUSBDCE each time a new
separator line is built.
With CUSBDCE, you can change positions 7 through 79 of the separator line. The
communication area passed to CUSBDCE contains the sort information built in exit
program CUSBUSF for reference only. It cannot be modified.

Communication area
When the change-separator-line exit is entered, the address of a communication
area is available. The area contains the following fields:

where:
b

Indicates a blank.

LINE_ID
Is the ID for the separator line. The default is C'FSNLTRN'.
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LET_NUM
Is the sequence number of the document, starting with C'0000001'.
LRR_NAME
Is the name of the document-request record (LRR).
LTD_NAME
Is the name of the originating document-type description (LTD).
USER_NAME
Is the user ID of the user.
SORT_INF
Is the sort-information field built in the sort exit program CUSBUSF. The
default layout is described in “CUSBUSF: Sort information exit” on page
147. The contents of field SORT_INF cannot be changed in exit CUSBDCE.

CUSLCME: Document Composition termination exit
The final processing of a document (represented by an LRR) such as collect or
immediate printing, previewing, or saving in the SLL can be determined as
follows:
v The user determines the processing on the Document Composition Termination
(LCTM) panel.
v The user specifies subcommands to determine the processing information on the
Paragraph Selection panel. The LCTM panel is not displayed.
v The calling application passes processing information in the SIB to ASF. The
LCTM panel is not displayed.
Regardless whether the LCTM panel is displayed or not, the information for final
processing is passed to the Document Composition termination exit (CUSLCME).
This invocation is referred to as call of CUSLCME in the startup phase of
termination processing.
If the LCTM panel is displayed, CUSLCME gets control before this display and
optionally also upon checking the input from the LCTM panel.
You can use the user exit CUSLCME to adapt the remote print function services
according to the needs of the post-processing procedures. For more information on
remote printing refer to Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.
Note: The corresponding exit for the Web client is described in “CUSWLCM:
Finalize composition exit for the Web client” on page 162.

When to use CUSLCME
Call CUSLCME in the startup phase to:
v Deactivate functions on the LCTM panel.
On terminals with color support you will notify that the selection numbers of
deactivated functions are not bright.
v Predetermine the termination function to be executed and suppress display of
the LCTM panel.
v Overwrite the predetermined termination function.
v Predefine all input fields on the LCTM panel.
v Access the SIB_USER_COMA passed to ASF in the SIB upon invocation.
v Update the LRR on the ISL.
v Request creation of an LRR-copy on the SLL.
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v Terminate document composition and return to the calling application. The
document is deleted if requested by the exit.
v Return a message if there are any mismatches or errors.
Depending wether the LCTM panel is displayed or not the message is displayed
on hat panel or returned to the calling application program.
The exit in the input phase enables you to:
v Verify the input from the LCTM panel.
v Overwrite termination function.
v Suppress the invocation of a data collection program.
v Request multiple calls of the print and formatting function dependent on the
number of copies when local print is requested.
v Control the follow-on processing dependent on the return code.
Note: The sample exit CUSLCME in library SRCELIB explains how to take
advantage of the startup and the input processing phase of the CUSLCME
exit. It also gives an example of how to code your own exit program.

Communication area
When the Document Composition termination exit is entered, the following
communication area is passed to the exit:

where:
LRR_NAME
Is a 16-byte character field, containing the name of the LRR in the
internal-system library (ISL) currently being processed.
LTD_NAME
Is a 16-byte character field, containing the name of the LTD the LRR is
based on.
USER_NAME
Is an 8-byte character field, containing the ID of the user.
The availability of the user ID allows to perform user-specific exit
processing.
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TERM_FCT
Is a 1-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit, it contains the numerical
part of the termination function delivered by the SIB, or the paragraph
selection line (that is, %C6 = 6). Overwriting by the exit program causes a
different termination function to be used. It is recommended to use
TERM_ACT and TERM_CONT to exploit the full functional range. If ASF
is called via SIB or selection line, the numerical part of the termination
function is mapped into TERM_FCT, TERM_ACT, and TERM_CONT.
PTTRN_LTR
Is a 1-byte character field indicating that the document is a pattern
document which normally prevents return to paragraph selection. In this
case the exit can activate the option Return to paragraph selection by
setting REQ_CODE to X'0004' and activate the corresponding termination
action.
REQ_CODE
Is a halfword, which contains X'0000' upon entry of the exit. This field
allows to determine Document Composition Termination processing. When
leaving the exit program, the field can contain:
X'0000'
Requests the default display of the Document Composition
Termination panel.
X'0001'
Requests the dynamic functional range of the Document
Composition Termination panel. It is only possible to suppress
available functions, that is, to switch off functions in TERM_COMP
or TERM_ACT, and TERM_CONT.
X'0002'
Requests the suppression of the Document Composition
Termination panel.
X'0003'
Terminates the document composition functions and returns to the
invoking application or menu. The document is deleted.
X'0004'
Requests the dynamic functional range of the Document
Composition Termination panel. This request code differs from the
request code X'0001'. It allows to switch on bytes 2, 3, 4, and 5 of
TERM_COMP, which correspond to paragraph selection for a
pattern document and parameter prompting even if there was no
parameter prompting. With the extended exit layout
RESTART_SEL, RET_SEL, and RET_PROMPT are the
corresponding fields.
MSG_TEXT
Is a 79-byte character field that contains blanks upon entry. Any message
text filled in by the exit program is shown on the next panel displayed.
TERM_COMP
Is a table with ten 1-byte fields and contains blanks upon entry. This table
allows to manipulate fields on the Document Composition Termination
panel. These fields apply to REQ_CODE=X'0001' or X'0004'. The
corresponding function on the Document Composition Termination panel
is displayed only if the byte TERM_COMP (i) has been set to C'1'.
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With REQ_CODE = X'0001', the exit program can only change values from
C'1' to C'0' (switch-off functions). With REQ_CODE = X'0004', the exit
program makes paragraph selection for pattern letters available or returns
to parameter prompting even if all required parameters are available.
SLL_NAME
Is a 16-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit the field contains:
v The name of the saved LRR on the SLL (in the event of an RCLF or
SLCF request)
v The name under which the LRR is to be saved as specified with the %c8
subcommand
v Blanks
Overriding of this field by the exit program in the event of REQ_CODE =
X'0002' causes the LRR to be saved with the specified name, if the LRR is
to be saved in the SLL.
COPY_NUM
Is a 2-byte character field and contains the number of additional copies
specified in the paragraph selection line or in the calling SIB, or blanks.
The field is only applicable if the TERM_FCT field indicates that the
document is to be printed online. You can specify the number of additional
copies (0 through 99) that are to be printed online. This field is available in
the startup and input phase of the CUSLCME exit.
RET_TO_CALLER
Is a 1-byte character field. The field forces the return to the calling
application, if set to C'1'.
NO_FORM
If set to C'1', the creation of DCF input during ATD processing is
suppressed.
The fields apply to the extended exit layout and have the following meanings:
EXIT_INVOCATION
Is a 1-byte character field. It contains:
C'0'

If the exit is invoked for startup processing.

C'1'

If the exit is invoked for input processing after input check.

C'2'

If the exit is invoked for input processing before input check.

C'3'

If the exit is invoked for the output phase.
Note: This setting depends on the setting of field EXIT_OUTPUT.

Note: The CUSLCME exit is only called in the input phase if
CALL_INP_EX is set to C'1' or C'2' in the startup phase.
USE_NEW_DISP
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. To
take advantage of the extended layout the field must contain C'1' after
return from the exit and the fields reflecting the extended layout must be
set according to the specific needs.
CALL_INP_EX
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. To
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call the CUSLCME exit for input processing this field must be set to C'1' in
the startup phase of the CUSLCME exit. If this field is not set to C'1', the
exit is not called for input processing.
A value of C'2' set during the first call of the exit triggers a follow-on call
during processing of the panel input before ASF performs a check of the
input data.
EXIT_OUTPUT
Is a 1-byte character field. It can have the following setting:
C'0'

To skip the call of the CUSLCME exit before the panel is displayed.

C'1'

To call the CUSLCME exit for output processing before the panel is
displayed.

C_PRINT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
C_PRINT corresponds to the function collect print on the LCTM panel.
Setting C_PRINT to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001' deactivates the
function.
I_PRINT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
I_PRINT corresponds to the function immediate print on the LCTM panel.
Setting I_PRINT to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001' deactivates the function.
Set this field to C'1' to always display values in the fields ″Local printer
name″/″Remote printer name″ and ″Copies″ on the Document
Composition Termination panel.
PREVIEW
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
PREVIEW corresponds to the function preview on the LCTM panel. Setting
PREVIEW to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the function on the
LCTM panel.
SAVE Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
SAVE corresponds to the function save in the SLL on the LCTM panel.
Setting SAVE to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001' deactivates the function.
LEAVE
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
LEAVE corresponds to the continuation option leave document
composition on the LCTM panel. Setting LEAVE to C'0' and REQ_CODE
to X'0001' deactivates the continuation option.
RESTART_SEL
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
RESTART_SEL corresponds to the continuation option restart paragraph
selection with a new LTD on the LCTM panel.
Setting RESTART_SEL to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the
continuation option.
Setting RESTART_SEL to C'1' and REQ_CODE toX'0004' activates the
continuation option even if the current document is a pattern document.
RET_SEL
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
RET_SEL corresponds to the continuation option return to paragraph
selection for the same LTD on the LCTM panel.
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Setting RET_SEL to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001' deactivates the
continuation option.
Setting RET_SEL to C'1' and REQ_CODE to X'0004' activates the
continuation option although the current document is a pattern document.
RET_PROMPT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
RET_PROMPT corresponds to the continuation option return to parameter
prompting on the LCTM panel.
Setting RET_PROMPT to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the
continuation option.
Setting RET_PROMPT to C'' and REQ_CODE toX'0004' activates the
continuation option even if there was no parameter prompting because all
required parameter values were available.
TERM_ACT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains the numerical part of the
termination function delivered by the SIB, or the paragraph selection line
or blank. Overwriting by the exit program causes a different action to be
performed in combination with REQ_CODE X'0002'.
TERM_CONT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains the numerical part of the
termination function delivered by the SIB, or the paragraph selection line
or blank. Overwriting by the exit program causes a different continuation
action to be performed in combination with REQ_CODE X'0002''.
USER_COM_AREA
Is a 32-byte character field containing the value of the field
SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB used for invocation of ASF or blanks. This
allows to pass information from the calling customer application to the
CUSLCME exit for further processing in the exit by the customer.
L_PRINT_IDE
Is an 8-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit it contains the local
printer name if specified in the paragraph selection line or in the calling
SIB.
R_PRINT_IDE
Is a 16-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit it contains the remote
printer name, if specified, or blanks. For definitions of remote printer
names, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration
Guide.
REST_LTD_IDE
Is a 16-byte character field corresponding to the continuation option restart
paragraph selection with a new LTD and the field New LTD name on the
LCTM panel. It contains blanks upon entry of the exit.
You can:
v Force restarting of document composition with the LTD specified in
REST_LTD_IDE by setting REQ_CODE toX'0002' and TERM_CONT to
C'2'.
v Prefill the field New LTD name with the LTD specified in
REST_LTD_IDE by setting REQ_CODE to X'0001'or REQ_CODE X'0004',
unless the continuation option '2' is not suppressed by the exit.
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CURSOR
Is a 1-byte character field containing a value from 1 to 7. It identifies the
number of the input field on the Document Composition Termination
panel.
PARM_RETURN
Is a 1-byte character field. It can have the following setting:
C'0'

Cannot return to PARMS settings.

C'1'

Can return to PARMS settings.

BYPASS_DCP
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. This
field is only processed in the input phase being requested in the startup
phase by setting CALL_INP_EX to C'1'.
Overriding the field with C'1' causes to bypass the call of the data
collection program (DCP) specified in the definitions of the corresponding
LTD.
MULT_PRT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. This
field is only processed in the input phase being requested in the startup
phase by setting CALL_INP_EX to C'1'.
Overriding the field with C'1' causes the invocation of the print and
formatting function of ASF as often as specified in the COPY_NUM field.
In this case, the reserved parameter DXBCOPY contains the actual copy
number.
COPY_LRR
Is a 1-byte character field.
COPY_DB
Is a 3-byte character field, which can have the following settings: C'CLL',
C'DZL', or C'SLL'.
LRR_UPD
Is a 1-byte character field, which contains C'1' to update segment 0 of the
LRR after return from the exit.
RET_CODE
Is a halfword, which contains X'0000' upon entry of the exit. This field is
only processed in the input phase being requested in the startup phase by
setting CALL_INP_EX to C'1'.
If you overwrite the field with a value greater than X'0000', the functions
specified in the exit are not executed. The LCTM panel is redisplayed or
the system returns to the calling application.
LRR_BUFF_PTR
Is a fullword, which contains the address of the LRR buffer. This field
allows to have access to the LRR in the buffer to get the necessary
information from the LRR or to modify information in the LRR.
ISL_PCB_PTR
Is a fullword, which contains the address of the ISL PCB under IMS. This
field supports access to the LRR on the ISL DB in the IMS environment.
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ISL_DB_NAME
Is an 8-byte character field and contains the DD name of the ISL DB under
CICS. This field supports access to the LRR on the ISL DB in the CICS
environment.
ICA_PTR
Pointer to internal control block.
CLL_PREF
Defines the record-key prefix. If not defined, LRRs are written to the CLL
with a timestamp as the record key. Parameter DXBCLLPREF is passed to
ASF upon invocation with SIB type 1 for function LCF.
LRR_OWNER
If defined, it grants project-based maintenance authorization for SLL and
CLL items (LRRs). Parameter DXBLRROWNR passed to ASF upon
invocation with SIB type 1 for function LCF.
Note: SLL (CLL) items that have an owner:
v Do not show up on the online SLL (CLL) list if the user is not
assigned to the project (= LRR owner).
v Cannot be deleted or resumed for document composition by users
that do not have SLL/CLL maintenance authorization in the
owning project.
When requesting the display of an online SLL (CLL) list, you can
specify a fully-qualified or generic project name using parameter
DXBLOWNER in the parameter list of the ATD (for example,
ENUSLSLL or ENUSLCLL).
ATTRIBUTES
Is a 40-byte area. For details refer to the declaration section.
IMS_SPA_PTR
Contains the pointer to the customer SPA.
IMS_SPA_MOD
Is a 1-byte character field that indicates whether the customer has modified
the SPA:
Value Meaning
C'0'

Indicates that the print request originated from the Document
Composition Termination panel.

C'0'

Indicates that there is no customer SPA.

C'1'

Indicates that the customer has modified the SPA. A customer SPA
exists.

CUSITPE: Individual-text check exit
The individual-text check exit is part of the document composition functions. It
provides the necessary data to:
v Verify controls of document composition functions that have been entered by a
user on the Individual-Text Processing panel
v Return a message that points to the error
v Highlight one line of text in error
v Position the cursor on any line of text
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The exit gets control when processing the input of the current Individual-Text
Processing panel.

Communication area
The communication area provides the following fields for user exit CUSITPE.

where:
LTD_NAME
Is the name of the originating document-type description (LTD).
USER_NAME
Is the user ID of the user.
DSPLY_LTERM
Is an 8-byte character field containing the logical terminal name of the
user’s display station. The name is left-justified and padded with blanks.
INPUT_PTR
Is the address of the input area. The input area consists of 36 entries. Each
entry consists of 78 bytes and has the following structure:

where:
CMD_INPUT
Is a 3-byte character input field to specify commands.
TXT_INPUT
Is a 75-byte character input field to specify text.
USER_COM_AREA
Is a 32-byte character field containing the value of the field
SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB used for invocation of ASF or blanks. You
can use this area to pass information from a calling customer-application to
the CUSITPE exit.
SCREEN_LINES
Contains the number of input lines.
RET_CODE
Is a halfword, which contains the exit return code.
MSG_TEXT
Is a 79-byte character string, in which the program can return a message in
case of a nonzero return code. This message is displayed on the next panel.
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POST_INP_CHK
If not defined, CUSITPE is called before ASF processes line commands.
This can result in a substantial change of the overall size of the text. If you
set C'1', you can force a secondary call of CUSITPE after the line command
was processed by ASF. This is helpful if you want to notify the user if the
size of individual text has exceeded a certain amount.
HLIGHT_LINE
Contains the line number that should be highlighted on return from the
CUSITPE exit. The number must be less than or equal to the maximum
number of lines passed to the exit (SCREEN_LINES).
CURSOR_LINE
Contains the line number where the cursor should be positioned. The
number must be less than or equal to the maximum number of lines
passed to the exit (SCREEN_LINES).
CURSOR_COL
Contains the column within the line passed in the field CURSOR_LINE.
TOP_LINE
If the user has changed or added individual text and CUSITPE is called
before line-command processing, the data from the screen is not yet stored
in the LRR. To clarify the relationship between the data stored in the LRR
and the data from the current screen, the exit programmer needs to know
the relative line number of the top line of the current screen.
ICA_PTR
Is the pointer to the ASF internal communication area FSNICA.
TEXT_PTR
Is the pointer to the LRR area containing the individual text.

Figure 70. Layout of the LRR area containing the individual text

TEXT_LINES
Is the total number N of individual text entries specified. The layout of the
LRR area that contains the individual text is shown in Figure 71. Each text
entry consists of a two-bytes length field ITP-TEXT-LTH followed by a
variable field ITP-TEXT-VAL, which holds the text and can consist of up to
75 bytes.

Figure 71. Layout of a single text entry

COMMAND
Is a 12-byte character field to specify commands.
ORIG_TEXT_LINES
Is a halfword, which contains the number of text entries.
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ORIG_TEXT_PTR
Is a pointer to an individual text area.
IMS_SPA_PTR
Contains the pointer to the customer SPA.
IMS_SPA_MOD
Is a 1-byte character field that indicates whether the customer has modified
the SPA:
Value Meaning
C'0'

Indicates that the print request originated from the Document
Composition Termination panel.

C'0'

Indicates that there is no customer SPA.

C'1'

Indicates that the customer has modified the SPA. A customer SPA
exists.

When the exit is entered, a pointer to the address of the communication area is
available.

CUSWTBL: Parameter table for immediate print on remote
printers
ASF uses ATD entries in the GIL as symbolic printer definitions for remote print.
The ATDs trigger the submission of JCL using the internal reader. The JCL
statements are contained in an info record in the GIL referenced in ATD parameter
DXBWJCLREC. Typically, the JCL specified contains variables to be filled. The
variable values can be static information from ATD parameters or specific
information from the document itself.
The parameter table defines the relationship between ATD parameters and JCL
variables. This table can contain up to 64 entries. Each entry consists of a
parameter name, a JCL variable, and control information that is used when
variable substitution is performed. The control information is used to specify that
when the SIB parameter value is substituted in the JCL card:
v It is converted to uppercase.
v All leading blanks are removed.
v All trailing blanks are removed.
v It is set to a specific length.
Determining the JCL variable values means determining the ATD parameter
values. This can be done by user prompting or by calling a PDP from the ATD. If
you want to use the value of a parameter in the document as value of a JCL
variable, you do the following:
1. Add the parameter as entry to the parameter list of the ATD.
2. Define the correlation between parameter and JCL variable in an entry in
FSNWTBL.
3. Set option DCFF to 1 in that entry.
The parameter table is supplied as a sample exit in member FSNWTBLS in library
SRCELIB and can be modified according to your needs. To assemble and link the
parameter equate table, use job FSNJWTBL in library JCLLIB.
In the parameter table SIB, parameter names are associated with JCL variables that
are defined in parameter entries starting with DXBWJCLxxx.
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Table 24 shows the list of JCL variables defined in the sample parameter equate
table and the corresponding parameters supplied in the GIL.
Table 24. JCL variable parameters in the GIL
Parameter name

JCL variable

Parameter description

DXBDJLNAME

LRRID

Key of the document on the DJL data set

DXBOPRTCPY

COPNUM

Number of copies to be printed

DXBWUSNAME

UID

User name used in generated job

DXBWDSDATE

DATE

Current date used in generated job

DXBWDSTIME

TIME

Current time used in generated job

DXBWJOBUID

JUID

User ID used in generated job

DXBWJOBPWD

JPWD

Password used in generated job

DXBWJOBACC

JACC

Accounting information used in generated
job

DXBWDSNAME

HQ

Temporary data set name used in generated
job

DXBWPRNTID

PRNTID

Printer node ID used in generated job

DXBWMVSNOD

MVSNOD

Node ID used in EXEC CICS SPOOLOPEN
command

DXBWFORDEF

FORDEF

Formdefs used in generated job

DXBWPRTNOD

PRTNOD

Printer node used in generated job

Refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Program Directory for information
on how to work with the installation job FSNWTBL.
ASF delivers the following sample remote printer definitions:
ENUREMOTE2
This ATD submits a job that creates the data set, formats it, and prints it
remotely.
The parameter entry DXBWJCLREC points to the sample information item
ENUPRINTJCL that contains all the required job control.
ENUREMOTE
This ATD submits a job that creates the data set, formats it, and prints it
remotely.
The JCL statements are supplied as values of the parameter entries
DXBWJCL001 through DXBWJCL999.
ENURJCL
This ATD submits a job that creates a data set containing the DCF input. The
JCL does not include steps for formatting and printing.
Note: It is recommended to use the sample ATD ENUREMOTE2 as model item for
your own remote printer definitions. ATD ENUREMOTE is still supplied for
compatibility with previous releases of ASF.
All remote printer ATDs must contain:
v FSNASF1 as target application name
v Parameter entry DXBFNCT with a value of SRDR
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For more information on how to define and maintain ATDs, refer to the
Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.

CUSWLCM: Finalize composition exit for the Web client
The final processing step of a document (represented by an LRR) such as collect or
immediate printing, previewing, or saving in the SLL can be determined as
follows:
v Finalize composition information is displayed when you have processed all
required paragraphs and parameters, and you click Finish selection or Finish
prompting.
v The calling application passes processing information in the SIB to ASF. The
selection for Finalize composition is not displayed.
Regardless whether the Finalize composition step is displayed or not, the
information for final processing is passed to the Finalize composition exit for the
Web client (CUSWLCM). This invocation is referred to as call of CUSWLCM in the
startup phase when finalizing the document composition.
If the Finalize composition step is displayed, CUSWLCM gets control before this
display and optionally also upon checking the input from the Finalize
composition step.
You can use the user exit CUSWLCM to adapt the remote print function services
according to the needs of the post-processing procedures. For more information on
remote printing refer to Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration Guide.
Note: The corresponding exit for the ASF host is described in “CUSLCME:
Document Composition termination exit” on page 150.

When to use CUSWLCM
Call CUSWLCM in the startup phase to:
v Deactivate functions in the Finalize composition step.
v Predetermine the termination function to be executed and suppress display of
the Finalize composition.
v Overwrite the predetermined Finalize composition step.
v Predefine all input fields in the Finalize composition step.
v Access the SIB_USER_COMA passed to ASF in the SIB upon invocation.
v Request creation of an LRR-copy on the SLL.
v Finalize document composition and return to the calling application. The
document is deleted if requested by the exit.
v Return a message if there are any mismatches or errors.
Depending on wether the Finalize composition step is displayed or not the
message is displayed or returned to the calling application program.
The exit in the input phase enables you to:
v Verify the input from the Finalize composition step.
v Overwrite termination function.
v Suppress the invocation of a data collection program.
v Request multiple calls of the print and formatting function dependent on the
number of copies when local print is requested.
v Control the follow-on processing dependent on the return code.
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Note: The sample exit FSNWLCM in library SRCELIB explains how to take
advantage of the startup and the input processing phase of the CUSWLCM
exit. It also gives an example of how to code your own exit program.

Communication area
When the Finalize composition exit for the Web client is entered, the following
communication area is passed to the exit:

where:
LRR_NAME
Is a 16-byte character field, containing the name of the LRR in the
internal-system library (ISL) currently being processed.
LTD_NAME
Is a 16-byte character field, containing the name of the LTD the LRR is
based on.
USER_NAME
Is an 8-byte character field, containing the ID of the user.
The availability of the user ID allows to perform user-specific exit
processing.
PTTRN_LTR
Is a 1-byte character field indicating that the document is a pattern
document which normally prevents return to paragraph selection. In this
case the exit can activate the option Return to paragraph selection by
setting REQ_CODE toX'0004' and activate the corresponding termination
action.
REQ_CODE
Is a halfword, which containsX'0000' upon entry of the exit. This field
allows to determine Document Composition Termination processing. When
leaving the exit program, the field can contain:
X'0000'
Requests the default display of the Document Composition
Termination panel.
X'0001'
Requests the dynamic functional range of the Document
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Composition Termination panel. It is only possible to suppress
available functions, that is, to switch off functions in TERM_ACT
and TERM_CONT.
X'0002'
Requests the suppression of the Document Composition
Termination panel.
X'0003'
Terminates the document composition functions and returns to the
invoking application or menu. The document is deleted.
X'0004'
Requests the dynamic functional range of the Document
Composition Termination panel. This request code differs from the
request code X'0001'. With the extended exit layout RESTART_SEL,
RET_SEL, and RET_PROMPT are the corresponding fields.
MSG_TEXT
Is a 79-byte character field that contains blanks upon entry. Any message
text filled in by the exit program is shown on the next panel displayed.
SLL_NAME
Is a 16-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit the field contains:
v The name of the saved LRR on the SLL (in the event of an RCLF or
SLCF request)
v The name under which the LRR is to be saved as specified with the %c8
subcommand
v Blanks
Overriding of this field by the exit program in the event of
REQ_CODE=X'0002' causes the LRR to be saved with the specified name, if
the LRR is to be saved in the SLL.
COPY_NUM
Is a 2-byte character field and contains the number of additional copies
specified in the paragraph selection line or in the calling SIB, or blanks.
You can specify the number of additional copies (0 through 99) that are to
be printed online. This field is available in the startup and input phase of
the CUSWLCM exit.
RET_TO_CALLER
Is a 1-byte character field. The field forces the return to the calling
application, if set to C'1'.
NO_FORM
If set to C'1', the creation of DCF input during ATD processing is
suppressed.
The fields apply to the extended exit layout and have the following meanings:
EXIT_INVOCATION
Is a 1-byte character field. It contains:
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C'0'

If the exit is invoked for startup processing.

C'1'

If the exit is invoked for input processing after input check.

C'2'

If the exit is invoked for input processing before input check.

C'3'

If the exit is invoked for the output phase.
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Note: This setting depends on the setting of field EXIT_OUTPUT.
Note: The CUSWLCM exit is only called in the input phase if
CALL_INP_EX is set to C'1' or C'2' in the startup phase.
USE_NEW_DISP
Is a 1-byte character field, which must be C'1'.
CALL_INP_EX
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. To
call the CUSWLCM exit for input processing this field must be set to C'1'
in the startup phase of the CUSWLCM exit. If this field is not set to C'1',
the exit is not called for input processing.
A value of C'2' set during the first call of the exit triggers a follow-on call
during processing of the panel input before ASF performs a check of the
input data.
EXIT_OUTPUT
Is a 1-byte character field. It can have the following setting:
C'0'

To skip the call of the CUSWLCM exit before the panel is
displayed.

C'1'

To call the CUSWLCM exit for output processing before the panel
is displayed.

C_PRINT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
C_PRINT corresponds to the function collect print in the Finalize
composition step. Setting C_PRINT to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001'
deactivates the function.
I_PRINT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
I_PRINT corresponds to the function immediate print in the Finalize
composition step. Setting I_PRINT to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001'
deactivates the function.
Set this field to C'1' to always display values in the fields ″Local printer
name″/″Remote printer name″ and ″Copies″ on the Document
Composition Termination panel.
PREVIEW
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
PREVIEW corresponds to the function preview in the Finalize
composition step. Setting PREVIEW to C'0' and REQ_CODE to X'0001'
deactivates the function in the Finalize composition step.
SAVE Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
SAVE corresponds to the function save in the SLL in the Finalize
composition step. Setting SAVE to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001'
deactivates the function.
LEAVE
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
LEAVE corresponds to the continuation option leave document
composition in the Finalize composition step. Setting LEAVE to C'0' and
REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the continuation option.
RESTART_SEL
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
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RESTART_SEL corresponds to the continuation option restart paragraph
selection with a new LTD in the Finalize composition step.
Setting RESTART_SEL to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the
continuation option.
Setting RESTART_SEL to C'1' and REQ_CODE toX'0004' activates the
continuation option even if the current document is a pattern document.
RET_SEL
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
RET_SEL corresponds to the continuation option return to paragraph
selection for the same LTD in the Finalize composition step.
Setting RET_SEL to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the
continuation option.
Setting RET_SEL to C'1' and REQ_CODE toX'0004' activates the
continuation option although the current document is a pattern document.
RET_PROMPT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit.
RET_PROMPT corresponds to the continuation option return to parameter
prompting in the Finalize composition step.
Setting RET_PROMPT to C'0' and REQ_CODE toX'0001' deactivates the
continuation option.
Setting RET_PROMPT to C'' and REQ_CODE toX'0004' activates the
continuation option even if there was no parameter prompting because all
required parameter values were available.
TERM_ACT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains the numerical part of the
termination function delivered by the SIB, or the paragraph selection line
or blank. Overwriting by the exit program causes a different action to be
performed in combination with REQ_CODE X'0002'.
TERM_CONT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains the numerical part of the
termination function delivered by the SIB, or the paragraph selection line
or blank. Overwriting by the exit program causes a different continuation
action to be performed in combination with REQ_CODE X'0002'.
USER_COM_AREA
Is a 32-byte character field containing the value of the field
SIB_USER_COMA from the SIB used for invocation of ASF or blanks. This
allows to pass information from the calling customer application to the
CUSWLCM exit for further processing in the exit by the customer.
L_PRINT_IDE
Is an 8-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit it contains the local
printer name if specified in the paragraph selection line or in the calling
SIB.
R_PRINT_IDE
Is a 16-byte character field. Upon entry of the exit it contains the remote
printer name, if specified, or blanks. For definitions of remote printer
names, refer to the Application Support Facility for z/OS: Administration
Guide.
REST_LTD_IDE
Is a 16-byte character field corresponding to the continuation option restart
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paragraph selection with a new LTD and the field New LTD name in the
Finalize composition step. It contains blanks upon entry of the exit.
You can:
v Force restarting of document composition with the LTD specified in
REST_LTD_IDE by setting REQ_CODE toX'0002' and TERM_CONT to
C'2'.
v Prefill the field New LTD name with the LTD specified in
REST_LTD_IDE by setting REQ_CODE toX'0001' or REQ_CODE X'0004'',
unless the continuation option '2' is not suppressed by the exit.
PARM_RETURN
Is a 1-byte character field. It can have the following setting:
C'0'

Cannot return to PARMS settings.

C'1'

Can return to PARMS settings.

BYPASS_DCP
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. This
field is only processed in the input phase being requested in the startup
phase by setting CALL_INP_EX to C'1'.
Overriding the field with C'1' causes to bypass the call of the data
collection program (DCP) specified in the definitions of the corresponding
LTD.
MULT_PRT
Is a 1-byte character field and contains a blank upon entry of the exit. This
field is only processed in the input phase being requested in the startup
phase by setting CALL_INP_EX to C'1'.
Overriding the field with C'1' causes the invocation of the print and
formatting function of ASF as often as specified in the COPY_NUM field.
In this case, the reserved parameter DXBCOPY contains the actual copy
number.
COPY_LRR
Is a 1-byte character field.
COPY_DB
Is a 3-byte character field, which can have the following settings: C'CLL',
C'DZL', or C'SLL'.
RET_CODE
Is a halfword, which contains X'0000' upon entry of the exit. This field is
only processed in the input phase being requested in the startup phase by
setting CALL_INP_EX to C'1'.
If you overwrite the field with a value greater than X'0000', the functions
specified in the exit are not executed. The Finalize composition step is
redisplayed or the system returns to the calling application.
CLL_PREF
Defines the record-key prefix. If not defined, LRRs are written to the CLL
with a timestamp as the record key. Parameter DXBCLLPREF is passed to
ASF upon invocation with SIB type 1 for function LCF.
LRR_OWNER
If defined, it grants project-based maintenance authorization for SLL and
CLL items (LRRs). Parameter DXBLRROWNR passed to ASF upon
invocation with SIB type 1 for function LCF.
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Note: SLL (CLL) items that have an owner:
v Do not show up on the online SLL (CLL) list if the user is not
assigned to the project (= LRR owner).
v Cannot be deleted or resumed for document composition by users
that do not have SLL/CLL maintenance authorization in the
owning project.
When requesting the display of an online SLL (CLL) list, you can
specify a fully-qualified or generic project name using parameter
DXBLOWNER in the parameter list of the ATD (for example,
ENUSLSLL or ENUSLCLL).
ENVIR_NAME
Identifies the user’s current environment.
IMS_SPA_PTR
Contains the pointer to the customer SPA.
IMS_SPA_MOD
Is a 1-byte character field that indicates whether the customer has modified
the SPA:
Value Meaning
C'0'

Indicates that the print request originated from the Document
Composition Termination panel.

C'0'

Indicates that there is no customer SPA.

C'1'

Indicates that the customer has modified the SPA. A customer SPA
exists.

FILLER
Is a reserved area that must contain low values.

CUSARCH: Archive exit
In many customer environments, there exist documents or text files in line-mode
format that have not been created with ASF. To display the contents of these
documents customers usually have to maintain own applications, which often
require 3270 emulation. ASF supports display of the contents of these documents
using the ASF screens for display of formatted documents by either using 3270
emulation screens or using the Windows Internet Explorer based preview screen of
the feature Document Connect for ASF.
The basic idea of the archive exit is as follows: A customer program invokes ASF
and conveys the key of the data to be retrieved for subsequent display. ASF passes
the key to the archive exit program that retrieves the data and passes them back to
ASF. Depending on the initial request code, the data are shown in ASF screens.
The name of the archive exit program is specified in the ASF base tailoring
FSNT000 in parameter EXITARCH. The application wanting to display an archived
line-mode document needs to pass a SIB type 1 control block to ASF containing the
following parameters:
Table 25. SIB type 1 parameters for the archive exit
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Environment

ASF Program or
(Transaction)

3270 emulation

FSNASF1 or (FSNC)
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Parameter

Value

DXBFNCT

AFLD

DXBARCRCD

Record key

Table 25. SIB type 1 parameters for the archive exit (continued)
Environment
Document Connect
for ASF

ASF Program or
(Transaction)
FSNWEB1 or (FSNE)

Parameter

Value

DXBFNCT

AFLD or AFLP

DXBARCRCD

Record key

In the 3270 environment, the SIB function code AFLD triggers the display of the
document using the Display Formatted Document panel. On invocation of the
Document Connect feature, AFLD triggers the display of the document using an
Microsoft Internet Explorer window, while AFLP triggers the display using the
IBM AFP Viewer plug-in.
ASF passes a SIBW control block containing the DXBARCHRCD parameter to the
archive exit. The programuses the record key value from DXBARCHRCD to
retrieve the data to be displayed and moves them into a structure in a main
storage area that has the same structure as the target SIBW parameter
DXBARCHTXT.
The layout of DXBARCHTXT is described in member FSNDARC in library
AFSNMAC0. It contains the following information:
v The number of text lines of the archived document
v An entry for each line of text specifying the length of the text line
v An entry for each line of text containing the text. For Formatted-Document
display, text lines exceeding 80 bytes are truncated. For Quick preview and Print
preview, the archive exit splits the text lines as shown in the sample exit
program.
The archive exit program frees the storage area of the SIBW control block received
upon program entry. For return to ASF, it allocates a new main storage area that
corresponds to the length of the DXBARCHTXT structure and fills it accordingly.
ASF processes the SIBW returned, frees the allocated main storage area and
displays the data. Control is returned to the calling application program.
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Appendix A. Interface communication areas
When you write applications that interact with ASF, use the interfaces as defined
by ASF.
This book describes what the fields in the interface areas mean and how you can
use them. For the actual layout of the interface communication areas refer to the
following copy books.
The library AFSNMAC0 contains the copy books that are listed below. The copy
books are delivered for you to use. However, do not change any member in the
library AFSNMAC0.

Copy books for the SIB
FSNSIB
PL/I copy books for the SIB. It contains the definition for the SIB header
which is used for all SIB types, and the definitions for the SIB header
extension and the SIB parameter entries of a SIB type 1.
A SIB is used when your application programs communicate with ASF
online programs, or with the ASF host-server program.
FSNCSIB
COBOL copy books for the SIB.
FSNLCAH
Copy books for processing SIB control blocks larger than 32 KB in the
CICS environment.
FSNSIBW
PL/I copy book for the SIB. It contains the definition for the SIB header
and the SIB parameter entries of a SIB type W.

Specific copy books for the document composition
FSNBLRR
Copy book for a BLRR item. Upon export from the CLL, LRRs are
transformed to BLRRs, or BLRRs can be created directly by FSNBTCH.
FSNCFLR
Copy book for a formatted letter record. Formatted letter records (FLRs)
are used during document composition when deferred printing is
requested in exit program FSNPRTE. ASF stores a formatted output as one
or more FLRs in the formatted-document library (FLL).
FSNDADPA
Copy book for working with the additional paragraphs exit.
FSNDARC
Copy book for working with the archive exit.
FSNDPSEL
Copy book for working with the paragraph selection exit.
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Appendix B. Exits and their compile and link jobs in ASF
This appendix lists all exits supported by ASF.
During installation phase 2 the source of the exits is copied to library SRCELIB. A
job to compile and link each exit is created on library JCLLIB.
Note: The parts copied to or created on library SRCELIB, library JCLLIB, are
dependent on your installation parameters that you have set to YES. Only
the parts applicable to your installation are created.
Table 26. Exits and their compile and link jobs
Source member

Compile and link
job

Exit program in
load library
CUSTLOAD

Function and page
reference

FSNADPA

FSNSADPA

CUSADPA

“FSNADPA: Additional
paragraphs exit” on page
146

FSNARCH

FSNSARCH

CUSARCH

“CUSARCH: Archive exit”
on page 168

FSNBDCE

FSNSBDCE

CUSBDCE

“CUSBDCE:
Change-separator-line
exit” on page 149

FSNBUSF

FSNSBUSF

CUSBUSF

“CUSBUSF: Sort
information exit” on page
147

FSNHLPE

FSNSHLPE

CUSHLPE

“CUSHLPE: Help exit” on
page 134

FSNITPE

FSNSITPE

CUSITPE

“CUSITPE: Individual-text
check exit” on page 157

FSNLCME

FSNSLCME

CUSCLME

“CUSLCME: Document
Composition termination
exit” on page 150

FSNOPAE

FSNSOPAE

CUSOPAE

“CUSOPAE: Online print
adjustments exit” on page
139

FSNPFKE

FSNSPFKE

CUSPFKE

“CUSPFKE:
Program-function key
exit” on page 133

FSNPLS 1

FSNSPLS1

CUSPLS1

“CUSPLS1 AND
CUSPLS2: Plausibility
check exits” on page 141

FSNPLS2

FSNSPLS2

CUSPLS2

“CUSPLS1 AND
CUSPLS2: Plausibility
check exits” on page 141

FSNPRTE

FSNSPRTE

CUSPRTE

“CUSPRTE:
Deferred-printing exit” on
page 136

FSNPSEL

FSNSPSEL

CUSPSEL

“CUSPSEL: Paragraph
selection exit” on page 144
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Table 26. Exits and their compile and link jobs (continued)
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Source member

Compile and link
job

Exit program in
load library
CUSTLOAD

Function and page
reference

FSNSECEC
FSNSECEI
FSNSECEN

FSNSSEC

CUSSECEC
CUSSECEI
CUSSECEN

“CUSSECE: External
security check exit” on
page 129

FSNWLCM

FSNSWLCM

CUSWLCM

“CUSWLCM: Finalize
composition exit for the
Web client” on page 162

FSNWTBL

FSNSWTBL

CUSWTBL

“CUSWTBL: Parameter
table for immediate print
on remote printers” on
page 160
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Appendix C. Online programs and transaction codes
This appendix lists the online programs and the associated transaction codes
supported by ASF.

Programs and transaction codes under CICS
The following list contains all online programs and the associated transaction
codes that are supported if you run ASF under CICS.
Table 27. Online programs and transaction codes (CICS)
Transaction
(TX) code

Load module

Function

Terminal input

FSNA

FSNASF1

Reset

Yes

FSNB

FSNXF01

Signon builder

FSNE

FSNERRH

Error handler

FSNH

FSNZFS2

Fast path handler

FSNL

FSNASF2

LMF

FSNX

FSNSAMPC

ASF sample program

FSNZ

FSNASF3

List function

FSN0

FSNASF1

Main transaction

Yes

FSN1

FSNASF1

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN2

FSNASF1

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN3

FSNASF1

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN4

FSNASF1

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN5

FSNASF1

Additional TX code

Yes

WEB0

FSNWEB1C

Call transaction (Web client)

Programs and transaction codes under IMS
The following lists contain all online programs and the associated transaction
codes that are supported if you run ASF under IMS.
Table 28. Online programs and transaction codes (IMS conv)
Transaction
(TX) code

Load module

Function

Terminal input

FSNA

FSNASF1I

Reset

Yes

FSNC

FSNASF1I

Call transaction

FSNI

FSNASF1I

ASF main transaction

FSNO

FSNASF3I

List (dialog)

FSNP

FSNASF3I

List (return TX code )

FSNR

FSNASF1I

ASF Return TX code

FSNW

FSNWWF1I

AFP print BMP/WFI

FSNZ

FSNASF3I

List function
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Table 28. Online programs and transaction codes (IMS conv) (continued)
Transaction
(TX) code

Load module

Function

Terminal input

FSN0

FSNASF1I

Main transaction

Yes

FSN1

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN2

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN3

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN4

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSN5

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

WEBC

FSNWEB1I

Call transaction (Web client)

WEBI

FSNWEB1I

ASF main transaction (Web client)

WEBR

FSNWEB1I

ASF Return TX code (Web client)

Table 29. Online programs and transaction codes (IMS nonconv)
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Transaction
(TX) code

Load module

Function

Terminal input

FSSA

FSNASF1I

Reset

Yes

FSSC

FSNASF1I

Call transaction

FSSI

FSNASF1I

ASF main transaction

FSSO

FSNASF3I

List (dialog)

FSSP

FSNASF3I

List (return TX code )

FSSR

FSNASF1I

ASF Return TX code

FSNZ

FSNASF3

List function

FSN0

FSNASF1

Main transaction

Yes

FSS1

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSS2

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSS3

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSS4

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

FSS5

FSNASF1I

Additional TX code

Yes

WESC

FSNWEB1I

Call transaction (Web client)

WESI

FSNWEB1I

ASF main transaction (Web client)

WESR

FSNWEB1I

ASF Return TX code (Web client)
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Appendix D. Sample programs and their compile and link jobs
in ASF
This appendix lists the sample programs delivered with ASF.

Sample programs under z/OS
During installation phase 2 the source of the sample programs is copied to library
SRCELIB and a job to compile and link each program is created on library JCLLIB.
Note: The parts copied or created on library SRCELIB and library JCLLIB are
dependent on your installation parameters which you have set to YES. Only
the parts applicable to your installation are created.
Table 30. Sample programs under z/OS
Program name and
source member

Environment

Function

DFHZNEP
FSNPNEP

CICS TS 1.3

Sample program NODE ERROR
supports ASF node error handling

DFHPEP
FSNPPEP

CICS TS 1.3

Sample program PROGRAM
ERROR supports ASF ABEND
handling

Sample programs for document composition in batch under CICS
The following table lists the sample programs for document composition in batch
under CICS and their compile and link jobs.
Table 31. Sample programs for document composition functions in batch under CICS
Program name
and source
member

Environment

Function

FSNBDCC
FSNSBDCC

CICS
document composition in batch

Sample DCP (data
collection program)

FSNBPDC
FSNSBPDC

CICS
document composition in batch

Sample PDP
(parameter
determination
program)

FSNBPVC
FSNSBPVC

CICS
document composition in batch

Sample PVP
(parameter verification
program)
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Sample programs for document composition in batch under IMS
The following table lists the sample programs for document composition in batch
(IMS) and their compile and link jobs.
Table 32. Sample programs for document composition functions in batch (IMS)
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Program name
and source
member

Environment

Function

FSNBDCI
FSNSBDCI

IMS
document composition in batch

Sample DCP (data
collection program)

FSNBPDI
FSNSBPDI

IMS
document composition in batch

Sample PDP
(parameter
determination
program)

FSNBPVI
FSNSBPVI

IMS
document composition in batch

Sample PVP
(parameter
verification program)
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Appendix E. Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user’s responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM
Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
Licensing
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106–0032, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
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Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Deutschland GmbH
Department 0790
Pascalstrasse 100
70569 Stuttgart
Germany
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this information and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement, or any equivalent agreement
between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurement may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.
All statements regarding IBM’s future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs.
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:
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© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs.
© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Programming interface information
This book documents intended Programming Interfaces that allow the customer to
write programs to obtain the services of ASF.

Trademarks
The following terms are trademarks of the IBM Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both:
CICS
CICS/ESA
Database 2
DB2
DB2 Universal Database
IBM
ibm.com
IBM (logo)
IMS
IMS/ESA
MQSeries
OS/390
RACF
Redbooks
VTAM
WebSphere
z/OS
Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States
and/or other countries.
Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the
United States, other countries, or both.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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Glossary of terms and abbreviations
This glossary defines terms and abbreviations
used in this publication. If you do not find the
term you are looking for, refer to the IBM
Dictionary of Computing, New York: McGraw-Hill,
1994.

A

basic sequential access method (BSAM). An access
method for storing or retrieving data blocks in a
continuous sequence, using either a sequential access or
a direct access device.
batch message processing (BMP). In IMS, a batch
processing program that has access to online databases
and message queues.

ACB. Application Control Block.

batch processing. The asynchronous processing of
data accumulated over a period of time.

access code. A number from 0 to 2048 assigned to
public ASF records for controlling who has access to
that record.

BLRR. Batch document request record.

ACR. Application Control Record.
administrator. A user responsible for the maintenance
functions. Administrators create and maintain the ASF
resources.
advanced function printer (AFP). A printer that can
address all points, and is capable of high-quality text
and graphics.
AFP. Advanced Function Printer.

BMP. Batch message processing.
BSAM. Basic sequential access method.
bulk printing. The process of printing large stacks of
documents created by document composition functions
on batch printers.

C
CFL. Continuous formatting output library.

AOR. Application-owning region.

CICS. Customer Information Control System.
Represents CICS/ESA.

API. Application Programming Interface.

CLL. Completed document library.

application-owning region (AOR). A CICS
environment that contains programs. Contrast with
terminal-owning region (TOR).

command. An instruction that a user types on a panel
for ASF to perform a task. See also fast-path command.

Application Programming Interface (API). An
interface into ASF that allows other programs to use
ASF functions.

command column. The column marked “Act” that
appears on the left side of a list panel; users can type
commands in the command column next to items they
want to work with. See also list panel.

application-type description (ATD). A record
containing the name of an application program to be
called. It can also contain the names and attributes of
parameters to be passed to the called program and,
optionally, the name of an application program that
retrieves the data for the defined parameters.

completed document library (CLL). A data set used
to store completed documents created during document
composition functions for later disposal; for example,
for printing them in bulk. The documents are stored in
the form of document-request records.

ATD. Application-type description.

D

ATD parameter. Application-type description
parameter. A parameter contained in an ATD.

data collection program (DCP). A user-written
program for collecting data from parameters used in
documents created with during document composition
functions. The data is used to update user databases.

author. The name of the person who created a
document.

B
base document. An existing document that users can
use as a model when creating a new document.
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beginning of each document created during document
composition functions before formatting the document
online.

folding. The substitution of a character set for another
character set, usually to convert lowercase characters
(typed on a keyboard) into uppercase characters.

DCP. Data collection program.

formatted document library (FLL). A library used to
hold the documents that are formatted with DCF for
deferred online printing.

default. An alternative value or option that is
assumed when nothing has been specified. See also
system defaults and user defaults.

G

DJL. Document job library.
DLF. Document Library Facility.
document. In ASF, a general term for all types of
letters, memos, and notes.
Document Composition Facility (DCF). An IBM
text-processing licensed program that formats text for
printing on terminals and printers. The component for
text processing in DCF is SCRIPT/VS.
document composition functions. (1) The functions of
ASF that enable the user to produce documents mainly
from predefined text parts. It uses DCF for formatting
the documents. (2) The process of creating and
producing documents.

general information library (GIL). A library with
records that contain the information and data required
to use ASF, for example, document-type description
items or menu items.
generalized sequential access method (GSAM). In
IMS, a database access method that provides accessing
support for simple physical sequential data sets, such
as tape files, SYSIN, SYSOUT, and other files that are
not hierarchical in nature.
Generalized Markup Language (GML). The language
used to code macros and tags in SCRIPT/VS.
GIL. General information library.
GML. Generalized Markup Language.

document disposition. Indicates the processing stage
of documents being printed.
Document Library Facility (DLF). An IBM licensed
program that supports the storage of documents and
other types of data. Together with DCF, it enables the
SCRIPT/VS formatter to run as a batch job.
document-request record (LRR). A description of a
completed document, containing references to
parameters, standard paragraphs, and individual text.
document-type description (LTD). A record that
describes a set of predefined text parts used during
document composition functions.

graphic character global identifier (GCID). An
identifier of how graphic data is encoded; used when
translating a document into the appropriate character
set for the output device when a user makes a request
to print or view a document.
GXL. GIL index library. It contains alternate index
records to establish lists of GIL items for viewing by
users.

H
help record. An information or menu record that
contains information to be displayed online.

DSA. Dynamic Storage Area.
dynamic storage area (DSA). The area where data is
stored in a manner that permits the data to move or
vary.

F
fast-path command. A command that lets users skip
directly to the panel they want, bypassing intermediate
panels.
FLL. Formatted-document record.
FLR. Formatting document library.
FMID. Function modification identifier.
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I
IMS. Information Management System. Represents
IMS/ESA.
individual paragraph. In ASF (1) text in a document
that is not previously defined in a standard paragraph
but is added by the person composing the document,
(2) a standard paragraph that was modified with
individual text.
individual text. Text the user writes that can be used
to change, extend, or replace SPs.
information item. An item that contains text to be
displayed on information panels.

installation-wide exits. General-purpose programming
interfaces that allow system programmers to attach
other applications to ASF.
interactive system productivity facility (ISPF). An
IBM licensed program that serves as a full-screen editor
and dialog manager. Used for writing application
programs, it provides a means of generating standard
screen panels and interactive dialogs between the
application programmer and terminal user.
internal system library. A library containing specific
control information, in particular, specifying whether
ASF is connected with other programs. In addition, it
contains documents being processed during document
composition functions.
intersystem communication facility (ISC).
Communication between separate systems by means of
SNA networking facilities or by means of the
application-to-application facilities of an SNA access
method.
IPCE. Individual-paragraph control entry.
ISA. Initial Storage Area.
ISL. Internal system library.

has access to online IMS databases and message
queues. See also batch message processing (BMP).
MLP. Multilingual code page table.
MMDDYY. Format used to indicate the date in the
form month/day/year.
MPCE. Modified standard-paragraph control entry.
MPP. Message processing program.
MRO. Multiregion operation.
multiregion operation (MRO). Communication
between CICS systems in the same processor without
the use of SNA network facilities.

N
NEP. Node error program.
NLS. National language support.
node error program (NEP). Any program that handles
workstation node errors on your system.

O

ISPF. Interactive system productivity facility.
ISR. ASF status record.

L

online printing. The printing of single documents
created with ASF on a local printer, as opposed to
printing them in bulk on a remote, high-speed host
printer.

LCE. Letter control entry.

P

library maintenance functions. Functions that provide
maintenance of GIL records.

paging commands. Commands that allow users to
move to a particular line, column, or page in a
document.

list panel. A panel that lists a number of items a user
can choose to work with.
local printer. A printer that is controlled by ASF
through CICS or IMS.
LRR. Document-request record.
LTD. Document-type description.

panel. The format in which ASF displays information
on the screen.
panel flow. The path users take through a task from
one panel to the next by issuing commands or choosing
options.

M

parameter. Variable data that is contained in the
standard paragraphs of a document, or that can be
passed to a program called by ASF.

main menu. The panel that lists the major tasks users
can perform with ASF.

parameter description record (PDR). A record that
describes the attributes of a parameter.

menu. A panel that shows the options users can
choose from to perform a task in ASF.

parameter determination program (PDP). A
user-written program to get values for parameters.

message area. The area on a panel where ASF shows
messages to users.

parameter verification program (PVP). A user-written
program to check the values of parameters.

message processing program (MPP). In IMS, an
application program that is driven by transactions and

password. A secret “word,” up to 8 characters long,
which a user must type to sign on to ASF.
Glossary of terms and abbreviations
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pattern document. A document consisting only of
preselected standard paragraphs.
PCB. Program control block.
PCT. Program control table.
PDP. Parameter determination program.
PDR. Parameter description record.
PEP. Program error program.
personal defaults. See default and user defaults.
personal profile. Customized use of the system by
entering personal data and setting defaults to a selected
format.
PPT. Processing program table.
private. Any item that only one user has access to.
private item. An item to which only the owner has
access.
Program Control table (PCT). A CICS table defining
all transactions that may be processed by the CICS
system.
project item. An item to which only the members of
the project owning the record have access.
PSB. Program specification block.
public item. An item to which users have access
whose access code, as defined in their user profile,
matches the access code specified for the item.
Members of the project owning the item can also gain
access.
PSW. Program status word.
PVP. Parameter verification program.

scratchpad area (SPA). In IMS conversational
processing, a work area in main storage or on direct
access storage used to retain information from the
application program for executions of the application
program from the same terminal.
SCRIPT/VS. Another name for the formatter
component of the DCF.
scrolling command. A command that tells ASF to
move across a panel or document either vertically or
horizontally so that a user can see additional
information.
SIB. Standard interface block.
SLL. Saved document library.
SNA. Systems Network Architecture.
software. Programs, procedures, rules, and any
associated information pertaining to the operation of a
computer system.
SP. Standard paragraph.
SPA. Scratchpad area.
SPG. Standard-paragraph group.
standard interface block (SIB). A string of
variable-length data used for communications between
ASF and application programs.
standard paragraph (SP). A predefined part of a
document. It can contain text, SCRIPT/VS control
words, and SCRIPT/VS symbols.
standard-paragraph group (SPG). An item in
document composition functions that describes a set of
related standard paragraphs that can be selected to
create a document, normally with other standard
paragraphs belonging to the same document type.

R

standard-paragraph parameter. A parameter whose
value is specified in the various standard paragraphs,
and which is valid for that standard paragraph only.

required field. A field where users must type
something after the prompt; the prompt for a required
field is highlighted.

structured text. Documents that consist of predefined
text parts.

resources. Records in the GIL.

system defaults. The system-supplied values that can
be changed to customize ASF after it is installed.

RSL. Resource security level.

S
saved document library (SLL). A library for
incomplete documents produced with the document
composition functions that are to be completed at a
later time.
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system parameter. A parameter whose value is
specified in a parameter description record and that is
valid for the whole ASF system, for example, the
company’s letterhead.
systems network architecture (SNA). The description
of the logical structure, formats, protocols, and
operational sequences used for transmitting
information through networks and for controlling the
configuration and operation of networks.

T

W

terminal node error. Any failure in a network that
occurs in the host computer, in session links, or in a
workstation that causes CICS to call the node error
program (NEP). See node error program (NEP).

Web client. The browser interface provided with the
feature Document Connect for ASF.

terminal-owning region (TOR). A CICS environment
that contains workstation definitions. Contrast with
application-owning region (AOR).

terminal-owning region (TOR). A CICS environment
that contains workstation definitions. Contrast with
application-owning region (AOR).
WSL. An internal system library.

TOR. Terminal-owning region.

X

transaction ID. A group of up to 4 characters that
identifies a particular CICS transaction.

XCTL. Transfer control command.

TS. Temporary storage.

Z

TSO. Time Sharing Option.

ZSL. An internal system library.

TSQ. Temporary-storage queue (CICS).

U
UPL. User profile library.
UPR. User profile record.
user defaults. The user-specified values that can be
changed for individual users’ sessions.
user ID. The name by which a user is known to ASF.
It consists of up to 8 characters and identifies a user to
ASF during signon.
user name. A user’s true name defined in the user
profile and used in the author field. See author.
user parameter. A parameter whose value is specified
in the user profile record, and which is valid for that
particular user, for example, name and address.
user program. A user-written application program, for
example, a parameter determination program to obtain
parameter values or a data collection program to
update related data.
user profile record (UPR). A record that contains
user-specific information, for example, about the
functions the user is authorized to select.
user session library (USL). This library contains the
user session record for the host-server session for each
user.
USL. User session library.

V
VTAM. Virtual Telecommunications Access Method.
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Related publications
This section lists each book in the ASF library.
There is also a list of publications for other IBM
products that you might use with ASF.

The ASF library
Administration Guide, SH12-6734, gives an
overview of ASF from the administrator’s point of
view, tells you about user administration, security
considerations, setting up ASF to suit your
company’s needs, and working as an
administrator.
Application Programming Interfaces, SH12-6735,
explains how to use the ASF application
programming interfaces to add applications to the
ASF environment.
Diagnosis Guide, SH12-6739, tells the system
administrator what to do if ASF is not functioning
correctly. It describes how to isolate, diagnose,
and report problems.
Licensed Program Specifications, GH12-6738,
describes the requirements, capabilities, and
functions of the IBM licensed program ASF as
warranted by IBM.
Program Directory, GI19-0020, describes the
requirements and installation of ASF.
The unlicensed ASF books with prefix SH are also
available on the following collection kit:
v IBM Transaction Process and Data Collection
Kit
SK2T-0730 CD-ROM

You can find online versions of the DCF
publications on the ASF Web site:
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/
office/asf
The most current versions of the publications are
available from these Web sites:
v CICS and CICS Transaction Server for z/OS:
http://www.ibm.com/software/cics
v CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS:
http://www.ibm.com/software/cics/ctg
v DB2 for z/OS: http://www.ibm.com/software/
data/db2/zos/library.html
v IMS: http://www-3.ibm.com/software/data/
ims.
v z/OS V1R7: http://www.ibm.com/servers/
eserver/zseries/zos/bkserv/v1r7books.html
v Enterprise PL/I for z/OS Version 3 Release 7:
http://www..ibm.com/software/awdtools/pli/
plizos/library/
v MQSeries: http://www.ibm.com/software/
mqseries
v WebSphere MQ for z/OS Version 6:
http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/
wmq/library/
v WebSphere Application Server:
http://www.ibm.com/software/webservers/
appserv

The most current versions of all ASF publications
are available from the following Web site:
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/applications/
office/asf

Other IBM publications
You can order many IBM publications, such as
product manuals and IBM Redbooks, online at
the following Web site:
http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/
applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi
© Copyright IBM Corp. 1988, 2008
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